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Condon died in the Waltham,

Friday, October 1st, after
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with scarlet fever.
the daughter of the late Capt.
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tered the Waltham Training
in connection with the WalShe had entered upon her sec-

years’
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course.
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relatives in this city she
duties a few weeks ago and
arge of a number of children
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until the fever was well
brothers, Frank B. of Water-
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COURT.

P. Whitehouse of

Augusta

Presiding.
The criminal docket was resumed
Thursday
morning and cases disposed of as follows:
John Avery had pleaded guilty to five
of

charges
illegal liquor selling and all the cases against

him

were

continued for sentence.

The

same

disposition was made of like cases against
George H. Forbes, who had been tried and
found guilty.
Frances R. Williams and Joseph Rolerson,
I
who had pleaded guilty to breaking and entering and larceny, were represented by Fred W.
Brown, who stated to the court that their relatives had promised to look after them more
closely and keep them in school in the future,
and asked for leniency.
County Attorney
Buzzell gave a plain statement of the case,
speaking of the home surroundings of the
boys and of the offences with which they were
charged,and said they had served four months
in the county jail. The judge placed them on
probation and Mr. Brown was instructed to
caution the boys on their future behavior.
James Bradley of Stockton
Springs, who
was tried Wednesday on the
charge of being a
common seller of intoxicating
liquors and found
guilty, was sentenced to pay a fine of $100 and
costs of thirty days in jail.
Rudolph M. Cox, who committed a criminal
assault on Minnie Harvey in Swanville last
spring, and who had pleaded guilty to the
charge, was sentenced to two years in the State
at Thomaston.
I prison
In the case of Willis J. Knowlton of
Liberty,
indicted as common nuisance, the judge ordered a verdict of not guilty. Deputy Sheriffs
Hurd, Cuddy and Ellis testified to seizing a
large quantity of cider at Knowlton's dace on
the fourth of July. The defense maintained
that the cider was used for making vinegar
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State

vs.

at

Augusta.

A

sertion.
Anson P. Benner, Northport, libellant,
Maude E. Benner of Bangor; divorce decreed
for cruel and abusive treatment.
Lute L. Rogers, libellant, Troy, vs. Grace
Merton Rogers, Bangor; divorce decreed for
cruel and abusive treatment; care and custody
of minor children given to libellant.
Georgie M. Wooster, libellant, vs. Otis G.
vs.

Wooster; divorce decreed for three years’utter
desertion and non-support; care and custody of
minor children given to the mother; libellant
to

recover

costs.

I

Clara B.Ladd. libt.vs.David Ladd;divorce decreed for cruel and abusive treatment. Libellant’s name was changed to Clara B. Shaw.

The Churches.
The North Church sewing circle met yesterday afternoon with Mrs. Carrie E. Peirce,
Franklin street.
The Spiritualist Society will hold services at
2 o'clock next Sunday afternoon in Knowlton’s
hall on High street.
Castle Lincoln, K. O. K. A., will hold their

meeting in the Universalist vestry next Saturday evening at 7 o’clock.
Rev. D. L. Wilson of the Congregational
rhurch will preach in the hall at Poor’s Mills
Sunday, October 10th at 2.30 p. m.
Rev. W. B. Porter of Wiscasset has accepted
a call to the Littlefield Memorial Free Baptist
church, Rockland, and entered upon his pasto- I
rate there last Sunday.
There will be no services in the Chapel at
East Northport on Sunday morning, October
10th. Rev. H. B. Haskell, Superintendent of i
Bucksport District, will preach there at 2 p. t
The Christian Scientists hold services in their
127 Main street, Sunday morning at 11
o’clock; subject, “Our Sin, Disease, and Death
Real ’, and Wednesday evening at 7.30 o’clock,
to wrhich all are cordially welcome.
hall.

services at the Universalist church next
will be as follows: preaching service
at 10.45 a. m., with sermon by the pastor, Rev.
A. A. Smith; Sunday school at 12 o’clock. The
public is cordially invited to attend.
The

Sunday

Repair Shop. A Maine Central

on

which to haul them up, and Sun-

for

to

tow of the

Mrs. J. W. Raleigh left Saturday for Lynn,
after a few weeks vacation spent with
relatives in this city.

at

was

wrecking train to the repair shops
The damage to engine and ten-

The

not very

Mrs. H. C. Pitcher left last Friday for South
to visit relatives,

Weymouth, Mass.,

Mrs. Ciara Brier left last week for
Leadville,
Colo., where she will spend the winter.
Mrs. Annie M. Dimick of St. Martins. N.
B.,
arrived Saturday to visit Mrs. Warren E.
Marsh.

Gagie E. Frost will spend a few weeks
Concord, Vt., the guest of Mrs. George
Whipple.
Mrs.

in

Mrs. O. R. Webster and little son, Clarence
are visiting her late husband’s relatives
in
Vinalhaven.

E.,

Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. Dunbar of
Plymouth,
to visit their old home

Mass., arrived last week
in this city.

Carleton Doak left Tuesday for Bangor tc*
his senior year at the University of
Maine Law School.

Mr. and Mrs. O. K. Ryder have been visiting
Boston and are now in Portland visiting Mr.
and Mrs. R. L. Stevens.

enter upon

in

great.

Tax Collector Case.

William Vaughan, Jr., has gone to Ripley to
stock at the Grange fair.

judge

Mass.,

Waterville.

der

PERSONAL.

visit.

a

Mrs. Edward A. Wadsworth and little son
Thomas Shea, left Monday for their home in
Somerville, Mass.

tion to be hauled up. It then had to be lifted
place the forward trucks under it, but this
was easily done and that evening the
engine
was on the main rails again and was taken in

The first meeting of the Travellers'
Club for
the season 1909-10, will be held with
the secretary, Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett, October
12th
Program; report of the Maine Federation
by
the delegate, Mrs. Walter C.
Shaw; lesson on
Parliamentary Law by Mrs. Brackett; paper,

Ella G. Paul, libt., vs. Burton C. Paul, of
Searsmont; divorce decreed for gross and con-

m.

incline

m'

sertion.
William H. McIntosh, libt., vs. Annie F. McIntosh, parties live in Belfast and Auburn.
Mass.; divorce decreed for ten years utter de-

to the

NUMBER 40

day the tender had been safely landed, while
the engine had been righted and placed in posi-

The next meeting of Seaside
Chautauqua
Circle will be with Mrs. E. P.
Frost, No 42
High street, Monday afternoon, October 11th.
The members are requested to meet
at 2. p.
Lesson from September
magazine and the C
L. S. C. books, "Greek View of
Life” and
Homeric Stories, first lessons.
Roll-call, quotations from the “Iliad.”

Louis E. Pendleton, libt., vs. Fannie E,
Pendleton; parties live in Winterport and Bangor; divorce decreed for three years utter de-

and had not been sold contrary to law.
In the case of George W. Knight,indicted for

Franklin S. Mayberry of Somerville,
Mass., indicted for “obtaining money under
false pretenses.”
Nol pros on payment of
costs taxed $10.62. This was a case where a
young man passed a worthless check on the
Windsor hotel in this city.
st of the family, of Timothy
John W. Law’rence of Stockton Springs,
Blood Chase; a sister of the indicted for a common nuisance and for single
Alden D. Chase and the late sale, retracted his plea of not guilty and plead>rker.
Her only surviving ed guilty. His case was continued for sentence.
The sentence of the lower court was affirmed
nieces, Miss Fannie Chase
ad Barker, and her nephews, in the appealed case of State vs. Albert R.
aid Frederick T. Chase. FebWhitcomb, charged with assault and battery.
A motion has been made for a new7 trial in
married in Belfast Isaac
orae years ago.
The house the case of John F. Vickery vs. Mrs. E. A.
amms built by her father, the
Shecan, parties of Morrill. This case was
-.and had been her home tried this term and a verdict w*as rendered the
with the exception of about plaintiff for $HS.25.
The cases involves the
fornia. In her younger days
payment ol' a promisory note and the content and active in the social
nd when advancing years tion is whether or not it was a witnessed note,
nome she still retained her
thus determining w hether or not it is outlawed,
..nd was well informed on the
The entry “neither party” has been made in
The friends of her yrouth
>1 had nearly all preceded the case of Harriet A. Dahlman versus Harriet
ft of her generation. The N. Abbott, 'the suit w7as brought to recover
11 be held today, Thursday,
$5,000 by Mrs. Harriet Abbott Dahlman of
ittie
nuii.u
xe&iuencf, oo
Omaha. Neb., from Mrs. Harriet N. Abbott of
of
Rossbach,
pastor
Adolph
he plaintiff sets forth in the
rch, will officiate.
Winterport.
i writ that when 17 years old she, on September
ml. wife of Weston Wall of
1879. sigred a deed giving her right, title
lurday, September 2f/th, at 15,
Hospital, Rockland, where and interest in the real estate and personal
iving treatment for a trouble property of her father, the late Charles Ab- j
ire.
Mrs. Wall’s former home
b-»tt, without any valuable consideration therealthough she had resided in
«• time.
She was 26 years of for. The writ further alleges that the defendlovable disposition and had
ant made a will bequeathing to the plaintiff
1
i lends since residing in Rockmore than $5,000.
When plaintiff became of
husband she leaves two small
in
her
she
deeds
of
her
signed
rights
ingest only eight months old. age
bed by a mother, Mrs. Cora fat her’s property and she now alleges that the
Floreston
brother,
Young, defendant, her mother, revoked her will and
'let
i-igton,
changed her bequests and provisions therein
made for the benefit of the plaintiff $nd has
''apt. E Frank Bucklin, died
m Seattle, Washington
She disposed of the property which should have
red here as Helen Day. her come to the
plaintiff under the provisions of
having befen spent in Camden. the law. In a case tried at the
April term the
urn their loss one daughter,
dan aged mother in Seattle. defendant in this case, Harriet N. Abbott, sued
f Mr. George, Mr. Charles another
daughter, Mrs. Margaret A. Niles of
urd;also of Mrs. Frank Adams
for recovery of bonds and bank
Haskell. Mrs. Bucklin was Portland,
books amounting to some thousands of dollars.
age a compositor in the Herany friends in Camden extend The case was tried before a jury and a verdict
;n Seattle.
Capt. Bucklin rendered for the plaintiff amounting to $4,526.
Chas. Bucklin of this place,
A motion for a new trial was filed and May 13th
ug his brother in Seattle.—
report of evidence was filed. The late Charles
Abbott, whose estate is involved in the two
piritualist Convention
suits, was a well-known man in Winterport,
there about 20 years ago.
convention of the Maine dying
Annie E. W. Cobe, vs. Herbert J. Banton was
Association w’as held in
"lay and Sunday and proved sent to the law court on report.
resting ill the history of the
Final judgment for the State was entered in
nt Mark A. Barwise in his
: mated the number of
Spirit- the scire facias cases against the bondsmen of !
to he between 10,000 and
Winfield S. Edminster, defaulted in a numi that not all of these were
The cases have gone
ber of liquor cases.
• ties and
camps, but the
■ ier the direct influence of the
through several terms of court. The agcamps w’as between 2000 and | gregate amount is about $3800, and the bondsmainder were scattered and
! men who must now make good this amount j
m '<>n.
The secretary, Mrs. Viola
‘ur.aan, reported that three are: B. D. Field, W. A. Clark, Herbert E. Bradwere to be organized at once,
man .[Charles Field, Burton A. Spencer, L. L.
Madison and Camden. Their Gentner and Charles W. Lancaster. At last
j
bring the total number of |
ind ampmeeting organizations | accounts Edminster was in Hartford. Conn,
to nii. -. Officers were elected as |
George W. Pendleton vs. Clara W. Manchesipnt. Mark A. Barwise. Bangor; I
ter, executrix, demurrer filed and sustained;
i' nt, Frank A.
Bishop, Herman;
to amend on statute terms.
president, Dr. Dana A. Soule, i plaintifffhas leave
'■reiary, Mary Drake Jewell, Mon- ,
“Noljpros on payment of costs taxed at $20,”
B. M. Bradbury, Fairfield;
i is the entry in the case of State vs. Johnson
Hayden, Madison; Georgianna and Andrew Kalioskaskaskie, indicted for
[
Mrs. Abbie Hopkins, Plymouth; ;
b
Band, Canaan.
| cruelty to animals. The animal in question
| was a horse'which it is alleged the respondents
abused, failed to bait properly and overloaded
Divorces at Rockland.
until the[poor thing was unable to stand. He
Mb., Oct. 1. Twenty-four di- was then turned loose in the town of Searsport,
*'creed at the term of supreme
T
closed today, in addition to which j where he wasjobserved and the humane officer
H,.
dlvorc«
libels were disposed of in 1 sent for and the animal put to death.
.V
ln the contested case oi
^ lMh,mfinnfr8’
The case of Masonic Temple association
, lrd
against Agnes R. Bird of Cam
! against Arnold Harris was referred to Judge
^as denied after a
which
®8tr-; f
hearing
^he parties occuPy a high j Whitehouse, to be heard at his convenience
^
v
! after May 15.
and 4 months. Until

DECREED.

meeting of the Board of Managers of the
Women’s Hospital Aid will be held
treatment.
with the
i Jennie D. Babb, libt. vs. Charles H. Babb; president Mrs. O. S. Vickery,
Saturday, October
at
3
m.
for
cruel
and
abusive
9,
treatMembers who cannot attend
p.
divorce decreed
will please notify the president.
ment and failure to support.

■

ars

Gone

1909.

PERSONAL.
wrecking train arrived last week to extricate
the derailed engine and tender from their restMaine Hills of Boston is visiting friends in
ing place in the mud beside the track, half
this city.
way down to the bed of the Passagassawaukeag
Dr. and Mrs. H. F. Dolan of Islesboro were
river. The engine laid upon its side, and both
m the city last
Saturday.
engine and tender were partially covered by
Mrs. Ashley A. Smith and little daughter
the earth forced out of the embankment by
the pressure of water behind it. It looked like Dorothy are spending the week in Boston.
Miss Susie Emery of Owls Head is the guest
a hard proposition, but the
experienced crew
knew just what to do and how to do it, and of Miss Margaret A. Dunton at the Battery.
with their steam derrick and other
Mrs. Maude Sherman and son Raymond of
wrecking
gear they were soon p.c work. While one gang Dark Harbor are the
guests of Mrs. J. O. Hayes.
dug away the earth from the engine and tender
Mrs. E. W. Pendleton of Islesboro, was in
another crew was building a spur track down
Belfast last Thursday on her way to Camden
an

John Cochran Chapter D. A. R. will
meet
Monday evening, October 11th with Miss Millie
Mitchell at the Head of the Tide. A
picnic
supper will be served. The subject for the
evening will be “Maine.”

vs. Jessie M. Spofford; divorce decreed for cruel and abusive

■

•'i!*er

The News of Belfast.

the law court.
DIVORCES

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7,

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
Eliza
Hunnewell to-morrow, Friday, afternoon
at
half past two o'clock. Visitors are
cordially
invited.

Ralph T. Spofford, libt.

pasture in such a way as to stop the flow of
in a ditch and damage the highway.
There was much local interest in the case. The
of the news of her illness and
of Belmont claimed that the responher until the end and accompan- j selectmen
dent had filled the ditch to a short extent beside
to Belfast.
Strong, bright and
his land leading to a pasture with rock and ob•i don was well equipped for her
structed the highway, and that while it had
and
her
death
was
a
sad
--on,
been once removed and they had forbidden his
•g life. She is survived by one
continuing it there, he replaced it, and as a reMice C. Condon of this city, and
ihers—Herbert H., who is em- ; suit the road was made soft and left in bad
condition. The defense wras that the ditch had
Applin grocery store at Cape
and Joshua B., painters, of this been dug so deep that he could not haul his
team over it nor could he drive his cattle
distant postmaster at Pittsfield;
across without a bridge or passage, and this he
her of mathematics in the Coburn
had built. The jury returned a verdict of not
e. Arthur M., in A. C. Condon's
Colo., and Harold, a student guilty.
Charles E. Marden of Liberty, arraigned on a
weal Institute, Waterville. The
of common nuisance and search and
lace Sunday afternoon at the charge
seizure, was found guilty in the nuisance case.
rother, Joshua B. Condon, on
Continued for sentence.
:e. Rev.
Arthur G. Roberts*
In the three cases against Wm. H. Rand of
tptist Church, with which the
Monroe, common seller and two single sales,
i'ii connected since early girlBowden appeared and filed a plea in
The bearers were young Ellery
abatement on ihe ground of misnomer. The
ith the society, Dr. Ernest S.
demurred, but the court susEarl Talbot, Clarence H. county attorney
tained the plea in abatement, w'hich set forth
was
The
interment
Keyes.
that the name should have been Wm. M. Rand.
n the South Belfast Cemetery.
The grand jury had found “no bill” in the
ofusion of beautiful flowers
case of John S. Marden of Winterport, charged
Waltham and Waterville and
wfith assault and battery,as he w7as found to be
i friends in this city.
irresponsible through mental weakness and the
Allard, widow of the late Isaae court ordered that he be committed to the inF. of

^

Judge William

JUDICIAL

Exceptions have been filed and allowed in
the action of James Cunningham vs. Inhabitants of Frankfort, in a suit for $2,000 damage.
This action was tried before a jury which returned a verdict of $1,000 from which an
appeal was taken to the law court and a new
trial granted. The case was heard again this
term, but this term Judge Whitehouse ordered
a verdict for the defendant and the case will

At the June

Mrs. H. I. Holt and daughter Alice, of
Calais,
the guests recently of Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
Morrill of Rockport.

Austin W. Keating has resumed his position
meeting of the city government only one name
was presented as a candidate for tax collector,
as sales-agent for the International Harvester
although there was another candidate. On Co., and is now on the road.
motion the city clerk was instructed to cast
Mrs. Annie F. Richards is in Walpole, Mass.,
one ballot for the joint board and Charles H.
where she is substituting in the Union TrainPhysical Characteristics of Spain, by Miss
was declared elected. Wayland KnowlSargent
Caroline W. Field; readings from
a State institution.
Washington ton. Esq., the city solicitor, who was also a j ing school,
Irving, by Mrs. Amos Clement.
Mrs. Tamzen Mathews returned Friday tc
candidate for tax collector, declared the elecher home in Liberty after spending a few
The W. H. Glover Co. of
Rockland, the con- tion of Mr. Sargent illegal and made so strong :
tractors, began laying the sills for the Coe- a case that it was decided to have another ; weeks with her brother, Mr. T. W. Pitcher.
Mortimer building last Saturday. Much of
mrs. jonn it. i^avis ana
miss Julia Davis,
the
lumber is on the spot and work on the
building ton and John S. Davidson were voted for, and who have been visiting Dr. and Mrs. O. S,
will hp rn<alipH
r«mf
the latter having a majority was declared
Vickery, left Monday for their home in Sanadditional dolphins below the bridge to be used elected,
qualified, and entered upon the duties dusky, Ohio.
m hauling vessels
through the draw, and has of the office. Mr. Sargent then brought a bill
Mr. Amos Clement returned home Saturday
ordered the hard pine, etc., for the
wharf, for in equity to test the legality of the second from Seaside Inn, Seal Harbor, where he hac
which he has taken the contract. Some of
the election and a hearing was held in August be- been five months to a day. It was a very sucmachinery for the plant has been received. fore Judge Whitehouse at Augusta, at which cessful season.
Mr. M. L. Slugg, superintendent for the Coe- both
parties were represented by counsel—
Miss Cecile Littlefield went to Camden TuesMortimer Co., is here looking after the affairs
Ellery Dowden, Esq., of Winterport for David- day for a few weeks to
supply in the place oi
of the Company.
son and Dunton & Morse for Sargent.
Last Miss Alice
Thorndike in the Western Union
Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast Saturday Judge Whitehouse, then holding court
Telegraph office.
post office for the week ending October 5th: in this city, rendered his decision, dismissing
George Keyes of Middleboro, Mass., arrived
Miss A. Adgey, Miss Mary E.
Boynton, Mrs. A. the bill. The decision sustains the contention
to spend a vacation with friends in this
L. Coy, Miss Nellie Drummond, Mrs. N. M. of the counsel for Davidson that the first elec- Sunday
Mr. Keyes was formerly employed in
Gassett, Mrs. Fred Gross, Miss Kate A. Galvin, tion was not legal, on the ground that the clerk, city.
the shoe factory here.
Miss Laura E. Jordan, Mrs. R. T. Lincoln, Mrs. not being a member of the joint convention,
Miss Alice Thorndike, who was employed as
Nellie Page, Mrs. R. E. Sanborn, Miss
has no legal right to cast the ballot. This is
Angie
Sanborn, Miss JennettShaw, Miss Mary Steph- said to be the first decision on this point ever an operator in the Western Union office at
Camden during the summer, arrived in Belfast
ens, Mrs. Bertha E. Smith, Mrs. A. Walker. made in Maine.
last Saturday for a few weeks vacation.
Mrs. Hattie E. Whitehouse, Mr. S. S. Bridges,
Rev. J. W. Vaughan of Citypoint left TuesMyron Bowden, Kenneth S. Elwell, H. H. HerCity Government.
riman, David H. King, Jr., Kennedy Bros., H.
day morning for New Boston, N. H., having
D. Long. James Marron,
The regular October meeting of the city gov- been called there by the serious illness of his
Gerry Springs Sanatorium, Edwin L. McCorrison, Charles Pitcher, ernment was held last Monday evening. In daughter, Miss Julia, who is teaching there.
Rheuben Shaw, Arthur Smith, Harrison Walace. the board of aldermen—Messrs. Dickey and
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Leavens and little
The North Church Guild. Nineteen mem- Dyer absent—the records of the last meeting daughters, Dorothy and Barbara, left last
bers of the Young Ladies’ Guild of the North were read and approved and the roll of ac- night for their home in Brooklyn, N. Y. They
Church were delightfully entertained at the counts read and ordered paid as follows:
have been stopping for several weeks at the
Contingent. $ 811 57
home of Miss Margaret A. Dunton at the BatBrook’s House.
Fire department.
345 89
tery last Monday evening. It was the annual
Miss Katherine C. Quimby and Miss FranFree Library.
237 33
General school purposes.
meeting and also the first one of the season.
305 58
ces
Howes will atend the Maine Musical
School contingent.
19 09
A delicious picnic supper was served and
Festival, to be held in Portland October 11th.
Insurance..
1824
Repairs,
church matters of interest were discussed. The
_.

Free text

the reg-

books.

Cemetery.
Park.

Highways.

369 96
23 00
24 03
1,718 45

Total. $3,873 14
The bill of C. C. Dickey & Co. for lights and

tee, Mrs. J. W. Jones, Mrs. R. D. Southworth*
Miss Evelyn P, Morison and L. Grace Chadwick.
At

Mrs. Maria D. Peirre and Miss Carrie M
Cutter will spend the winter in Pawtucket, R.
I., with relatives.

Aubrey E. Elms an ived from Worcester.
Mass., last Friday and is visiting his mother,

Mrs. Emma D. Elms.

Mrs. Howard L. Whitten has returned from
visit with her parents, Rev. and Mrs.
Henry
M. Perkins, Melrose, Mass,

a

■,

following officers were elected for the coming
year: President, Mrs. David L. Wilson; vice
president, Miss Anne M. Kittredge; secretary
and treasurer. Miss Grace Hall; work commit-

The Lecture Course Assured.

were

batteries furnished
!

12th

as

Mrs. Peter A. Olson of East Belfast was
called to Portland last week by the serious illness of her father, Mrs. C. J. Foss.
Mrs. Louise Royal of Ellsworth, arrived las?.
Friday and will be employed for some time in
clerical work for Mr. H. P. Farrow.
Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett returned Thursday
a trip to Brunswick and Portland
in the interests of the Girls’ Home.

night from

Lynwood B. Thompson, W. Arthur Shales and
N. Houston Small came down from the University of Maine to spend the week-end at
home.
Rev. and Mr. Arthur G. Roberts, Mrs. M. W.

Rich, Mrs. C. E. Rhoades and Miss Maude E*
Mathews left Monday to attend the annual
session of the Baptist State Convention in
Brewer.
Mrs. Ruth Cushman, son Fred B. and sister.
Miss Helen Brown of Boston, are visiting their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Brown on
Court street.
Mrs. Cyrus H. K. Curtis has bought theisland in Megunticook lake known as t amp
Rabbit Island, one of the most desirable and
attractive sites at the lake,

guests of Mrs. B. B. Foster i

Mrs. Elizabeth Benson left last week for
Boston, where she will visit a short time, then
go to Butte, Mont., and later to Denver, Colo.,
where she will spend the winter.

j Congress street.
Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Cobe of Chicago will soon
on a business trip to Hamilton, Montana,
where they have large irrigation interests,
They will stop en route at Big Timber to visit
leave

,

taken up, and on mowas voted to continue the

was

tion of Aid. Morse it

and 13th,

Miss Katherine E. Brier, who had been visiting in Boston and vicinity for several weeks
returned home last Friday.

Mrs. Lena

Mr. M. Ij. Stantial has arrived home from
Moosic, Penn., where he has been employed by
the Coe-Mortimer Company. He will be em-

Haney Whitney.

Mrs. Helen W. Crosby went to Portland last ployed here by the same
company.
meeting. The following
j Saturday to spend the week-end in Portland
Mr. Hugh McDonald of Clyde River, N. S.,
read and passed in concurrence
with relatives, and left Portand Monday with
The Maine State Advent Christian conferwho has been visiting his daughter. Mrs. Evwas decided to have the lecture course the
with the council:
her cousin, Mrs. Helen Dyer, to spend twc
ence will hold its annual sessions with the
erard A. Wilson, left last Thursday for Boston,
Ordered: That the committee on highways
coming season. The reports of the canvassing
weeks in New York.
ehurch in Waterville, October 14-17. The adwhere he will visit his children before returnj committee were encouraging and they are still and bridges, assisted by the city engineer, be
dress of welcome will be given by Elder T. J.
October 1st, Miss S. B. Cunningham had been ing home.
and are hereby authorized and instructed to
I soliciting with a view to making the course a
the
of
the
Waterville
church.
[’oolbroth,
pastor
the housekeeper at the Swift home on Miller
I financial as well as social success. A program proceed at once and lay out the extension of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph B. Herrick and little
street for twenty-four years—a long term oi
The Baptist convention in Brewer opened committee was
appointed as follow’s: Rev River avenue across the Field lot, so called, to ;
daughter Carolyn left Saturday for a visit in
most
faithful
and
efficient
and
service
with
annual
of
afternoon
the
highly
meetings
Monday
; Adolph Rossbach, chairman. Mr. E. R. Pierce' the land of Richard T. Rankin.
Wollaston, Mass. Mr. Herrick will remain one
Woman’s Missionary Federation of Maine, Mrs. Mr. John R. Dunton, Mrs. G. E. Brackett and
Ordered: That the city treasurer be and is appreciated by those she has cared for these week and his wife and
daughter will make a
The
H. L. B. Howatt, presiding.
report of the Mrs. E. S. Pitcher. As soon as possible the hereby authorized and instructed to draw his many years.
longer visit.
secretary was by Mrs. E. W. Hall of Water- ! program and dates will be made public. All order for the sum of five dollars and seven
Harold
Richards
of
this
who
has
city,
..yMrs. N. M. Kneeland, who has been spending
tille, and of the treasurer, by Miss Maud E. interested should assist the canvassing com- nine cents, payable to Eli C.
Merriam, the same just entered the University of Maine, pitched the summer in her
cottage at Temple Heights,
Vlathews of Belfast.
on
mittee
in
the
freshman team last Saturday against
:
securing subscribers to the course. being a rebate on 1908 taxes as allowed by the
spent the week-end with reiatives in this i-ity
church.
Service
First Parish (Unitarian)
the sophomores. The freshmen won by 12 to 1.
The Waldo Avenue Matter. In pursuance county commissioners.
and will return to her home in
Somerville,
Richards was prominent in athletics while in
next Sunday at 10.45 a. m., with sermon by
The committee on lights reported in favor of
Mass., this week.
| of a vote at a former meeting the aldermen inthe Belfast High school and is evidently maka light on Waldo avenue.
:he pastor, subject, “The Fall of Man vs. The
placing
spected the ditch in front of the properties of
Three of the Belfast students at the UniverRise of Man.” This is the second in a series
The matter of the drain on Waldo avermj ing good at Orono.
P. I). H. Carter and Elijah S. Shuman last Monsity of Maine have joined college fraterninear the residences of E. S. Shuman and P. D.
)f sermons upon the theory of evolution as afRev. and Mrs. A. G. Roberts will return today afternoon. What they thought of it was
ties—Marthon Doak. Omega Mu Chapter of
fecting the Hebrew scriptures. Sunday school shown by the order passed at the regular meet- H. Carter was taken up, and on motion of Aid. day from attending the Baptist State ConvenP hi Gamma Delta; Nathan H. Small and Harold
seconded
of
St.
Aid.
Casit
was voted
at noon; subject
by
Morse,
study,
Anthony.
tion in Brewer, bringing with them as guests
ing that evening to have the ditch or drain en- Wood,
Richards, Delta Kappa.
that the drain be made large enough to carry the
tle Channing, K. O. K. A., meets Friday evenRev. and Mrs. H. H. Pringle of North Haven.
larged sufficiently to carry off the flow of
Miss Ethel A. Rogers, an operative in the
flow of water and re-covered the entire length.
ing at 7 o’clock.
Mr. Pringle will conduct services next Sunday
water and restore the covering. There is no
box factory connected with the Leonard &
The board of municipal officers met for a
and
at
the
The services for the week at the Congrega- ; sewer on Waldo avenue and the drainage from
in
morning
evening
Baptist Church,
Barrows shoe factory, lost the end of the index
tional church will be as follows: Junior C. E. the residences of Messrs. Carter and Shuman hearing on a petition of the New England an exchange with the pastor.
finger of her right hand Wednesday morning,
&
Co.
for
the
Telegraph
praying
On account of ill health Mrs. Priscilla MathThursday, at 3.30 p. m.; prayer meeting this, went into this ditch, or rather covered drain, Telephone
while at work on covers.
to erect poles and wires on the roads and
ews has resigned her agency for the Abner
Thursday, evening at 7.30 o’clock; Castle ; which was most thoroughly constructed by right
streets mentioned in its petition.
Holman F. Day has dropped ii.
No one ap‘-.Major’
North K. O. K. A. Friday at 7.30 p. m.; Sunday j the owners of the abutting property. It was
of
Co.
Ohio.
Cleveland.
Mrs.
Mathews
Royce
the petition, it was voted to
his name and will hereafter hi addressed
,-Ifl A
n-ith
k,covered with large flat rock, earth graded over pearing against
has held this agency for several years, and the from
He has become the owner of the
„.3
___i_:
as “Cap’n.”
grant the prayer of the petitioner.
excellent perfumes, essences and soaps of the
riastor; theme, The Message of Responsibility;
“Davy Jones,” a 40 feet cabin cruiser, and will
Sunday school at noon; Y. P. S. C. E. prayer ; tary. Now there is an open ditch, exposing
company have become widely and favorably
WEDDING BELLS.
..ii.
M.-a
known in this section through her faithful ncic-aiLt-i opcuu njM-i
the drainage, the whole neighborhood is dismeeting at 6.30 and evening service at 7.3*).
n Nev. Mea-tows.
son on the raging main
efforts.
and the fall rains and winter frosts will
I
figured,
Mr.
Dilworth-Drinkwater.
William E.
The services for the week at the Baptist
1 soon make inroads on the lawns and fill
Eaton Blackington, who left Rockland last
up the Dilworth and Miss Lida E. Drinkwater were
Misses Quimby and Morison arrived at San
Church will be as follows;, prayer meeting this
ditch. The action of the city government in united in marriage Saturday evening, October Juan, P. R.,
June to make his home in Oregon, has written
the
after
the
September
23rd,
when
will
be
day
evening,
Thursday,
reports
given
this matter will be generally commended.
second, at the residence of the bride’s father mail steamer left, so that their letters home an account of his journey for the Courierby those who attended the meetings of the
A
service
and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Drink- were delayed. They have since been heard Gazette. Writing from Medford he says; “1
was
held
Belfast.
North
special
convention
in
Brewer
State
this week; Sunday,
The couple were at- from and write that they have been assigned have met a young man here whose father was
at 10:45, morning worship, with sermon by in the church last Sunday evening, the occasion water, at Saturday Cove.
a native of Vir.alhaven.
His name is E. W
Rev. H. H. Pringle of North Haven, Maine; being the celebration of Harvest Sunday, tended by Mr. and Mrs. Oscar H. Dilworth of to the public schools in Ponce, Porto Rico,
Carver. His father was Ebenezer W Carver
observes annually wher- M: dison, Maine. The ceremony was perform- teaching
English. Miss Morison and Miss
Sunday school at noon; evening worship, with which Mr. Vaughan
and he left the island about lb20. The young
All are invited ever he preaches. The church was decorated ed by Rev. A. G. Roberts. The wedding party Quimby have room with a Spanish Porto Rican
sermon by Mr. Pringle, at 7:30.
man is anxious to learn something about the
of autumn leaves and vines, consisted of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar H. Dilworth,
branches
and
are well pleased with their situawith
family,
to attend these services.
early history of the family.”
cut flowers, potted plants, and all kinds of Mrs. T. J. Drinkwater, and the Misses Ethel,
tions.
in
Lizzie
Drinkwater.
this
Elva
and
after
District
and
B.
fruits
grown
Haskell,
Shortly
Rev. Horace
vegetables
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence F. Wyman, who have
Superinvicinity.
Fred Tibbetts, who was recently called to
been spending several weeks in this city, have
tendent, will speak at the M. E. church next The combination produced a most pleasing the ceremony a reception was held, many his home in
Palermo by the death of his
j
relatives
to
offer
their
concalling
returned to their duties in the Massachusetts
Sunday at 10.45 a. m. Bible school at 12 m., effect. The topic for the evening was Farm friends and
brother, Manley Tibbetts, was in Belfast Friday
School in Canton, Mass. This school
Frank P. Blodgett, supt; address by Rev. H. B. Life. Mr. E. C. Merriam spoke from the sub- gratulations and best wishes. Mr. and Mrs.
and returned to Portland Saturday. Mr. Tib- Hospital
is only in its second year and was started by
Haskell at 7.30 p. m. Tuesday at 7.30 p. m„ ject, the life of the women on the farm today Dilworth will depart shortly for their new
who was for several years employed by
betts,
|
Dr. Bradford of the Massachusetts General
Epworth League devotional service. Thurs- compared with the life of women of former home in Madison, Maine, where Mr. Dil- the N.E.Tel. & Tel.Co. in this
city,has left many
day, at 7.30 p. m., mid-week devotional Ser- generations. Rev. William Vaughan spoke from | worth has a position in one of the pulp mills. | warm friends in Belfast who extend
Hospital, backed by State aid. Dr. J. E. Fisk is
sympathy now at the head of the institution ard its deminister as a farmer. ! The groom was at one time a widely known
vice, conducted by one of the worshippers. the view-point of the
bereavement and who sincerely wish him
method in farming. base ball player, was local editor of tne Belfast in his
velopment has been something wonderful.
Saturday, October 9th, at 7.30 p. m„ the Dis- Mr. E. C. Dow' spoke upon
success in the insurance business, which he has
then for several years a clerk in
There are 133 in the school 30 of whom are
trict Superintendent will hold a quarterly con- The addresses were instructive and interest- Age later, and
in the office of his brother, Merentered
upon
the exercises, the shoe store of Dinsmore & Son of this city.
girls—and all are invalids. The State recently
ference. Let all official members be present. I ing. Special music interspersed
Tibbetts.
rick
I made appropriations for a new hospital and ini_Guv May hew spent a vacation of two He has a host of friends who will wish both
The annual convention of the Baptist
Orrin J. Dickey and excursion party left on dustrial building. Mr. and Mrs. Wyman are to
weeks with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. F. him and his bride many years of happiness and
churches of Maine was held in Brewer on Mon- 1
the noon train Monday for Montreal and Que- have charge of 20 boys in a bungalow which
hew, returning to his employment in prosperity.
May
In
of
this
week.
and
Wednesday
day, Tuesday,
Mrs. R. S. Brier,
The wea her ; is to be completed in a few months. They have
bec via the White Mountains.
The marriage of
connection with the regular sessions oi the Massachusetts Saturday....
Stearns-Pierce.
Mr
convention occurred the dedication of the new ! who spent the summer here, returned to her Lowell H. Stearns and Miss Millicent M. conditions were fine and all anticipated a had charge of 64 in one building. The- ,-chool
meeting-house of the Brewer Baptist Church. I winter home, Winter Hill, Somerville, Mass.,
is the party: Mrs. is doing a rescue work of inestimable- value.
Pierce, both of Belfast, took place at :heir delightful trip. Following
This is the third time that this pleasant feature
Mrs. M. F. Hurd went to home in the Dr. G. W. Stoddard
Alice J. Waldron, Mrs. John R. Waterman, Mrs,
and
It
Saturday_Mr.
the
to
added
meetings.
regular
has been
I
house, upper
Rose F. Fahy. Mrs. Samuel M. R. Locke
occurred in 1907 at the Central Square Church, I Bangor Tuesday to visit relatives.
A Monroe Orchard.
High street, October Gth at 10.30 a. m. Rev.
Portland, and again in 1908 at Rumford. Mr,
Misses Louise Knowlton and Anne M. Kittridge
The Coot Club. This aggregation of Bel- Ashley A. Smith, pastor of the Universalist,
addressed
York
New
of
Williams
city
Hon. F. O. Beal of the State cattb cornmis.Ton
Mournay
and Henry Staples, of Belfast; Mrs. S. II
the Laymen’s session. The local church wat fast business and professional men left Lewis | church officiated in the presence of a few
was in Monroe Friday on business, and speaks
Nickels of Searsport.
Mrs. Arthur Ritchie
well represented by delegates and visitors.
; wharf last Saturday about noon in the steamer | relatives and friends. The bride was becominterestingly of the apple crop on the A. 1-.
left on the 5.20 train and joined the party ir
Blaisdell farm in that town. The apple crop
The Waldo County Sunday School Associa- ! Castine for their seventh annual excursion ! ingly gowned in a dark blue silk and carried
this year is lighter than usual according to re! Portland.
tion met with the Congregational Church oi | down the bay. As usual, w'hen the steamer I light pink carnations. The groom is a native
ports but Mr. Blaisdell\s orchard will yield
the
to
heavy was on the
Brooks, September 28th. Owing
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Morison, who were ir
high seas the annual election of of Gilsum, N. H., and has been employed for
heavily. The Rlasdell farm comprises 28»> acres,
rain storm only a few ventured forth aid the
and
he has an orchard of 3,500 trees, all young
and
resulted
Belfast
have
been
an
extend
as
The fore
officers took place,
follows: some time as bookkeeper by the Duplex Rolmaking
recently,
program was necessarily changed.
ones.
The trees are loaded to the tips of the
The
business.
to
We have received a persona
noon session was devoted
Wm. H. Hall, captain; Leighton M. Coombs, ler Bushing Company. The bride is the i ed tour by auto.
branches wdth fine quality winter apples and
for the en
same board of officers were elected
H. Quimby, pilot; Dr. Wm. C. Lib- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pierce of note from Mr. Morison under date of Boston
Wm.
mate;
Mr.
Blaisdell
has an offer now of $5 a barrel
suing year, with the exception of the TreasurHe expects to
for the apples on the trees.
S. M. R. Locke, commissary gen- Monroe and has been employed for some time I Sept.29th, in which he says:“We leave here th<
er’s office. Miss Weymouth resigned and th< by, steward;
get a barrel from nearly every tree in the
office of secretary and treasurer were united eral; Clarence E. Read, engineer; Augustus P. as clerk in Belfast, recently by J. W. Fergu- last of the month for Minneapolis. Shall shi]
from
that
farm w ill be
and
the
income
orchard,
officers
are
Miss Ginn having them both. The
Coombs, assistant engineer; Ralph H. Howes, son & Co. They received many pretty and the car by rail. Have covered nearly ?,00i 1 worth while this year.—Bangor Commercial.
Wm. Vaughan; vice
as follows: president, Rev.
R.
Edward
miles
since
home
chief gunner;
Estabrooks, gunner’s useful presents and will begin housekeeping
leaving
July 1st, makinj
anc
president, Rev. J. W. Vaughan;ofsecretary
home dept.
mate; Herbert Foster, constable; J. Myrick, cab- immediately on their return from a short wed67,000 miles my Royal Tourist car has trav
treasurer, Isabel Ginn; supt,
I SOUTH MONTV1LL12.
of
elementary
Brooks;
supt.
Mrs M. A. Staples,
in boy; James H. Howes, boatswain; Joseph
ding trip, which will include visits with rela- elled since buying it in June, 1906. I think i :
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Garland of Lowelf,
oi
Belfast;
E.
Mathews,
supt.
Maude
dept,
Darby, cook. The steamer proceeded down tives in New Hampshire. Their many friends is still good for as much more, though I shal ^ Mass., who have been visiting her brother, W.
teacher's training class, Dr. T. N. Pearson
use it with its Limousine as a town car afte
.Mr. Chas.
E. Prescott, have returned home.
Morrill. The secretary was authorized to writi Eggemoggin reach to Brooklin, where the extend best wishes for a happy wedded life.
this season, buying a new high-power car fo : Carver of Charlestown. Me., has been
to each school for an offering to help defray annual free dance was given that night, an
stopping
j
th<
H.
E.
Mr.
of
was
in
Camden
town
Lufkin,
C. Wilkes Babb
the current expenses.
event that is looked forward to with much intouring purposes for delivery in the earl; a few days at C. M. Howes... Mr. Geo.
State supt., was present and took charge oi
September 22nd, by auto, visiting his aunt,
the
residents.
The
remainder
terest
We
toured
of
the
the Mrs. Hannah Hopkins, and his cousins, the spring.
White Moun
by
through
the afternoon service. He was accompaniei
Sprague and Mrs. Minnie Worthing, who have
time was devoted to gunning and fishing. Hopkins Brothers. Mr. Babb was accompani- tains after leaving Belfast, then down to Cap J been
by Rev. Mr. Howe, who was to give an addres:
away for two weeks, have returned
Rev
the
in
Adams
and
another
Messrs.
friend.
Problem'’
the
evening.
ed
“The
on
by
Boy
Coots were numerous, but very wild and few
Cod (a second trip) and have had a most enjoy
home. During their absence they were united
for years superintendent of
has
been
Babb
Mr.
D. L. Wilson gave a short talk on “The Knight! were shot, but the
party were successful in the woolen mills in Camden.—Fort Fairfield able summer,' but 1 shall be glad to get bac! c in marriage.... Rev. E. A. Dinslow is on the
of King Arthur" as an adjunct to Sunday
fishing. They arrived home Tuesday evening. Review.
home and to business.”
school work. Adjourned. Isabel Ginn, Sec’y.
sick list.

meeting of the Improvement Society last
Monday at the home of Mrs. F. W. Pote it

ular

I
;

matter till the next
orders

were
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Of Wonderful Value and

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

Free.

The Mission Mail

Tired bodies, pale and sunken cheeks, haggard eyes, sleepless nights and weak nerves,
BELFAST. THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7,1909.
are ruining our lives and killing our people.
No wonder these poor sufferers bless Dr.
Greene for his great free offer. He is the
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
most successful specialist in curing nervous
and chronic diseases, and the discoverer of
that wonderful medicine, Dr. Greene's Nervura
blood and nerve remedy. He has established a
system of letter correspondence at his office,
34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass., by which all
CHARLES A. PILSBURY,
can write him about their complaints, will receive a reply free of charge, giving a complete
what
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a description of their case and telling just
ails them. He gives most careful attention to
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
what
to do to be cured.
tells
letter,
just
every
months.
And all this costs nothing. No journey to the
Advertising Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 50 cents for one week city, no doctor’s fee, the best medical advice
and
consultation in the world, and nothing, to
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
pay. The doctor makes a specialty of treating
patients through letter correspondence, and it
Sir Thomas Lipton’s business career is successful. Write him at once.
has been notably successful, and in his
Write today for FREE bottle of Dr.

Maintained by the W. C. T. U. During the

LEADER.

Fair.

A stirring story of leadership comes
from that part of Turkey which has suffered most from the recent massacres.
The situation seemed perfectly hopeless.
Thousands still have to be fed from charitable funds, and are wearing the clothing they had on when they fled from fire
and sword last April. Multitudes still
sleep on the ground, with scarcely any
covering, and winter is close at hand.
Nearly $10,000 have been expended in
buying tools to set artisans at work
again, but the applications are endless.
An American Board missionary, Rev. W.
N. Chambers, has been placed at the
Greene's Laxura for all stomach, liver and head of the relief work as the successor
bowel troubles.
of Major Doughty-Wylie. Writing from
Adana he says: "At this moment, in the
CONDON’S FALL DISPLAY.
early morning, there are about 500 men
A Belfast Boy’s Big Business in Greeley, in our yard waiting in the hopes that
their names may get into the list for
Colorado.

The Republican Journal Publishing Co.

f BusingManager

October Strand
Magazine he gives the secret of such

Reminiscences in

A BORN

THE REST ROOM AT MONROE,

Bag.

the

success:

To the young men who are filled with
towards success in business,
may I here say a few words of advice?
Reof strong drink.
beware
Always
member corkscrews have sunklmore people than cork-jackets will ever save.

aspirations

In Russia's bleak and wintry clime
It snows and rams ’most all the tune*

It was only a tent, with a few chairs,
but the flowers given by Mrs. Gertrude
Conant gave a touch of beauty, and the
Prohibition map department banner and
posters, were placed inside and out,
while Francis Willard’s serene face overlooked it all! Only a tent, 15x12 feet,
but tired mothers with tired babies said:
“Isn’t this splendid?” The babies slept;
the mothers rested. Occasionally a sick
woman used the couch; pins, needles and
thread were in demand; many a cup of
cold water was given, and sometimes hot
water, or tea, or a dose of peppermint
was needed; innumerable bundles were
checked; some pledge cards signed; literature given; and about 500 visitors registered.
That the “Rest Room” fills a long felt

and
strong
wheat bread the whole

The Russians
Eat

good

keep

to

warm

year

f
i

long.

/

The flour that meets their keenest

\

test

Is Rob Roy

Hour, the

best

very

+
*

want—a

need, was abundantly proved.
Only a tent! Then why didn’t we have
it long ago? Simply because the county
W.
C. T. U. had not enough money; and
when
break
down
sobbing
prosperous,
The apple crop of Nova Scotia this Condon's
brought out a throng of femi- told that
their
names cannot appear.” had it not been for the untiring labors of
to
about
to
amount
is
600,expected
year
nine visitors this afternoon and tonight
The discouraging feature was that the Miss Alice G. Kane, County W. C. T. U.
000 barrels, which is 110,000 less than last and tomorrow and
Saturday the big store local
government did virtually nothing, Superintendent of Fairs, who after long,
The long period of dry weather will be
season.
|
thronged with customers and and the
mi’pVi
fhp orchards
people were fast sinking into but unsuccessful efforts to buy a tent
an
im| sightseers, for the “opening" is
rpnHv maria
+ Inst, wpnf cVtooH
-Poi+U
despair.
Cjuui
of the Annapolis valley, where most of jjui
! function.
At this point a masterful young Turk- got the material and made it herself, we
the apples on the province are grown.
For months buyers have been replenish- ish
officer, less than forty years old, should not have it now!
The fruit, however, though small, will be
I ing staples in the emporium and sending
No charges were made, but voluntary
of a good quality, and is expected to on such a bewildering array of new fab- appeared on the scene and the whole sitand a few friendly contribu1 uation was changed.
offerings
at
He
arrived
rics
of
all
textures
and
British
in
the
colors,
millinery,
1
a
comma:
good price
tions received will enable Miss Kane to
I
street suits and reception gowns, furs, Adana
24
within
and
is
Thursday evening,
mar!-:'., where the most of it
shipped.
trimmings, muslins, draperies, carpets, hours had
government relief work reor- pay all but about $5.00 of the cost of
men’s wearables, as to make the big
Whet the town of Philbrook, Montana, ;
radical lines.
on
By Monday cloth, frame, floor and transportation.
street
one
which
do
ganized
store
would
Eighth
was founded by Mr. K. J. Morison of this ; credit to a city twice the size of Greeley. evening he had inaugurated the only The good men of Monroe say they will
More ambitious to keep to the front effective reconstruction movement set in put on a board roof before next fair
.: was with the assurance that a
cit
than ever Mr. Condon has presented a
railroad would pass through the place. window
motion since the terrible month of April. time, which will allow the use of the
display, one of the most attracOther influences prevailed and the rail- | tive ever shown here.
Its colors are in He fairly trampled on a few strong prej- present roof canvas as an awning, and
road was carried 20 miles north of Phil- all the autumn shades, with green and udices.
He organized a Relief Commis- we hope to otherwise increase the tent’s
brook. to the great disappointment of gold predominating, carried out in drap- sion of 23 persons, only three of whom usefulness. The gift of a few chairs, cr
ings of rich green plush, golden silks and besides himself w'ere
the first settlers, among whom was Mr.
Moslems, and six a couch, or a small mirror, or a table,
autumn lea\ es. A unique picture framed
resident
now
a
of
this
Stone
of
whom
were
city,
in
George
foreigners. With this would be appreciated. We need more
green plush, showing a mellow autumn
of Levistown, Montana. Now we are scene, occupes the center of the window, commission he made arrangements for helpers, too; one from each nearby
told that a railroad has been built and and aside from its beauty the picture is a the administration of over $800,000 and union is desirable. We heartily thank
for it is made from pieces of
, novelty,
the friends who helped put up the tent
that Philbrook is booming with the pros- cotton flannel and
felt, ingeniously put secured its honest and effective handling
the Imperial Ottoman Bank that busy Monday afternoon, and those
and
colored,
pect of becoming a city.
by
making
together
artistically
| On
each side of the picture are models of ; the custodian of the money, with a finan- who loaned furnishings; and otherwise
A New York firm has contracted for j
handsomely gowned women, wearing the cial committee composed of himself and aided, during the days of the Fair.
|
and
Then Strength Returned and
more than $600,000 worth of Oregon
| latest up-to-date tailored suits and suit- two foreigners.
The Fair management, too, was most
Washington apples for Eastern and Euro- able millinery. Two creations of the milThis Bloodless Woman
kind
and
much
this
was
All
like a cooling, life-giving
courteous; qualities
; liner’s 'art are given conspicuous places
appean trade, and it is expected that pur- and
and rich brocade breeze from the sea to
|
plumes
souls on preciated by Miss Kane and her assissweeping
thirsty
Became Well,
chases in Idaho and western Montana tempt the dollars from
“my lady’s” the
[
scorching sands. Hope revived and tants. May I not ask that the $5.00
There are many men, women and
will bring the total up to the million mark. j purse.
needed to complete payment for the tent
oven children suffering from amentia,
Every department contributes to the confidence grew apace. With marvelThe ] urehases in the Hood River district
be quickly made up by those who can which
about
ous
instinct
this
man
is
corner
of
the
big
display,
gathering
every
means “too little blood.”
great
The
and as
than
more
$200,000,
aggregated
establishment has been Jgone over and himself men of serious mind, both Mos- realize the value of such a Rest Room at disease is well
named, for the patient
high as .<2.50 a box, or five cents a pound, decorated for this fall event, and everya fair?
Send to Miss Alice G. Kane, actually has a deficiency of blood which
In Washington $2.50, and in thing from wash goods to blankets, from lems and Christians, and uniting them in
was paid.
There
R. F. D., “Many a nickle affects every part of the body.
several instances S2.75 a box, was paid ¥40 hats to a paper of pins, from men’s a common cause. Mr. Chambers says Searsport,
is a lack of energy, a characteristic paland boys’ clothing, from separate coats of him: “He is the first Turkish official will soon make a muckle.
!
It
behooves
first
for apples of the
grade.
lor, a sense of suffocating after the least
and skirts to reception gowns, shoes and
Emily F. Miller.
I have met in thirty years of service in
Maine orchardists to get busy.
exertion, generally described as a short! furs, may be found in the most attractive
It is pathetically pitimoney for tools.
able to see able-bodied men, formerly

[From the Greeley Republican.]
The first day of the fall showing at
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BROUGHT COLOR
TO HERCHEEKS

A YEAR’S

SUBSCRIPTION

New-York Tribune Farmer
AND YOUR FAVORITE HOME PAPER,

1

“To Happiness by Trolley” is the caption of an article in Success Magazine for
August, in which is told what the interurban electric railway means to the
Middle West in prosperity, comfort and

this country with w’hom I find it a real
pleasure to work. Taking him as a rep-

models and of excellent materials at
Condon’s.
In passing one must take notice of the
large, airy comfortable work room of the
millinery department on the second floor,
where seven young women are turning

MARRIED SIXTY YEARS.

resentative of the Macedonian Young
Turk I can easily conceive how the revolution of a year ago became possible.
The other day he entered his office at 7
joy of living. And what it means to the of Miss Dodge. In fact, the happy faces o’clock in the morning and left it at 7.30
Middle West it means to other sections and prompt service of the clerks at Con- in the evening.
don’s speak volumes for the store and
of the country, and may mean to us in
The Constantinople government has
gives an added pleasure to shopping there.
this city and county. The writer of this
given credit for $1,300,000. One-third
article
nf this; ie -frtr -fppHinor nnri ro-hnnsintr thp
“stopped off wherever fancy
W. F. PALMER,
dictated, talking to farmers, store-keepdestitute, one-third for helping small
Head of the firm controlling the Palmer
ers, professional men, traction officials—
farmers in the way of a loan, one-third
Fleet, is dead.
ail sorts and conditions of people; but
for loans to business and large farmers.
keeping specially on the alert for an
Boston, September 29. William F. As in China, after the Boxer uprising,
experienced, intelligent and communica- Palmer, head of the firm controlling the American missionaries have been asked
fleet of coasting schooners in the
He was not hard to find. largest
tive conductor.
world, died at his home in Roxbury to- to help formulate a scheme of national
What’s your line doing for this part of
day. Mr. Palmer was 50 years old. A education modeled on Western ideas,
the State?” I asked him. “Doing,” he stroke of apoplexy, thought to have de- At last a new day seems to have dawned
for Turkey.
echoed. “The line’s simply making it. veloped from rheumatism, with which he
had been troubled for years, caused
I’ve been running these interurbans
death. A wife and two children survive.
ever since Ohio first saw them, and I
The “Palmer fleet” of vessels is known
can tell you they have brought in a new the length of the Atlantic seaboard, not
only because of its aggregate size, but
For Infants and Children.
day for the city, and for the village, and because
of the individual proportions of
for the country. Take this section of the a number of
the vessels. Five-masters
The Kind You Have
road. When the company was securing always appealed to Mr. Palmer as the
the right of way, four years ago, lots of best carriers and this type he made proBears the
the farmers w< re afraid of the idea and minent. The Elizabeth Palmer, of 5200 :
Signature of
TccZc/uAi j
is the largest five-master in the
tons,
asked so much for the lease that the
world, and greater than many six-mas-

Liberty, September 27, 1909. Today nnt.il it. hppnmpa Vimtplpcc
A long-standing oase, which resisted
wedding bells for the sixti- treatment
until Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
eth anniversary of the marriage of Wm.
were tried, is described by Mrs. Clinton
S. Pottle and Harriet C. Jackson, in E. Hale, of No. 104 Bristol avenue, LockMontville, September 27, 1849, by Nelson port, N. Y., in the following statement:
“When I was about fourteen years of
Mr. Pottle was then 27
Allen, Esq.
age I began to fail rapidly in health.
years old and Miss Jackson was 26. Although I had
always been a frail child,
Their callers for the day were Rev. E A. I now had to quit school. I was weak
and
tired
out
all
of the time. In walking
Dinslow and wife, Mr. and Mrs. G. F.
fast or
up stairs it seemed that I
Randall, Mrs. Sarah Bryant and daugh- couldn’tgoing
walk fast enough to keep up
ter, Mrs. E. A. Davis, Mr. N. D. Quigg, with the heart beats. I had
palpitation
Master Everett Morse, who brought of the heart and occasional dizzy spells.
I
became
thin
and
I had
awfully
pale.
aiiu
Kj.
YCljt
uuuqutji,
no appetite and suffered with indigesM. Howes, who made his customary visit
tion. I didn’t have
life or ambit
mem

To-

lay

many of

the

farmers

are

buy their farms
back gain be cause they see what this
thing doing for their neighbors.”
In many places in Ohio the electric
roads parallel the steam roads, and, as
this conductor said, have “simply knocked
the -team roads silly on short hauls.”
and

coming

wanting

to

SONG OF THE MOTOR.

But it is found that what the steam roads
make up in
the long hauls, and that the electric roads
with their short hauls feed people who
lose in

have

this

not

direction

they

before been given to traveling
their long

to the steam railroads for
hauls.

Some have opposed electric roads because of fear that they would take trade
away from their town to some other

city. But these are matters
regulate themselves, and where electric roads develop and build up a section
they create more trade, and it is up to
town or

that

W hen the mists lie low and the sun’s last glow
Makes a blaze of the western sky,
There’s a gripping joy in this splendid toy,
When the car begins to fly.
The rush of breeze as we pass the trees
Has the sound of a magic lute;
But the chug of the car is sweeter far
Than the strains from the minstrel’s flute.
There isn’t much pace; it’s hardly a race—
Just the car and the world and you;
But you’re at your best, that’s really the test,
If thelmotor is paying its due,
The road lies before, as smooth as a floor;
There isn’t a bound or jar;
And life seems a song that never goes wrong.

[Atchison, Kansas, Globe.]
A chill in the air this morning.
Have
you noticed the sunshine—how yellow it
is?
As yellow as the maple leaves that
fluttered down on the green grass by the

morning.

As yellow as potted honey; as yellow
as a clot of amber—Fall sunshine—the
sunshine that means “get your Winter

niiu

inv

uuciir oo

n

towm

officials, lawyers, doctors,

Much more is said as to the usefulness
of the trolley, of its benefit alike to city

and country; how it is raising iTrational
standards in the country, anJf Idding to
the pleasures as well as the profits of
the people along its lines.
For a mild, easy action of the bowels, a
single
dose of Doan’s Regulets is enough. Treatment cures habitual constipation.
25 cents a
box. Ask your druggist for them.

insurance companies, trust companies, loan and
building associations. State and County officers appear in their proper places, also U. S.
officials, including members of Congress, and a
great mass of information of much value to
every citizen of Maine. It grows in value with
each issue and it never was so highly prized or
thoroughly appreciated as it is today. There
is no office or home in the state that will not
find the Maine Register a most valuable reference book.
Published by Grenville M. Donham, 390 Congress street, Portland, Maine.

Price, postpaid $2.00.

C. M. H.

,
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Cocaine which dulls the

yet
« ured
Nasal Catarrh. The heavy feeling in
he forehead, the stuffed up sensation and the
vatery discharge from eyes and nose, along
vith all the other miseries attending the dissase, are put to rout by Ely's Cream Balm.
Smell and taste are restored, breathing is
nade normal. Until
you try this remedy, you
:an form no idea of the good it will do you. Is
to
the
All drugsore spot.
ipplied directly
gists, 60c. Mailed by Ely Bros., 66 Warren
Street, New York.
nerves

never

Via xirniiL'O aC Mnanulair

reports.
Smead, the best known veterinary surgeon in America, writes regular
forlTHE TRIBUNE FARMER, thoroughly covering the breeding, care and feeding
all domestic animals, and liis articles meet the needs of every practical working faru
or and interest every man or woman in city or town who on n*. a l»or«*e or cow.
Dr. C. D.

The

To

The Tribune

hardly

The

Republican Journal,

BOTH

Mr. F. G. Fritz, Oneonta, N. Y., writes:
'My little girl was greatly benetitted by taking
'oley’s Orino Laxative, and I think it is the
>est remedy for constipation and liver troube.” Foley’s Orino Laxative is mild, pleasant
! md effective,
and cures habitual constipation.
; Sold by all Druggists.

An Accidental Death.

Camden, Me., September 29. The
foul play theory in the case of Charles
H. Richards, aged 71 years, who was
found badly cut and bruised and who
ater died, was dropped today. State
Detective W. H. Kallock, after an investigation, announced today that the man
evidently fell into a 15-foot ditch, the
sides of which were covered with stones
md wood, and that he received his
oruises in the fall.

are
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Know what you
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HOUSE

BELFAST,

JOB PRINTING.
PRINTING

A

man

or

wants

because

offer you uncoal. Coal that

we can

usually good
has been carefully selected—
with this point in view—to give
the utmost satisfaction to

our

customers and to all other people of discernment. Good clean
coal and honest
the
the

weight.

time to buy is

Yes,
and

right
right place, here, assuredly.
now

THE

Swan & Sibley Co.

an

woman

Belfast to collect for renewals and solicit

NOW

labe

every

and insist

on

worth.

Paints

HOUSE FUR SALE
M. F. Carter house, 39 Cedar
offered for sale. It is fitted for two i<
has slated roof, city water and sewe
tion. Apply to
JOHN A. 1
Belfast, April 1, 1909.—13
The

SPECIALTY

Magazine

energetic and responsible

on

with

HALL, Belfast, Sole Agents.

BLOCK,

WANTED—Success

C

Paints

inf|Belfast

Pure

Successor to George W. Burgess,

COMMERCIAL

buying

gettinglyour money’s

Masury’s

OPERA

Pub.

MAINE.

printed

Miss Grace E. Burgess,

now.

$2.25.

the ONLY PAINTS sold

MASON &

buy COAL is

Year,

Pure

Masury’s

in

new

subscriptions during full or spare time. Experience unnecessary. Any one can start among
friends and acquaintances and build up a pay-

ing and permanent business without capital.
Complete outfit and instruction free. Address,
“VON,” Success Magazine, Room 103, Success
Magazine Building, New York City, N. Y.

Cut Flower."
For sale the rest of the season.
ALICE M. DUFFI1

24tf

BICYCLE
COLUMBIA
BOYS! GIRLS!
FREE ! Greatest offer yet. Get your friends
subscribe to our magazine and we will make
you a present of a $40.00 Columbia Bicycle—
the best made. Ask for particulars, free outfit, and circular telling “How to Start.” Address “The Bicycle Man,‘* 29-31 East 22d Street,
3w38x
New York City, N. Y.

Charles Stree

eo n

<1-

goods of ev
scription.
ture, beddiii
pets, stovAntique t
a

postal

Real Estate

27

Se

to

special!>

have anyii
sell drop nr
card and you will receive a prompt
WALTER H. COOMBS.
■

Corner Cross and Federal Streets,

Belt' i°

When you ask for

a

IN WALDO COUNTY.
We buy and sell.

Farms wanted.

ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, Maine.
THE

fmeyskidneycufe
Bladdar Right
Malta* Kidnaya

FOR

BELFAST,

ickly absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.
It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly, lie3tores the Senses of
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 els., at Druggists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents.
v«ly Brothers, 5(3 Warren Street, New York.

j

One

$1.00

Journal

Republican

!

Cream Balm

Farmer, One Year,

__

\

lonor—Bangor Commercial.

new

iop

I fin-

j Scott, Dickens, and Thackery, but the

and

price of THE TRIBUNE FARMER alone is #1.00.
subscribers and all old subscribers who will pay up arrearages
in
advance
we make this liberal offer
year

subscription
one

Remedy

to

practical, helpful, up-to-date illu>’
Cattle, Sheep, etc., and mn-t elalx.n

and reliable market

D/iDnlrui/i

nost highly prized volume in it is a copy
<t
Grover Cleveland’s “Sketches of
J Shooting and Fishing” presented to the
ibrary by Mrs. Cleveland in accordance
1 vith the
wish of her distinguished hus1 >and.
Residents of the vicinity use the
j ibrary very freely and never tire of tellj ng visitors of the generosity of the

1

-—=

A Reliable

The Gift of Thomas Dinsmore.

n

aim

clergymen,
quicker advantage of high prices by merchants, manufacturers, societies,
etc. It
also gives tables of the banks, newspapers,
means of the trolley.”

wedded.

Thanks to Thomas Dinsmore, the grand
>ld man of the village, the Branch Mills
mprovement Society has one of the best
'ree public libraries in New England for
Hot biscuits and honey are what you
town of its size.
Mr. Dinsmore, who
eally needed, or some nice little, brown, j s 86 years of age, established the insti1 lome-made sausages, all buttoned
ution some years ago and has patiently
up in
heir crisp little jackets, with plenty of
idded volume after volume and improveJ lage for a dressing and a plate of brown ] nent after
improvement until now there
lakes.
; ire
approximately 1,000 volumes housed
Tenderloins are good, too—pork ten- j n a noble old building (another gift
by
1 lerloins, with plenty of
gravy and some ; dr. Dinsmore) in first class cases and
I reamed
potatoes to go with them—aren’t veil cared for. The library building has
mu glad you don’t belong to a dieting | >een a
landmark of the village for a
J lub?
, entury. It stands in the center of the one
What cold comfort those breakfast ; tnd a half acre park planted to white
oods look on a Fall morning like this, 1 lines and
Within a short
shrubbery.
1 lon’t they?
\ ime Mr. Dinsmore has added 400 new
Hurrah! It’s Fall! Let’s go down 1 looks and the cases therefor. To insure
]
; own and order the meat for the sausa- \ he continuance of the noble
work to i
fes and the grapes for the jelly and the ^ vhich he has given so much, Mr. Dins- ;
1 >umpkins for the pies.
] nore has placed $200 at interest and
What—are those Hubbard squashes
] irovided that the income thereon shall
" iver there in the corner of the market?
1 le used to keep the building in repair.
jet’s have them out—you cut one of
The library contains the leading en1 hose squashes
into four comfortable ( yclopedias and histories,
together with
on/itl

—

THE TRIBUNE FARMER is a thoroughly
ed national weekly. Special pages for Horses,

walk.
‘•The doctors seemed to disagree about

BRANCH MILLS FREE LIBRARY.

again.

What did you have for breakfast—
nelons and scrambled eggs?
Pshaw!
A’hat kind of a breakfast is that in Fall?

The hum of her tank, like hoofs on a plank,
Makes a sound that is sweet to hear;
the dealers to offer such terms as to re- And life is all right, but just hold on tight
And hark to the whirr of the gear.
tain what they have and gain their share The miles roll away and last ebb of
day
Has come with a wondrous sheen,
of the new trade.
In Ohio it was found
We would that the run had only begun—
that at first the trade of the small store- I
That’s the lure of a perfect machine.
keepers did fall off. “But bit by bit The charm holds us still—a throb and a thrill,
We’ve communed with the Spirit of Speed;
they saw people’s wants increasing. So
The soul of the car spoke to us from afar
village trade picked up. And then the
And told us the tale of the Deed,
city folks began swarming out of town The timber and steel, the turn of her wheel,
The master that built her with care;
and building houses along the trolley
She comes from his hand the best in the land,
line.
They were awful glad to get into
And the rest he has left to our care.
j
nnF fUnwi
nnrl
the country and grew loyal to their new
—Keys Van Hank.
;
n a slaw oven—serve them in their
homes and traded with the local stores.
shell,
Additional Information.
vith some good butter and lots of pepper
The upshot is that the trolley has helped
md
dear
what
a
farce
salt—and,
me,
Mary had a little lamb
all village tradesmen except the clothhese Summer dinners we’ve been havAs you have heard before.
iers.
1 ng were, weren’t they?
Later Mary passed her plate
And had a little more.
Fall’s here—with the open fire and the
Then as to the farmers it is said:
Her dinner check was ninety cents.
i ong evenings in the dancing firelight—
“Wherever an interurban line has gone
That’s what made Mary sore.
1 he
evenings that mean so much to friendit has, for one thing, raised land values
—Detroit Tribune.
hip and to family life.
from twenty-five to one hundred per
We’ll get acquainted with each other
Maine Register.
ill over again, won’t we, sitting there in
cent.
It has brought the farmer in
he glow of the friendly flames? And
A new edition of the Maine Register and
ojoicui ui
he book we haven’t had time to read all
State Year Book is now being distributed to
modern commerce, and taught him to use its
summer, and the letters it was too hot to
many patrons throughout the state. This
business methods in his farming. It has well known book has become a very important vrite, and the childran who wouldn’t
in Maine affairs, covering practially, < :ome into the house till bedtime—we’ll
factor
given him a wider choice of markets. with its carefully compiled statistics,
every inAnd he can get his milk, eggs, fruit and terest and institution in the entire State, from j father them all around us again, for it’s
] leart time, home time, fire time, Fall
our
cities
to
the
smallest
largest
plantation,
vegetables to town fresher. .He receives
ime. Hurrah for Fall!
historical data, railroad congiving
location,
his market quotations by Rural Free
nections, distances from county seats, populaDelivery and phone, and is able to take tion at each decade, number of polls, valuation,
wuvii

were

dothes ready; you’ll need them in a
week or two when I’ve run away into the
leech forest to hide till next Spring
:omes

any
and was sensitive and irritable.
ally became so weak that I could

JOURNAL

For only $2.25.

i

my case and their medicine did not help
me.
My parents were alarmed at my
condition and, upon the advice of our
minister’s wife, had me try Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills. By the time I had
taken two boxes of the pills I could
notice an improvement in my condition.
I could eat better, wasn't so weak and
I took the pills
my color came back.
as they
have
seemingly
enjoyed. They until
cured.”
entirely
have been blessed with four children,
Dr. Williams’ Pink Ptlls have also
but all have passed to the other shore
cured such blood diseases as rheumatism,
after-effects of the grip and fevers.
and the parents “are only waiting” with
Owing to the intimate relation between
a full assurance in “Him who died that
the blood and nerves, the pills have been
we might live,” to be reunited with; found invaluable in nervous diseases.
Dr Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by
those who have gone before.
Few peoall druggists or sent, postpaid, on reple 86 and 85 years of age take so much 1
ceipt of price, 50 cents per box; six
nterest in the things of every day life as
boxes for
the Dr. Williams
:hey do, and their friends wish them : Medicine $2.50, by
Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
nany returns of the day on which they

How it is Welcomed in Kansas.

window this

REPUBLICAN

I

and were much pleased with the tokens
of remembrance they received.
Mr. and
Mrs. Pottle came to South Montville
over 40 years ago, where they established
a pleasant home and few
people have
enjoyed so much real conjugal happiness

FALL IS HERE.
j

THE

ucauiuui

gre atmeasure of health for people of
their ages. They enjoyed their callers

ters.

Mr. Palmer entered upon the shipping
business only in 1900. Prior to that time he
had been an ardent yachtsman and saw
the opportunities in the schooner traffic.
His earlier professional life was varied.
At
one; time he was principal of the Malden High school; at another he was interested in electrical work.
He came
originally from Maine, and Maine ports
saw much of his vessels.

a

to see that their material wants were
supplied. Mr. and Mrs. Pottle enjoy a

Always Bought j

it.

and

of breath. The disease comes on
and is often well advanced
before it is recognized.
Too often medical treatment is unsatisfactory and the disease progresses
ness

gradually

sounded the

CASTOR IA

com] any found it cheaper to buy their
wh",e farms outright and be done with

Mrs. Wm. S. Pottle Observed
Their Wedding Anniversary.

Mr.

to

j

CHILDREN

LIKE

IT

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

RHEUMATIC CURE
Say BLUE SEAL. Sold by Druggists
sent direct, $1 per bottle, or 6 for $5.
BLUE SEAL MEDICINE CO..
Augusta, Maine.

or

TWO CENTS FOR SWEET CORN.
The Grange will Demand it. The State
Grange Shows Big Increase.
One of the important questions to be
discussed by the members of the Maine
State grange at the annual session of the

organization, to be held in Bangor beginning December 21st, will be the price
paid by canneries to farmers for sweet
corn.
It is a great question among the

LS

SUPPiy
Wants whenever
*°

With

yOU

™

There is absolutely

no

you

are striving to the best of
business world requires.

We

are

Schools

at

constantly strengthening

know there

are

people right

still have

in this
never

have, therefore, arranged with the D. D.

ratories of Chicago for a special offer
al bottle at 25 cents instead of the $1.00

regularly sold.

as

offer this trial bottle with our recomand assurance that just as soon as
client washes his itching skin, this mild
will take the itch away instantly.
0, Poor & Son.
’.ion

MAINE

NEWS

ITEMS.

annual baseball game between the
and freshmen of Colby Sepr 29th was won by the freshmen, 16
The annual horn rush was omit-

■mores
■

it

Col. Charles A.

Barnum,

ini' of the national euard in Idaho.
>een appointed by
the goverment
ssor of military tactics at the Uniof
Maine
and
will
ty
report for duty
iddle of this month.

Mrs.

annual meeting of the Maine AlAssociation of Mount Holyoke
ge will be held at Congress Square
Portland, October 9th. at 10.30 a.
\ large attendance is desired. All
attend are requested to notify Miss
L. Dolly, 14 1-2 Clifton street,
i fords.

who

underwent

men

White

Clerical help.

and women such a'training

as

tillers of the soil in this State and an oris to be perfected to take up
the matter with the cannery men.
According to C. S. Stetson of Auburn,
State master of the Maine grange, this
question will be one of the principal things
to be threshed out at the annual meeting
in December. Mr. Stetson, in talking
with a Bangor Commercial reporter
said that at the present time
the
farmers are paid a cent and a half
can
for
sweet
per
corn, but under present conditions there is no profit at this
price for the farmer. When the grange
gets together in annual session Mr.
Stetson said that he thought that the
farmers would draw up some kind of an
ultimatum to the cannery men, demanding two cents a can. If the canneries

the

making improvements, and adding equipment

your requirements, and the

same

to

will have immediate and careful con-

COLLEGE, Bangor, Me.

proving-Mrs.

of

This location was chosen on
the excellent school advantages,

j

wherever he is.

and others of
ine is 480 feet

Presque Isle on the
long and 40 feet wide
storage capacity of 55,000 barrels.

new entries at the supreme court
•inerset county were 229. This was
argest number in 10 years. The
.rued cases numbered 267, making a
n the docket of 496.
This does not
a
the equity or continued criminal
t.
Of the 229 new entries 43 were
for divorce.

Jennie Mazrall of Belfast

was

A. Sparrow, October 1st.Mr. Dana Banton
and Mr. Fred Flye were in Unity village on
business October 3rd_People in the village
are picking and shipping their Monmouth and

Buy a Barrel
of This Flour
to

You will find it real economy
buy the famous William Tell

Flour

by

the barrel.

You will not

only protect yourself
against advances in price due to
“wheat corners’’ and crop conditions,
but you will always be sure of the
finest grained bread
the whitest
bread—the lightest biscuit—the most
'Tall

ia

„4-1_a_

J_i.

The Children's Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

CASTORIA

GENUINE

H.

Ask your dealer and insist on
—

William Tell

In Use For Over 30 Years.

beautifu
56-PIECE

YOU
TRIED

j

Tri

opt

rnrr

with

I Ln

ULE

riMX

$10 ORDER

iCor.tainsalpieces

Make your own selection of Soaps, Toilet

Articles, Teas, Coffees,
Spices, Extracts, Baking
Powders, Patent Medicines, Home Remedies,

This is a very handsome tea set, beautifully decorated by hand, with floral
sprays and buds, blossoms and leaves in natural colors. Every piece is finished
with a gold edge, and handles and knobs are handsomely trimmed with
gold.
This tea set will please anyone wanting a dainty, prettilv
designed tea set.
It consists of the following pieces : 12 tea
plates, 12 cups," 12 saucers, '2 fruit
saucers, 2 cake plates, 1 tea pot and cover, (counts as two pieces), 1 sugar
bowl and cover, (counts as two
pieces), 1 cream pitcher ancl 1 bowl. Satisfaction guaranteed.
*

GIVF N WITH ONLY A
CUT

$10 ORDER. WRITE FOR OUR PRICE

Cry

Please mail Premium List and Price List of

Products today, to

FOR FLETCHER’S

Name

OASTO R I A

Streei_
P. 0.

1909 Fall

State

Wear the

Sibley Co.,
Hall,

i

___

____

The Standard Soap Works
16-18 Beach

Morris Chair

LAMSON «S

St., BOSTON, MASS.

4*..

Co.,
Chenery.

HUBBARD

WE WANT THE JOB

I

HA T

Maine Central R. R.
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I AM SELLING THE FAMOUS
—

SALE

FOR

DWIGHT.

KINEO
RANGE

BY

enci wmcn rendered it pracucauy
unsinkable.
Bigger and Better Crops.
Mrs. C. E. Sherman has returned from a visit
J^When the time came for launching,
he gospel of better and bigger crops of several weeks with relatives and friends in everybody in St. Augustine turned out
Is to be preached as never before, for Massachusetts.Mrs. Stanley Merrill, who to see whether this remarkable “paper
the nnlv enlvntinn fnr this notion
has been visiting her sister, Mrs. O. B. Mc- boat” would float. Success crowned the
cultural prosperity lies at the foun- Kechnie, the past week, has returned to her captain’s efforts from the outset.
As may well be imagined, Johnson
ntion and is the corner stone of all per- home in Dover....Mr. and Mrs. George Sherclose to the mainland, so that a
kept
manent development.
The acres tilled man returned
where
from
Thorndike,
Sunday
great
part of the journey was on inland
not producing as they might, and until
a
week....Frank
visited relatives for
from start to
waters. The journey
volume per acre is materially lifted they
to his home in Old Town, finish occupied about ten
weeks, and
re is the lesson of the hour.
But with Whitney has returned
with Mrs. Jane Murray was a remarkable test of strength and
• here must go
preparation for a full after a brief visit here
a
man of fine
asp on more acres. Machinery makes on his returnfrom Montville, where he had ac- endurance. Johnson is
•is possible and life today makes it
companied his mother....M. W. Munroe of physical development, or he would never
his
sit
in
able
to
cramped posi•digatory. We must have increased Troy visited over Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. G. have been
utput per acre and per animal, also of J. Mudgett.... Mrs. Myra Thurston and chil- tion for hours at a time day after day.
he
in the
At
first
cramp
experienced
ich individual farm.—Dr. Twitchell in
dren of Benton are visiting her father, Lyman
back and arms, but soon became used to
•he Maine Farmer.
Winn....Norman Thurlow, who had passed a the work and afterwards suffered little
Heavy, impure blood make a muddy, pimply brief vacation with his mother, Mrs. George inconvenience. He did not carry much
minplexion, headache, nausea, indigestion. Berry, Jr., left Monday for Baltimore, Md., to food with him—just sufficient to last the
H in blood makes
you weak, pale, sickly. Burenter a dental college.... Mrs. Ella Twitchell day—and he always landed to take his
*"ck Blood Bitters makes the blood rich, red,
has moved into her new house, which was re- meals whenever possible.
pure—restores perfect health.
At the
stopped at overnight the
cently completed.... Mr. and Mrs. John Smed. boat wasplaces
usually on exhibition, and,
fall colds are quickly cured by Foley’s Honey
are
his
Mrs.
Smedmother,
visiting
Mary
needless to say, never failed to create a
and Tar, the great throat and lung remedy. berg
• he
genuine contains no harmful drugs. Sold berg... .Charles Berry of Randolph is visiting
good deal of interest.—From the October
all Druggists.
at the home of his father, George Berry.
Wide World Magazine.
*■

enner

BURNHAM.

Eastern Steamship Co.
First Class Fare Between Belfast and Boston
$3.25 One Way; $6.00 Round Trip.

P. PALMER.

Also just received an

elegant line

of

Wright & Ditson
Sweaters.
DWIGHT P. PALMER

,

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

WILLIAM

j

lkucu tiiia

uoj t/i

WILLIAM

ociHcuiuri,

TURBINE
BELFAST

STEEL

STEAMERS

AND CAMDEN.

Leave Belfast about 2.00 p. m. Mondays,
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for
Camden, Rockland and Boston.
For Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport and
Bangor about 7.15 a. m., or on arrival of steamer from Boston, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
RETURNING

Steamers leave Boston Mondays, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays at 5.00 p. m.
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at about 6.15 a. m., or on
arrival of steamer from Boston.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

;i

%
i

60 CHURCH STREET.

Store open evenings.

TO

LIVE STOCK

LET

A small tenement.

Apply

to

M. R. KNOWLTON,
at the Restaurant,
99 High Street.

26tf

F. L. LIBBY,

Burnham. Maine,

-AND-

ii. u. ijjuo.

WHITTEN, Bankrupt.

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

NEW

PLUMBING AND SHEET
METAL WORK

surprisingly

,J.B.STICKNEY {

MASONIC TEMPLE.

In the matter of
\ in
In uanimmt«
KanK,uPic y
William Whitten, Bankrupt, J
To the Hon. Clarence Hai.e, Judge of the Disthe
United
States
for
the District
trict Court of
of Maine.
WHITTEN of Jackson, in the
Comity of Waldo and State of Maine, in
said District, respectfully represents, that on
the 22nd day of May, Mast past, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress
relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly sui rendered ali his property and lights of property,
and has fully complied with all the requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed by
the Court to have a full discharge from all debts
provable against his estate under said bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepted
by law from such discharge.

(i.

it

a

figure.

Hathaway Shirts and

\

low
Please call and
look them over. I also
make a specialty of

at

*****
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County Correspondence.
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OUT HERE-MAIL TODAY.

Standard Sovp Works:

Children

a

a

shown
here and two large
cake plates in
addition.

this year of over a million dollars.”
Speaking of the coming annual session
in Bangor in December, Mr. Stetson
said that he expected there would be a
total attendance of between 1,800 or
2,000 members of the grange. The coming session will elect a new board of officers, and for this reason Mr. Stetson says
he expects the attendance will be larger
than on an off-year.
Mr. stetson will be ra candidate for
re-election
to
his present office if
members of the grange think he has fulfilled the duties of his office satisfactorily
and they desire to have him continue in
the office.

HAVE

..

ALWAYS

The Kind You Have Always Bought

National questions, besides
dealing with the conduct of the
are
farm,
being discussed in all their
phases.
“During the past year,” said Mr.
Stetson, “the granges have been turning
their attention to the co-operative grange
stores. These institutions are now highly developed. The Houlton store did a
business this last year of $165,000, while
the three stores in Houlton, Patten and
Easton will do about $300,000 between
them. Co-operative grange stores all
over the State will probably do a business

costly equipment of the Ansted &
Burk Company’s mills for protecting
the grain and flour in grinding.
having

j

those

delicious pastry that can be baked.
Note how much cleaner William

King Tompkins apples, as they are bringing a
good price in the Boston market-Mr. M. E.

Banton will

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotie
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It
destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and
Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures
Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food,
regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural
sleep.

interest.

—

sing solo... .Dr. B. P. Hurd and
Under the auspices of the Ladies’ Aid Miss | Mrs. Hurd from Thorndike visited Hon. D. W.
Marian Wilson from New York, the imperson- j Dodge and Mrs. Dodge and attended church
Emma Wren from Thornator and reader, will be present and give an October 3rd_Miss
j
entertainment in I. O. O. F. hall on the evening dike is helping Mrs. Frank Cunninghamis quite sick with a slow
Theresa
Clark
1 Little
of October 13th. Local music will be furnished. fever at the home of her
grandparents, Mr.
it
is
expect- and Mrs. Marshal Lawrence-Mrs. Leander
ph G. Ray of Franklin, Mass., has As she comes highly recommended
a
member
of
Dana B. Carter
Grant
of
for
us.
at 60,000 acres of timberland in
Unity,
ed that something fine is in store
circle, had a facial shock September 27th_
:ington county, including all of
The drama “Among the Breakers” was given Hon. G. E.
Bryant and Mrs. Bryant were in
•hips 1' and 26, and other property, in Adams & Knight's hall under the auspices Belfast on business
October 2nd-The HusJoseph A. Coffin of Calais. The
tus
Brothers
have bought a splendid pair of
Club
Friday evening,
Swan &
vas tin
most voluminous ever re- of the Freedom Dramatic
dark gray work horses.
The
October 1st, to a good-sized audience.
in Washington county and con1 13,000 words.
Jackson &
play consisted of ten characters, each acting j
1200 MILES IN A PAPER BOAT.
i'ett L. Spear of Rockland has been their part well. The orchestra furnished excel- |
A. A. Howes &
d the contract for building the lent music, and the solo sung by Seth L.,Banton i
To voyage twelve hundred miles in a
m to the Knox county jail,
which
was greatly enjoyed by all.
■
used as a workshop for the
Horace
paper boat may sound somewhat incredThe reception of Rev. E. Wall and the icers.
The new wing will be 26 by
ible, but, nevertheless, that unique and
in Adams & hazardous feat has been
sale
and
cream
given
cake,
t. two stories high,
and will be
accomplished by
f brick at a cost of about $2400. Knight’s hall September 22nd, by members of a veteran member of the Harlem River
well
as
New
a
success
Aiu
was
;
Ladies’
the
will begin at once.
socially
York, Captain G.
Rowing Club,
In a frail racing shell
the evening a short ! Johnson by name.
dents of Lubec are rejoicing be- as financially. During
a little under twenty-one feet in length,
'lie factory owners have cut down program was carried out. Everybody regrets
On and after October 4, 1909, trains connectmade by himself from newsthe departure of Mr. Wall, as he was very j ingeniously
masts the blowing oi whistles on
from all parts of the world, he ing at Burnham and Waterville with through
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portrival of fish.
It is said that in the pleasant and also a very enthusiastic speaker. ; papers from St.
rowed
j
Augustine, in Florida, to land and Boston will run as follows:
unnecessary rivalry has existed
Mrs. Nina V. Ross and her mother, Mrs. L- New York, the entire journey being for
g the engineers as to who could
FROM BELFAST.
most
on
salt water, and several
the
last week, j
part
the most noise over the smallest Van I)eets, went to Attleboro, Mass.,
A.M.
P. M.
P.M.
where they intend to locate for an indefinite j hundred miles of it on the open ocean.
:nt of herring.
12 15
3 20
Captain Johnson cannot say precisely Belfast, depart. 7 00
as Mr. Ross has
imployment there. !
a meeting
of the sophomore class period,
tl2 20
t3 25
whaf prompted him to construct a boat City point. t7 05
tl2 30
13 35
•vdoin college, September 29th, Alton They sent freight and planned to go several ! of newspapers, unless it is the fact that Waldo.+7 15
7 97
19/19
Q A7
rant. Jr., of Lewiston was elected davs before, hut were detained on account of newspaper is made from wood pulp, and
t7
39
112
54
3 59
Knox.
••tin, and Joseph H. Newell of Rich- illness of Mrs. Ross. Their many friends re- | that he has been associated with news- Thorndike...... 7 45
1 00
4 05
manager, of the class baspball gret their departure and wish them health and i paper work tor many years.
1 08
4 13
Unity. 7 53
The candidates for the freshman contentment. Mrs. R. will not only be missed |
To give his old craft a cosmopolitan in- Burnham, arrive. 8 15
1 30
4 35
ha 1 team, to the number of 20, re- in social circles but in musical circles as well.
he
the
of
8
39
1 54
6 07
terest,
adopted
expedient
using Clinton.
al for practice on the delta that
616
Mrs. W. G. Fuller, superintendent of the the sheets of as many prominent news- Bentcn. 8 48
3 15
6 10
noon.
Bangor. 11 35
Union Sunday school here, is working hard in papers from the principal cities of the
2 12
Waterville. 8 54
6 22
W. R. Lynn shoe shop in Auburn, that capacity, introducing now and then:differ- world as he could possibly procure.
11 50
4 50
9 30
With this immense pile of papers and a Portland.
h has been idle most of the time for ent features to render the school more valu) E. D. 330
8 00
D
able
and interesting to the scholars. Announceast two years, has been leased for a
quantity of shellac, Captain Johnson com- Boston, ;w D. 3 15
9 25
ment was made .recently that every pupil
menced his tedious task, which extended
ar term by the Mason motor fan
TO BELFAST
constantly attending Sunday school from over five months.
The keel, gunwales,
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
•any, a corporation organized under October 10th to December 26th, will be relaws of Massachusetts, of which ! warded with a handsome Sunday school pin, and bulkheads were, of course, of wood— P„of„r (E. D. 7 00
9 00
<
Boston,
former
of
D.
8 45
the
two
and
w
the
Mason is president and Judge Shur- which the writer thinks will be worth trying
yellow pine
of
white
for.
latter
on
account
of
its
of Concord, N. H., treasurer,
pine,
7 00
12 55
extreme lightness. Temporary slats be- Portland. 10 35
k will be started in the shop within
A.M.
tween the bulkheads constituted the
weeks, and when in full running
9 50
4 15
Waterville. 6 55
mould.
r 100 hands will be employed.
a
12 25
Bangor... 7 00
The
foundation
work
completed,
Cap"tice has been issued from the office
tain Johnson turned his attention to the Bentor. 7 02
LINCOLN VILLE BEACH.
19 56
4 22
ne State Superintendent of public
10 05
4 33
Mr. and Mrs. Alton French of Camden, Mr. newspapers themselves. The first sheets Clinton. 7 13
'•ois that the examination of candi35
8
10
20
4
50
Burnham,
depart.
were laid over the slender mould with
s for the Rhodes
scholarship will be Leon French and Miss Lilia Gibson, are the 1!
10 45
5 09
coated with Unity. 8 54
October 19th and 20th, and probably guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred French.... Mr. great care and liberally
9 02
Thorndike.
1100
5 17
shellac. This process was repeated no
he State House in Augusta.
I Knox. +9 10 til 10
The and Mrs. Robert Perry, who have been spendt5 25
than thirty times in building the Brooks. 9 25
11 30
5 40
idents of the four Maine colleges ing the past week with relatives in Camden, fewer
and nineteen times in making up the Waldo
t5 50
t9 35
til 40
mate in the conduct of these exami- have returned home-Mr. and Mrs. J. H. ! hull
deck. The last layer consisted of the Citypoint. t9 45
16 00
til 50
nes and the examination of the
pres- Gilberte have closed their summer home,
II 55
6 05
headings of as many papers as it was Belfast, arrive. 9 50
ear will be under the supervision of
and gone to New York city possible to lay on. These latter were
1 Flag station.
ident George Emory Fellows of the “Melody Manse,”
tickets
Limited
for
Boston
are
now
sold at
for the winter-Mrs. Ina B. Frohockof Hart- clearly visible beneath the last coating
ersity of Maine.
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
ford, Conn., is visiting relatives here for a few of shellac, which was no less than a
Through tickets to all points West and Northey'.S| Honey and Tar clears the air pas- weeks-Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Carver enter- quarter of an inch in thickness.
west, via all routes for sale by L. J. Sanborn,
In all, possibly three thousand sheets
stops the irritation in the throat, soothes tained
of their friends by a whist party
Agen:, Belfast.
forty
clamed membranes, and the most obstinate
of newspaper were used in building the
F. E. BOOTHBY, General Passenger Agent.
MDPRIQ MrnflWATTl
disappears. Sore and intiamed lungs are last Friday evening. Light refreshments were boat. It measured twenty-one feet in
ed and strengthened, and the cold is exserved. Prizes were awarded as follows: Mrs.
Vice President and General Manager,
length, the same number of inches in
1 from the system.
Refuse any but the
Bullock
and
Robie
Mr.
Ames; consola- beam, and six inches in depth. It had a
George
Portland, Maine.
ne in the yellow package.
Sold by ali
tion, Mrs. Roy Hurd and Mr. Marcellus Griffin. number of air-tight compartments at
.cists.
and best wishes.

What is CASTORIA

demand, the farmwill stop planting sweet corn and devote their land to the growing of potatoes and other vegetables or grain.
The sweet corn question is now being
considered by thelocal granges and commutees are Deing iormea to take
up the
question at the annual session in December. There are to be other important
questions discussed at the annual meeting, but the sweet corn question will be
one of the most vital.
Speaking of the condition of the Maine
grange at the present time, Mr. Stetson
said that it is very gratifying in every
way. The membership is increasing at a
great rate, while the attendance and interest of the local granges is large. This
year it is expected the increase in membership will amount to nearly 2,000, which
will bring the total membership to about
60,000. Maine now stands second to New
York State in grange membership—the
latter State having a total membership
of 90,000, but as regards proportion to
population Maine stands first.
Mr. Stetson said that members of the
different granges all over the State are
attending the meetings in larger numbers
than ever before and are showing more

...

343 feet of the new

using 175 feet for his own busirenting the balance, 168 feet, to
Corey.

mg,
aad

and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
TXACsum
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
“Just-as-good” are buti
Experiments that trifle With and endanger the health of
Inf3ants and Children—Experience against Experiment*
_

ers

Busher of Montville, who has been on the sick
list so long, rode to the village October 1st and
Bailey to attended the meeting of Dana P». Carter Post.
'
.Rev. J. Burford Parry delivered a very inCharles B. iStrople of Pittsfield, occurred in
Bangor, September 26th, Rev. C. H. Lothrop structive as well as interesting sermon Sunday
officiating. Mrs. Bailey is a woman of most morning October 3rd from John 14:2. The duet
excellent^charaeter and a trained nurse. She sung by the Banton brothers was very pretty,
has many friends who extend congratulations and Sunday morning, October 10th, Mr. Dana

account of

The Kind You Have Always
Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30
years, has borne the signature of

do not accede to this

Winifred Dodge has returned to Bangor to
finish learning her trade as a milliner_Miss
Edith Frost from Unity village was in town on
business last week....Mr. Marcena Sparrow
from Wollaston, Mass, visited his brother, W.

an

the firm of Gardiner &
White has moved his family to Pittsfield, where
they will.spend the winter. He is a fine paper-hanger and painter can work at his trade
Frank

potato house built by S. L.

owns

Byron Pillsbury,

the operation.

■

Black

courses,

give young

are

operation for appendicitis at her home last
week, is getting along as well as can be expected at this time. Dr. Twitchell from Portland, assisted by Dr. C. M. Whitney, performed

ie

new

our

to

1

city.

it.

ability

undecided ; the guest of Miss Jennie Meservey last week.
about spending the winter here. Mr. S. intends j
freedom.
to go to Montana soon, but his stay will be
The much-needed rain came at last and was
brief unless his family accompanies hint. Miss ;
heartily welcomed, as nearly all of the wells in
at
the
in
home
Bina Whitten has employment
the village were dry_Mr. Charles Sampson
present.
is in Aroostook countv buvine hay.Miss
Melzer Stevens and family

other

The meeting of Waldo County Pomona was
postponed on account of the storm to Wednesday September 29th, when it met with Victor

j

ing.

Payson Smith, State superinten-

■f public schools, has declined the
made by the school committee of
and as the superintendent of schools

or

ganization

Grange. The attendance was not large, but
Mrs. Vaughan Whitney and her sister, Miss the session was of unusual interest. Rev. C.
Angie Garcelon, from Troy were in Waterville j H. Bryant gave an interesting and enthusiastic'
last week shopping.
greeting, to which C. Conner of South MontThe remains of Mrs. Mercy Chase Munroe ville responded. Assistant State Entomologist,
of Skowhegan arrived at this station last week J. W. Yeaton spoke upon insectpests in the
Burial took place in Pond cemetery.
morning and upon orcharding in the afternoon.
No farmer could afford to lose such a profitable
Dr. J. E. Cook, who is confined to his bed by
Mrs. J. F. Marden visited in Pittsillness, remains about the same. His cousin, j meeting....
field last week.... Miss Mehitable M. Crawford
Miss Winnie Lambert, a trained nurse, is caring
of New York
and Mrs. Earl Fuller of Wisfor him,
{ casset were City of Miss J. E. McFarland
guests
W. H. Russell, who has resided at Winder- I
September 28th and 29th.... M. S. Tibbetts of
mere Park for several months, has secured a
Portland was in town September 22nd, en route
cosy rent of Melzer Stevens and will move and for Palermo, where he went
to bury his
take possession soon.
brother-Mr. and Mrs. Oscar B. Wilkins have
Mrs. Lucy Mitchell, who went to the Maine gone to Fort Dodge, Iowa, to spend the winter.
General Hospital in Portland last week and ....Mrs. Mary E. Packard, Mrs. Frank Brewunderwent a surgical operation more serious ster and Mr. Henry Ladd visited Mr. and Mrs.
than expected, is at this time holding her own. H. Crie at Castine last week....Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Ellen Hunt arrived home last Saturday Elon B. Gilchrest of Belfast are guests of Mr.
night. She did not go to California with her son and Mrs. A. L. McCorrison.... Bliss Marriner
is attending school in Camden.... Mr. Joshua
as intended, but went to Boston, Mass., making
a month’s visit there with relatives and returnJ Rivers, who has been very ill, is slowly im-

gredients.

ho have eczema, and
is remedy.

Book-keeper

SKA14S MONT.

Edmund Webb is attending Coburn Classical
Institute in Waterville this fall.

cgists Wm. O. Poor & Son submit the
ing to the readers of The Journal;
everal years we have announced, with
-mmendation, that we had found a posijre for eczema; a simple skin wash, oil
tergreen compounded with other healwe

or

THE SHAW BUSINESS

UNITY.

What Your Druggists Say About Oil
of Wintergreen Compound.

Rc

us

Augusta, Portland, Bangor.

;• KKS REMOVE DOUBT
ABOUT ECZEMA CURE.

our

achieve this result.

Write or telephone
sideration.

Stenographer

charge for this service.

We

)

a

require such services.

District of Maine, ss.
On this 2nd day of Octoher, A. D. 1909, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
upon the same on the 22nd day of October, A.
D. 1909, before said Court at Portland, in said
District, at ten o’clock in the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published iu The Republican
Journal, a newspaper printed in said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons in
interest may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of said petitioner should nut be granted.
And it is further Ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mail to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at tbelr places of residence as
st&tcd*
Witness the' Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at
Portland, in said District, on the 2nd day of
October, A. D. 1909.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L.8.]
A true copy of petition and order theron.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

Kindling Wood
FOR SALE.
We have for sale the best kindling wood ever
offered to the citizens of Belfast. Dry blocks,
just the thing for summer use. Price at the
mill 15 cents per barrel, 25 cents for 2 barrels
25tf
and 75 cents for 6 barrels.

MATHEWS BROTHERS.

Dr. John Stevens,
MIXER BLOCK, MAIN STREET.

SPECIALTY—Diseases of the
Ear. Throat and Nose.

Eye,
36ti

AMERICAN HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.
Weekly shipments of live slock to Brighton
Market. Cars leave Belfast every
Monday morning and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and Fox
croft every Saturday morning.
1 soiicit your
consignment, promising you prompt and satisfactory returns with the party’s name and address I sell your stock to. Write for slapping
directions and my weekly market letter, tree.

Shore

Farm

WANTED AT ONCE.
Reasonable PricelPaid.

Also

Small House for Sale
Centrally located.

ASK MR. DICKEY.
0

be only a very few years when mackere
would be just as plentiful along the
coast of Maine as they were ten years
BELFAST, THURSDAY. OCTOBER 7,1909.
ago. The fishermen do not seem to realize that they are injuring their own busiPUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
In this
ness by catching these fish.”
connection it would be interesting to
The Republican Journal Publishing Co. know what effect the use of motor boats
has upon this fishery. One of our local
CHARLES A. PILSBURY,
fishermen says that the motor boats
leave a coating of oil on the water that
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a drives away such surface fish as mackfor three
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
erel and herring; and Dr. Hennequin of
months.
one
For
Advertising Terms.
square, one Boston, who has spent three months in
inch length in column. 50 cents for one week the lake
region of the foot-hills of the
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Green mountains, is of the opinion that

THE UNITY FAIR.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

The agricultural fair of the Unity Park Association was held on their grounds in Unity,
October 6th and 6th. The officers in charge
were: W. H. Kimball, president; John Campbell, vice president; E. T. Reynolds, secretary
and treasurer; C. A. Stevens, marshal; George
W. Frisbee and Walter Staples of Belfast,

The Maine

Spiritualists

on

the state

Cross stitch, Mrs. A. B. Tuttle, 1st.
Crocheted lace, Mrs.W.M. Thayer, 1st; Esther
Stevens,
2nd; Mrs. A. B. Tuttle, 3rd.
with the whistle and music of the merry-goKnit lace, Mrs. A. B. Tuttle, 1st.
round. Fakirs of all shades and colors did a
Cucumber pickles, Esther Stevens, 1st; Mrs.
thriving business in at least 20 or more tents. Samuel Rollins, 2nd.
Tomato pickles, Mrs. Joseph Stevens, 1st;
The open stalls for the horses and neat stock,
Mrs. Esther Stevens, 2nd.
etc., made this department easy of access and
Cauliflower, Mrs. Esther Stevens, 1st.
Crab apples, Laura Bagley, 1st.
very attractive.
Best display of pickles, Esther Stevens, 1st.
There were public dances in the halls in the
Strawberries, Mrs. Joseph Stevens, 1st; Laura
village both evenings, and dancing was in or- Bagley, 2nd.
ler both afternoon and evening, with good
Raspberries, Mrs. Jos. Stevens, 1st; Mrs.
music, at Reynolds* hall opposite the park. Esther Stevens, 2nd.
Blackberries, Mrs. Esther Stevens, 1st; Mrs.
Men, women and children seemed to enjoy the Laura
Rollins, 2nd.
fair and the beautiful weather. Every courtesy
Pears, Mrs. L. Bagley, 1st; Mrs. S. Rollins.
possible was extended The Journal representa- 2nd.
Apple jelly, Mrs. L. Bagley, 1st; Esther
tive, from the judges stand to the Reynolds’
Stevens, 2nd.
lining table, which made a strenuous day also
Best display of preserves, Mrs. L. Rollins’
& very enjoyable one.
1st; Esther Stevens, 2nd; Laura Bagley, 3rd.
Grape jelly, Esther Stevens, 1st.
HORSES.
Current jelly, Esther Stevens, 1st.
Matched horses, Paul Brothers, 1st.
Raspberry jelly, Mrs. E. J. Stevens, 1st.
Gent’s driving horse, C. B. Wellington,
Best display of jelly, Mrs. E. J. Stevens, 1st.
Unity, Richard Cornforth, Thorndike, E. B.
Oil painting, Edith Frost, 1st; Carrie RobertHunt, W. Gerald, Unity, E. B. Moulton, Unity. son, 2nd; Mrs. W. W. Thayer, 3rd.
Trotting stallion, W. A. Gerrish, Unity, 1st;
Best crayon work, Miss Edith Frost, 1st.
J. H. Campbell.
Cut flowers, Mrs A. B. Tuttle, 1st.
Trotting bred stallion, Fred Myrick, 1st; W.
Photo-frame, Mrs. Carrie Robertson, 1st
Gerald, 2nd.
Miss Mellie Robertson, 2nd.
Draft stallion, L. L. Rogers, Troy, 1st.

place and prefer to live in thicklyweeded grounds, in companionship with
The Belfast correspondent of the Banvery large and voracious pickerel, rather
gor Commercial, writing of the recent than take refuge in beds of rock, close
term of the Supreme Judicial Court in this to which the motor boats
pass, although
city, voices the general sentiment when the shark-like pickerel are seldom seen
he says; “The sentences in the liquor there. If the motor boats cease running
cases caused surprise generally as more for a
day or so, the bass return to the
rigorous treatment of the offenders was rocks and deep waters, but can only be
expected.”
caught at sunrise, or at sunset, although
seen, apparently perfectly still,
plainly
Belfast had two illustrations of yellow
at the bottom of the pond. What is to
in
conlast
week—one
clearly
journalism
be done about it we cannot say, for the
tempt of court. The other, furnished by motor boat, like the automobile, has evia Boston daily, was an unwarranted and
| dently come to stay.
'heartless intrusion into family affairs.
prosperous.

Idle

cars

disappearing.

same

Draft bred
Jackson.

mare

and

foal, A. F. Kendall,

Neither’ease was then before the court, jThree-year-old colt trotting bred, E. B.
i SHAW BUSINESS COLLEGE, BANGOR. Moulton,
D. M. Patterson, Clair Wiley.
and in both cases but one side of the
Two-year-old colt. H. L. Hurd, Thorndike,
The Shaw Business College, Bangor, rounded
the
story was told, to the prejudice of
Mosher,
Unity, Walter Bacon, Unity.
Clough
of a century October 1st
i out its first
nnnnsino- side.
Judge Whitehouse in and is the quarter
One-year-old colt, H. W. Bolter, Knox.
subject of a two column write-up in
and
Draft
mare
foal, C. E. Murch, 1st, A. A.
of F. L. Shaw
open court very properly rebuked the the Commercial, with portraits
of Portland, the President, and George D. Har- Kendall, 2nd.
and
said
Draft oxen 7 feet or less, A. C. Thomas,
they den of Pangor, the Treasurer. This college has
writers of these articles
Uioitj, yix*.
had made themselves subject to contempt had a wonderful growth and the Commercial juurnu, ISl-i Y». 1. Vjumu,
Horses 2,400 or over, Horace Graves, Unity,
weh says that "it is an example of an instituof court.
1st; L. L. Rogers, 2nd.
tion which lias closely followed a policy based
Draft horses under 2,400, Hollis Wentworth,
upon truth, right and common sense; and the
The Daughters of Maine club of Som- success
U. S. Mitchell, 2nd, L. L. Rogers, 3rd.
1st;
a
illustration
the
institution
is
of
good
Family horses, M. V. B. Mitchell, Troy, 1st;
erville, Mass., entered upon anothei of what can be accomplished by following such Ruben
Rhoades, 2nd; A.F. Kendall, Jackson, 3rd.
a policy;” and further, that “much of the
season of its work last Monday with s
Horse of all work, M. V. B. Mitchell, 1st.
wonderful growth of the Shawr Business college
The
committee on horses was L. I. Bessey,
public meeting, which was also the an- in general, and the Bangor branch in particular Edw ard Shibles, and Ruben Rhoades.
is due to the energetic management of Mr.
are
clubs
Maine
These
nual guest day.
Harden. He firmly believes in the policy adoptNEAT STOCK.
found all over the country, and not only ed by the institution when it wTas formed; in
Holstein bull, C. E. Murch, 1st.
the persistency with which the school folfact,
ir
their
members
of
interest
the
Fat oxen, W. I. Coffin, 1st.
"keep up
lowed out this policy first lead Mr. Harden to
Fat steers, Eugene Nichols, 1st.
the old home State but are educationa
associate himself with the school as instructor,
Two-year-old steers, E. H. Garcelon, 1st;
and the source of much social enjoyment. and afterwards as an active part owner;”
One very noticeable change which has taken Leslie Orcutt, 2nd.
The Somerville club has a very attracOne-year-old steers, W. I. Coffin, 1st; R. V.
place during the 25 years this school has been
for
in
laid
out
the
existence is the increased attendance of Ashford, 2nd.
tive program
coming
Town team, Burnham, 1st, 5 yoke.
young women. In its earlier days not more
Dairy cows, C. E. Murch, 1st and 2nd.
year, including illustrated lectures, arl than five per cent of the total enrollment were
Stock cows, C. E. Murch, 1st and 2nd.
and
musicales.
exhibits, banquets
women, w’hile now it is fully 50 per cent. This
3 year-old-cows, C. E. Murch, 1st.
is due to a great extent to the rapidly increas2 year-old cows, E. H. Garcelon, 1st; C. E.
On the last evening of the W. C. T. U. ing demand for stenographers. In this calling Murch, 2nd and 3rd.
women
natuially were preferred, but the
1 year-old cows, C. E. Murch, 1st.
audience
the
in
convention
great
Bangor
i Employment Department is unable to meet the
Herd of 6 grade cows, E. T. Reynolds, 1st.
of en- demand for male stenographers, as few men
its
reached
l/cau

1

perhaps
thusiasm singing

highest pitch

to

j

bia, the Gem of the Ocean” the Maine

SECRET

song written by Miss Gordon, one verse
of which is:
Oh, the old State of Maine, how we love it!
Its mountains, its lakes and its shore;
The brightest of stars shine above it,

1

SOCIETIES.

The regular communication of Timothy
Chase Lodge wrill be held in Masonic Temple

this, Thursday, evening.
The annual assembly of King Soloman's
was held last Tuesday evening and the
following officers were elected: T. I. M., W. J.
Dorman; D. M., A. D. Hayes; P. C. of W., A.
J. Knowlton; treasurer, Robert Burgess; recorder, C. E. Johnson; C. of G., A. L. Curtis; C.
of C., G. C. Trussell; Steward, A. C. Tuttle; Sentinel, H. W. Marriner.
Council

very small vote of more than 3 tc
Rockland rejected last Monday the
a

by the last ses- j
The chartei !
sion of the legislature.
provided for a single board of sever !
members to be paid a salary of $200 each.
It was also proposed to increase the
mayor's salary to $700 from $400, the

new

Matched cattle, A. C. Thomas,
Hunt Burnham, 2nd; John
Work oxen, Dean Braley, 1st.

George

SHEEP

But one star shines out evermore:
Tis the bright star of State Prohibition,
In its light read the name of Neal Dow;
Would you gain for yourselves its fruition'
Let the old State of Maine show you how

By

j

take up this branch.
the tune of “Colum- I

charter authorized

SWANVILIE CKNTEK.
Herbert Maddocks is not at

AND

Morrill, 1st;
Braley, 3rd.

HOGS.

Hampshire bucks, L. L. Rogers, 1st.
Hampshire ewes, L. L. Regers, 1st.
Shropshire bucks, G. Hanson, 1st and 2nd.

Buck lambs, G. Hanson, 1st.
Eight Shropshire bucks, G. Hanson, 1st and
3rd; Walter Gerald, 2nd.
Six ewes, G. Hanson, 1st: Walter Geraid, 2nd.
Fat sheep, G. Hanson, 1st, Walter Gerald,
2nd.
Chester White boar, L. L. Rogers, 1st.
Chester White sow and pigs, E. T. Reynolds,
1st; L. L. Rogers, 2nd.
POULTRY.

Golden Wyandottes, Mrs. Annie M. Green,

Winnecook,

|

—

..

We stinted ourselves to carry
into the

new

It

building.

$1,000,000 deposits

across

almost too much to

was

|

the road

expect but

|

we

1

shall do it.

The tad Million Will Coine

I

Quicker than the First

AND THE FIRST CAME PRETTY

1

QUICKLY.

Absolute Safety, Service Rendered and

I

Publicity

1

IS THE SECRET OF OUR GROWTH.

The

I

GRATUITIES.

Lemon jelly, Mrs. E. J. Stevens; button holed
Mrs. A. B. Tuttle; rag carpet, Mrs. C. M.
Plummer; knit bed spread, Mrs. A. B. Tuttle;
hand painted sofa pillow, Mrs. A. B. Tuttle;
leather post-card sofa pillow, Mellie Robertson and Mrs. A. B. Tuttle; cross stitch sofa
pillow, Mrs. A. B. Tuttle; huckaback sofa pillow, Mrs. C. M. Plummer; point lace, Mrs. Lulu
Sidelinger; bureau scarf, Mrs. Lulu Sidelinger,
burnt wood plaque, Grace Smith; 1809 bed
spread, Mrs. S. Rollins; crochet work, Mrs. W.
M. Thayer; mats, Mellie Robertson; slippers,
Mrs. A. B. Tuttle; brass work, Miss Edith
Frost; waist, Mrs. R. B. Strout; pen work, Miss
Edith Frost: water color work Mirk F.Hith

I

City National Bank of Belfast

rug,

on
N. C. Partridge w'as ip Bangor Monday
j
arbusiness... Mr. and Mrs. J. Edwin Grant
where
from
Guilford,
•ived home last Saturday
they had been for several months-Station ;
a vacation and
igent George Holmes is having
j
His i
s visiting his parents in New Brunswick.

i

Murry Holmes, accompanied
him_Mrs. Lottie French is in Brooks fora
week w'ith her relatives.... Mrs. F. F. Perkins
is in Northern Maine for a visit with friends.
....Miss Flora Erskine, who is attending
school here, spent Saturday and Sunday in
Bucksport with her mother.... Miss Muriel
MacLeod has returned to her home in New
Brunswick after several months stay here with
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Holmes... .Mrs. Martha
Partridge left Monday for a month’s visit in

FAIR NOTES

track with reins.
The paintings displayed by Miss Edith Frost
of Unity were admired by all and were of unusual merit.
The fancy work and useful article display by
Mrs. Addie B. Tuttle of Carmel and the Robertson family of Detroit attracted much attention.
The question of first premium on Plymouth
Rock coops was a difficult one to decide and
was given under protest by those
looking on.
The baby show was on the bills for Wednesattraction.
day’s
To avoid the semblance of any partiality the
names were removed from the
goods in the
ladies’ departments and numbers substituted.
A display of farm produce, tomatoes especially, was made from Burpee seeds by E.
S. Stevens of Unity.
Mr. Stevens recently
won the $50 Burpee prize on beans.
He had a
good display of water melons.
The Knowles potatoes were on exhibition by
B. W. Knowles of Thorndike. They represented an experiment test at the rate of 836 bushels to the acre. They are claimed to lead all
other varieties.
The handsomest piece of horse flesh in the
State—John Ward—the property of Horace
Chenery of Belfast, was shown on the track.
Three rousing cheers were given for the horse,
the owner and the driver. He is the fastest
horse in Maine, and has never been beaten in a

Rice of Castine

Monday.

He

TUESDAY’S RACES.

class, purse $130.
Fred H., bg., W. A. Withee, Bangor... .1 1 1 1
ch.
m., C. L. Jackson, FoxConstarlilly,
croft.2 2 4 2
Dan Boy, bg., Frank Pelletuer, Farm-

ington.4323
Levinskey, bs., Fred Flynn, Hampden. .3 4 3 4
Edgemark’s Gift, bm., Horace Chenery,

visited here

field..1 ill
2 2 2

Foxcroft.3 3 5 3
Dempsy, G. Fred Flynn, Hampden.5 4 4 5
Mina Bell.bm., Melvin Eldridge, Clinton.4 5 3 4

All

This community was greatly shocked and
grieved to hear of the death Thursday night,
Sept. 30, of Mrs. Fred Kingsbury. Although in

to

a

liftlo hoft-or

The

The footwear market is very slow. Further
activity has developed in the hide market and
sales by western packers aggregate fully
200,000 hides the past week at full prices on
most varieties and advances on others.—Dun’s
Review, October 2nd.

SUFFERING” ENDED.

Milliner.

1

j

cordially invited
inspect our line of

are

Metal

Mark Wood & Son
ON PHCENIX ROW,
and shall endeavor to maintain the
tion of the former managers.
Shall

Shipping

Cases

and

Slate

a

in

MONUMENTS
Oak Hill, Quincy
and Red Scotch Granites,

you desire any kind of Monumental W
in Marble, Granite or Statuary, I can

LET

pi

you.

Salesrooms at both Phoenix Row

Bridge Street.

20 cents per dozen.

A. S. HEAL.

STREET, BELFAST.

Notice of First

HonseforRent

Saturday, Oct. 9

Card, Bankrupt,

Bankrupt!:
Notice is

hereby given that on the 2'September, A.D. 1909. the said John F
duly adjudicated bankrupt; and t:
first meeting of his creditors will be helu

was

office of Duntoii & Morse,Savings Bank Be
Belfast. Maine, on the 29ih day of Oct
D. 1909, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.

for immediate occupancy. Further information relating to this rent can be obtained! by

111,1
me
t-icunuis niav auoini,
prov
a trustee, examine the
and transact such other business as iua\
erly come before said meeting.
JOHN R. MASON.
Referee in Bankrui
Bangor, Maine, October 4, ishmj.— 1w4

claims, appoint

mm

HORACE CHENERY, Belfast

tf37

OR TO RENT.

Card of Thanks.
We, the undersigned, wish to thank the
friends for their sympathy and aid in our bereavement, also for flowers.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Lufkin,
Miss Phcebe A. Clifford,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Johnston,
Mrs. Etta Robinson and Family.
Searsport, October 4, 1902-—p

Breeding

Plymouth Rock and R. !. Red.We have a few carefully selected cock,
from our earliest and best maturing stock,
crowded for room must have th>'
for pullets by October 15th, and until that
will offer your choice from the lot at $■'

modern improvements, at the corner of Spring and High streets,
with a chance to keep a horse if wanted. ApM. R. KNOWLTON,
ply to
At the restaurant, 99 High St.
lt40
A five-room tenement with

on

House fitted with all modern conveniences,
h6t-air furnace, bath room, set tubs, hardwood
floors. Double windows. House fitted for two
families or one, as desired. Large shed and
barn attached. Carriage house close by. Will
be sold at a bargain or rented at low figure,
subject to sale.
Surrounding house is enough land for truck
garden, and an orchard of some 50 trees. Onethird mile away is a farm of some 75 or 80
acres, containing 25 acres of cleared fields and
some 40 or 50 acres of woodland, timber on
which is estimated to be worth $1500 alone.

Occupancy given at once.
For terms, etc., apply to
MISS ELIZABETH A. KELLEY,
16 Churoh Street, Belfaet.
40

Cockerels

FOR SALE.

TO LET
Attractive Suburban Residence of the late
Benjamin Kelley, Swan Lake Avenue,

i

of

house, is offered for rent. It contains
all the modern improvements and is in order

Lummuiuiaiuig

of Credit

To the creditors of John F. Card of M
in the County of Waldo and District afoi

son

FOR SALE

Meeting

In the District Court of the United stateDistrict of Maine, Waldo County.
In the matter John F.
) In
Bankrupt

The very desirable property corner of Franklin and Cedar streets, known as the Thomp-

Mrs B. F, Wells

\

Lincolnville.

Westerly

for Card Parties, Sociables and Entertainments. Tables 10 cents apiece}

Chairs

Marb*

1 have in stock several

BLACK GRANITE,

Card Tables and Chairs

72 MAIN

good selection of both

DOUBLE STONES IN THE EMIr:

stock of

TO

a

select from.

o

Burial

Also
I also have

Novelties,

Belfast, 1 1-2 miles from Postoflice
R. F. D. Route, overlooking the Bay.

keep

Granite and

Vaults always in stock.
Calls answered promptly, either day or night
Home telephone 48-3. Office 48-4.

PLUMES,
FANCY FEATHERS,
VELVETS,
SILKS,
RIBBONS,
Millinery

the old established marble buy

Embalmer--

Everything modern in
CASKETS AND BURIAL SUITS.

it to

Just
Cures catarrh or money back.
breathe It in. Complete outfit, including
50c.
Extra bottles
Druggists.
inhaler

MEDICINES

Coroner.

A. A. Howes & Co. Sell the Remedy that
Cured Stomach Trouble of 14 Years.
And best of all A. A. Howes & Co. guarantee I
Read this:
cure you or money back.
“I have been a great sufferer for 14 years, j
everything I ate gave me heartburn. I have
never been able to get anything that would
give me any relief until a friend of mine insisted on my taking Mi-o-na. I took a 50 cent
box and I believe I am entirely well.”—F. M.
Bryant, Newman, Ga., June 5th.
Mi-o-na is not a nostrum: it is the prescription of a celebrated physician who is a specialist in stomach diseases.
One clever woman calls Mi-o-na the Sunshine
Prescription, because it changed her from a
miserable, nervous dyspeptic into a bright,
healthy, happy woman in a few weeks.
These little Mi-o-na tablets are surely wonder workers. They absolutely cure indigestion
whether acute or chronic.
They stop belching, gas in stomach, and
heaviness in a few minutes. Distress after
eating vanishes as if by magic when one or two
little Mi-o-na tablets are swallowed.
Only 50 cents a box at leading druggists
everywhere, and in Belfast by A. A. Howes &
Co. Test sample free from Booth’s Mi-o-na,
Buffalo, N. Y.

MISS JENNIE TRULL,

UNDERTAKER,

Mro

Shoe Situation.

DRUGS AND

of

Trimmed and
Untrimmed Hats

came

suddenly. Mrs. Kingsbury is survived by
her husband and two daughters, Mrs. William
Heagan and Mrs. William Clark, both of this
town-Mrs. Elden C. Emerson, who has been
very

Vegetables.

GROCERIES,

bought

MILLINER.

FRANKFORT.

111 thp nnst wppIt i«

New

preached Sunday, morning

itt.

Freeman W. Bachelder has gone to Vinalhaven
to visit Miss Althea Gray-Mail service was
resumed Thursday, after being held up two
days by the washout on the B. &. A. near the
Marsh stream crossing.... Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Treat, who have been spending several weeks
with Mr. Treat’s father, E. P. Treat, have returned to their home in Brooklyn, N. Y....
Charles Drake recently bought a new potato
digger .which will aid greatly in harvesting his
large crop_Mrs. John Libbey very pleasantly entertained the Willing Workers sewing
circle at her home one day this week.

Oct. 9

A. A. BOWES & tV,

Mrs. F.G. Spinney

Time, 2.30$, 2.34$, 2.38$,
The starter was J. H. Farwell of Unity;
judges, O. J. Farwell, Jr., Thorndike, C. I.
Bussey, Dixmont, F. S. Rich, Thorndike; timers,
W. H. Jew ell, Shawmut, F. S. Rich, C. H. Leav-

Pound.,

a

At the Store of

Licensed

2.38.

vprv

Saturday,

10c.

Fruitsfor Preserving

and Hats

'Opening

class, purse $100.
Mollie Wilkes, bm., E. C. Hunter, Pitts2.50

number of years the end

At

Bonnets

j Millinery

Belfast.5 6 5 5
A. L. Caswell, Newport.6 5 6 6
Time 2.25f, 2.26£. 2.25$, 2.25.

Lady Mallet, bm.,

a

PICKLES

Trimmed

and evening_A lot of logs was picked up
here the past few days_Wells and cisterns
are full and overflowing in this vicinity, owing
to the heavy rain....Mrs. George Ginn and
children from the village visited Mrs. Susan

2.24

the

-OF-

and Mrs. Chas. Shute-Mr. Robert Erskine
of the Narrow's district is in Bangor for a few
days... No mail arrived here on the train
September 29th, owing to the washout above
Frankfort. Several passengers who took the
morning train here were obliged to return and
wait over until the next day... .Rev. J. A. Alcock came from Bangor last Saturday and returned

Attend

Fall Opening

recently.... Miss Jennie Clifford, who has been
at Bar Harbor during the summer, is at home
for a needed rest.... Mrs. Nathan Hopkins and
baby of Bangor are here with her parents, Mr.

race.

health for

To

gor_Miss Jennie Black has gone to Mar’s
Hill, w'here she is employed as milliner-The
B. & A. station is in charge of Elmer Wilson
during the absence of the regular agentLow'ena

Everybody is pickling,
but why not try

Cordially Invited

Massachusetts, after which she will go to New
York for the winter... .Miss Marie Grant, who
has been at home for a week’s vacation, left
Monday morning to continue her work in Ban-

Mrs.

Pickles!

You Are

oldest son, Master

Eugene, the little son of Mr. Fred Nichols of
Freedom, won the admiration of all with his
pair of fat steers, which he drove around the

poor

^

(f

j
j

Hall committee, MrsG. A. Stevens, Mrs. J.
H. Frost, Mrs. I. P. Libbey, Miss Edith Frost.

Zip, bm., A. H. Bragg, Fairfield.2
Maid of Pines, rn. m., C. L. Jackson,

*

1 ANDY POINT.
;

Frost.

1st.

Buff Plymouth Rocks, Mrs. Annie M. Green,
He has 1st.
White
who
has
a throat trouble.Evelyn Knowlton,
Wyandottes, W. E. Plummer, Monroe,
been at work for Mrs. Fred Littlefield of Waldo 1st and 2nd.
White Wyandotte breeding pen, W. E. Plumfor five months, is now at home-The people mer, 1st.
in town extend sympathy to the relatives of !
Plymouth Rocks, R. B. Pillsbury, Unity, 1st;
aldermen and councilmen to serve with
j Mr. Mark Ward, who died so suddenly... .Al- i Walter Gerald, 2nd.
Plymouth Rock coop, Walter Gerald, 1st and
out pay.
Another innovation was the fred Maddocks is visiting his sister, Mrs. Mur2nd.
election of practically all the subordi | phy, and seems to be gaining finely-Mrs. j
Rhode Island red chickens and cockerels, R.
nate officers by popular vote. It wai Smart is visiting her son in Bar Harbor- B. Pillsbury, 1st.
has
to
West
gone
Winterport to
Rhode Island cockerels, Walter Gerald, 1st
j Nellie Riley
proposed in this city some years ago te ! w’ork for Mrs. Pendleton-Mrs. Freda Knowl- and 2nd.
Rock cockerels, R.B. Pillsbury, 1st;
abolish the common council, but soot ! ton is in Frankfort at work for Mrs. Percy
Plymouth
! Grant.... Chester Curtis has moved to the
Walter Gerald 2nd.
after the usefulness of this branch o:
Head of the Tide and is to work for Fre The committee on stock and poultry was S. P.
the city government was so effectivel; 1! Holmes_Mrs. Cunningham of Waldo visited Libby, Wm. I. Coffin, Walter Gerald.
last weekMrs. Flora Littlefield one
VEGETABLES AND FRUITS.
demonstrated that the matter was drop Herbert Knowlton saw a daymoose in Monlarge
Green Mt. potatoes, Walter Gerald, 1st.
peek It was not supposed then that the i roe one morning last week.... Hattie Partridge is keeping the Waldo Station school and Delaware potatoes, E. T. Reynolds, 2nd. Burcity couid ever come under the domina i boarding
with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. pee potatoes. E. S. Reynolds, 3rd.
tion of one man.
i Joshua Littlefield-Miss Jennie Knowlton
Onions, small lot, William Mank Benton,
J is at home from Belfast for a vacation-Mrs. gratuity; W. C. Plummer, Monroe, 1st; E. S.
The Hudson Fulton celebration ha: ! Guarrie Cunningham has gone to Hampden to Stevens, Unity, 2nd.
Beets, E. T. Reynolds. 1st; Ruben Rhoades,
help care for her mother, Mrs. Clark Marden
beer, a great success; but there is stronj who
is very sick-Mrs. A. E. Nickerson burn- Troy, 2nd; E. S. Stevens, 3rd.
!
evidence that Giovanni de Vemzzano j ed one of her hands badly last week-RichTurnips, Ruben Rhoades, 1st; E. J. Stevens,
! ard Robertson visited the family of E. E.Clem- 2nd.
I ents in Searsport last Sunday.... Lauriston
Carrots, E. S. Stevens, 1st; Ruben Rhoades,
French Government, sailed through thi
j Nichols of Belfast plastered a sleeping room 2nd.
week
for
H.
and
kitchen
the
first
of
the
E.
Melons, E. S. Stevens, 1st.
Narrows and landed a boat-load of mei
Littlefield_Mrs. Ann Maria Wrest. of FrankSquash, J. E. Rollins, 1st; Ruben Rhoades,
on Manhattan Island in 1524, eighty-fivi
is
the
of
her
Mrs.
Bealfort
2nd.
sister,
guest
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Peary lost a young baby
Tomatoes, E. S. Stevens, 1st; E. J. Stevens,
.years before Hudson entered the rive:
last week. It wras a frail child-Mrs. Charles 2nd.
which now hears his name; and there i:
Curtis is not as well_The heavy rainfall has
Pumpkins, R. B. Pillsbury, 1st; Charles Wyconclusive evidence that Fulton did no
made it very hard for those with lots of pota- man, 2nd; S. R. Rollins, 3rd.
warren jones,
ienow corn,
isi; rtoaney
build the first steamboat. John Fitcl t toes to dig, as the ground is so wet and heavy
the greater part Will have to be dug by hand
Clark; 2nd; R. Rhoades, 3rd.
built a steamboat and ran it on the Dela
labor in this vicinity... Mrs. Theo. Dickey
Pop corn, W. Gerald, 1st; Rodney Clark, 2nd.
Sweet corn, Wilbur Ix>well, 1st; E. S. Stevens,
spent the week-end with her mother, Mrs.
ware twenty years before Fulton’s boa
Watson Robertson.
2nd.
appeared. It really should have beei
Beans and peas, Warren Jones, 1st; E. S.
THORNDIKE.
the Verrazzano-Fitch celebration; am
Stevens, 2nd.
Cattle
service
was
at
The
usual
held
the
beets, E. S. Stevens, 1st; E. J. StevSunday
while we are not specially concerned witl
Center church last Sunday afternoon. Rev. D. ens, 2nd.
the Italian it seems that John Fitch, th<
Brackett spoke from Ezekiel 34:26, “And I will
Peas, Ruben Rhoades, 1st.
them and the places round about my hill
Cabbages, R. Rhoades, 1st; E. J. Stevens, 2nd.
struggling inventor,should have had som< make
Walter Gerald, 1st. Sheaf of oats, J.
a blessing.”-Mrs. Leroy Fickettof this town,
Oats,
recognition. In his journal, which i; is a cousin of Com. Robert E. Peary of North B. Rollins, 1st.
Pole fame
Mrs. James Ashford, who has
said to be one of the most pathetic rec
Wheat, Walter Gerald, 1st.
been very ill, is improving a little. Miss FlorBarley, Walter Gerald, 1st.
ords in American history, he wrote, witl
ence Palmer, a trained nurse from the Maine
Cauliflower, E. J. Stevens, 1st.
Grapes, E. R. Robertson, 1st; J. S. Rollins,
prophetic vision; “The day will com< General Hospital, Portland, is with her-Mrs.
3rd.
when some more powerful man will gei Lydia Parsons was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. 2nd; Esther Stevens,
Charles Parsons recently-Mr. and Mrs. WilApples, W. H. Henderson, 21 varieties, 1st;
fame and riches from my invention; bu' ber J. Hunt, Mr. Fred Hunt and sister, Miss Let- F. B. Leavett, 20 varieties, 2nd; J. H. Campand Mrs. Richard C. Higgins, J. D. Hig- bell, 3rd.
nobody will believe that poor John Fitcl tie, Mr.
Committee, Dr. W. G. Fuller, C. S. Libbey,
gins and Miss Cora Andrews passed last Saturcan do anything worthy of attention.’
day evening with Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Higgins V. N. Higgins, J. H. Campbell.
N.
and
Satur.Mrs. Lela
Perry passed Friday
The story is told in two of the curren
LADIES’ DEPARTMENT.
Mr. Charles A. Tilton of
day in Waterville
magazines, and in The Metropolitai Portland, Mrs. E. A. Carpenter of Brooks, and
Table butter, Mrs. S. Rollins, 1st; Mrs. E.
magazine the name of Judge Read, s Mr. and Mrs. V. N. Higgins of Thorndike, passed Sayward, 2nd; Mrs. W. Gerald, 3rd.
29th at the pleasant and hospitable
Tub butter, Mrs. Gerald, 1st; Mrs. Jos. Stedistinguished resident of Belfast, is men September
home of Mr. and Mrs. M. V. B. Tilton in Dix- vens, 2nd.
“N< mont_Mrs. Emma Chase of Lynn, Mass., is
tioned. The Metropolitan says:
Honey, Mrs. W. Gerald, 1st; Mrs. A. B. Tuta short visit with her nephew and wife,
tle, 2nd.
one has ever made a
complete list o: making
Mr. and Mrs. James Clements.
Uncle Hall
Hooked rugs, Mrs. E. S. Robertson, 1st; Miss
Fulton’s rivals, but they include, beside; Clements is at home and quite sick.
Mellie Robertson, 2nd; Mrs. O. Danforth, 3rd.
|
Braided Rug, Mrs. A. R. Myrick, 1st; Mellie
his predecessors, John Fitch and Jame;
| JACKSON.
Robertson, 2nd; Mrs. E. S. Robertson, 3rd.
Rumsev, Nathan Read, Captain Morey i Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Fletcher of Belfast,
Knit rugs, Mrs. A. B. Tuttle, 1st and 2nd.
Elijah Ormsbee, Nicholas Roosevelt, i have moved to Jackson again and at present j Crocheted rugs, Mrs. E. L. Butler, 1st; Mrs.
his
Mr.
Judson
A.
B. Tuttle, 2nd,
are
with
;
father,
stopping
Oliver Evans and John Stevens. A1 I
Yarn rugs, Mrs. Jennie Stevens, 1st.
Fletcher.Mr, Clifford Deering called on j
more
or
les;
these built steamboats with
friends and relatives here last week-Mrs j Patch-work quilts, Mrs. C. M. Plummer, 1st;
of Brooks, spent a few days last j Mellie Robertson, 2nd; Mrs. A. B. Tuttle, 3rd.
success before Fulton’s Clermont wai ; Levi Stevens
week at the home of her husband’s father, Mr. ; Comfortables, Mrs. Jennie Stevens, 1st; Mrs.
launched.”
M. C. Stevens... .Miss Pearl Chase is still on j A. B. Tuttle, 2nd.
Silk quilt, Mellie Robertson, 1st; Mrs. E. B.
the sick list-The Jackson Congl. Sunday
1
On another page will be found a ver; school will hold a harvesFmeeting October 17th. Tuttle, 2nd and 3rd.
be
decorated
with
Embroidered silk quilt, Mrs. A. B. Cookson,
The church will
fruits, veginteresting article on the mackerel fish etables, etc. A short program will be given, 1st; Mrs. A, B. Tuttle, 2nd.
Worsted embroidered quilt, Mrs. A. B. Tutfollowing which a special sermon will be delivery, in which an old-time fisherman at
ered by the pastor, Rev. S. J. Wilson. All are tle, 1st and 2nd.
tributes the scarcity of these fish to thi
Woolen blankets, Mrs. A. B. Tuttle, 1st; Jane
cordially invited to come and bring decorations.
_1_
Stevens, 2nd.
wholesale seining of them in the year
Ladies’ knit hose, Mrs. A. B. Tuttle, 1st.
Deafness Cannot be Cured
right around 1885. James Donahue o [
Gent’s knit hose, Mrs. E. J. Stevens, 1st;
i
reach
sea
and
shor
cannot
the
of
Mrs. A. B. Tuttle, 2nd.
Rockland, commissioner
by local applications, as they
Child’s hose, Gertrude Bennett, 1st; Mrs. W.
diseased portion of the ear. There is only one
fisheries, is of the same opinion. It ha ?
way to cure deafness, and that is by constitu- M. Thayer, 2nd, Mrs. E. J. Stevens, 3rd.
been claimed by fishermen that the vas t tional remedies. Deafness is caused by an inDouble mittens, Mrs. E. J. Stevens, 1st; Mrs.
amount of chemicals coming down th 3 flamed condition of the mucous lining of the A. B. Tuttle, 2nd.
Eustachian Tube. When this tube is inflamed
Single mittens, Mrs. E. M. Plummer, 1st;
rivers from the many pulp mills ha 3
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hear- Mrs. A. B. Tuttle, 2nd.
Domestic yarn, Mrs. A. B. Tuttle, 1st; Mrs.
driven the mackerel off shore, but Mi
ing, and when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflamation can be E. J. SteVens, 2nd.
Donahue does not believe that the chem:
Silk embroidered sofa pillow, Mellie Roberttaken out and this tube restored to its normal
cals have the slightest effect on the fiat
condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; son, 1st and 2nd; Mrs. A. B. Tuttle, 3rd.
Worsted sofa pillow, Mrs. A. B. Tuttle, 1st.
nine cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh,
In his opinion the real cause of the dis
Velvet sofa pillow, Mellie Robertson, 1st;
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of
e
th
is
that
of
mackerel
the
Mrs. A. B. Tuttle, 2nd.
the mucous surfaces.
appearance
Dollars
for
sofa pillow, Mrs. Russell B. Strout,
One
Hundred
Cotton
We
will
any
give
seiners who catch fish in spawn are er
1st.
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that
mac!
of
the
to
blame
for
scarcity
Send
tirely
Mexican work, Mrs. Lulu Sidelinger, Burncannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
ham, 1st; Mrs. Rossman Woods, Troy, 2nd;
erel.
“If a law was passed which woul i for circulars free.
Mellie Robertson, 3d.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
not allow the fishermen to catch th e
4w40
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Battenburg, Mrs. Lulu Sidelinger, 1st; Mrs.
R. B. Strout, 2nd and 3rd.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
mackerel in spawn,” said he, “It woul i
all well.

Deposits Over $1,000,900.
|
Our Stint Accomplished! I

people.
Tracy Brothers of Bangor opened the midway performance very early in the morning

three miles long, the bass are mostly
caught in very shallow water, when the
boats are running up and down the deeper portions of the pond.
They never
stay more than one or two days in the

of trade;
“Cooler weather enlarges retail trade.
Wholesale trade good. Industry expands.
Full or over time common.
Railways
Bradstreet’s

HOw[

The Unity band of 16 pieces, Seth Pendleton, leader, was in attendance.
The spacious, open grounds, and the delightful weather with bright sunshine and a cool
wind brought out a crowd of over twothousaud

the motor boats are seriously injuring
the fishing in the Vermont ponds. He
noticed that in ponds of from one mile to

convention in Augusta declared for equal
suffrage and civic reform.

YOU ONLY KNEW

police.

[ Bu“Manager

in their recent

| IP

as we are

<

1

THE FERGUSON POULTRY FARM
2t39
Northport Avenue, Belfast.

^GUN- 1909 Taxes

Will be at City Rooms, Memorial Building
$52.00 12-guage shot gun for sale
from 9 a. m. to 12 m., and from I to 3 p- m.
at CITY DRUG STORE for $30.00. Call
40tf
Other hours by appointment.
soon as it won’t stay long at this price.
JOHN S. DAVIDSON. Collector

A

new

For

Rent

The tenement in my place of residence occupied by Miles S. Jellison. It will be vacant
November 1st. Apply to
MRS. J. M. FLETCHER.
153 Main Street.
40tf

LOST
oil-coat, between Belfast and Stockton
Springs October 4th, by C. H. Walden. The
finder will be rewarded by leaving it at the
stable ot the Belfast Livery Co.
An

I

I

PUBLISHERS* NOTICE.

I

of The Journal
|e c0pies
ton Springs. At
At the store

of

^terport.

H. W.

I.

jLf,

Store of D. J. Dickens,
Sullivan, Searsport and M. J. Dow,
;iIt authorized agents to receive sub^
and advertisements.
r
Pepl'Blican Journal Publishing Co.
ptv

f'ji
■

I

*

OCTOBER.
here, and winter is near,
grow longer and longer,
:r and the sun make every one

’.rings

nuch better and stronger.
! ,aV it is true that apples are few,
’■
proiiTton (fair dame! none deride her)
blushes in shame as she hears the
w.,\
adoo
mke o’er “lack of their cider.”
vf.nkney in the Portland Argus.

•'...

launch Reliable from Dark Harbor, with
n board, was in port Monday.

fo

...,

of Stockton Springs was
from bankruptcy in the U. S. Court
;..-land, October 1st.
Moore

W.

,r

l;.-

W. A. Swift had raspberries
upper October 1st—fine ripe berries
and

garden.

their

-n-m

Haney has closed his grocery store at
’ampground and returned with his
their Cedar street residence,
wharf, trestle and pier
e-Mortimer Company’s works has
1 with Harry Babbidge of Islesboro.

tract for the

has bought of Charles W.
the Bradbury house, corner of
Miller streets and will renovate
Jellison

it.

undent of Schools A. J. Knowlton
> The Journal office last week a car-

ox-head|variety
wa&

ieur

■> iiutiicb

umy

uoes.

19

lung.

city gardener
Late in

weighed

that

has been

the

season a

raising
single

planted to use a foot of space and
displayed a basket of sixteen table-

e

•oes—16

1.

to

ecent nominations

by the

Governor

following: W.

A. Walker, Castine,
school, term ending April
ii. C. Buzzell, Searsport, disclosure
ser; Edwin P. Treat. Frankfort, notNormal

Belfast’s most
farmers, has shipped to Boston this
bushels of Burbank plums.
Mr.
has been a large grower of cauli.: this year the grasshoppers destroy-

Philbrook,

V

one

of

ire crop.

Howard of East Belfast lost a horse
The animal strayed away and was
for in vain unt^l last Friday, when it
dead

near

the Mark Woods

to have eaten green

place.

corn or

It

some

.retable to repletion and died of colic.

Chapter, O.

E. S.,will give ajharvest
entertainment at Mrs. H. E. Mcresidence, 14 Church street, tomorrow,
•tober 8th; with supper at 6.30 p. m.
ition is extended to all members of
:•
of the Eastern Star. Tickets 25
—

ight on the spars received at this
ist week from Oregon to Pendleton
is said to have been $800. The sticks
mr-masts are eight-sided, thus reduc-

weight.

They

are

so

dark

from

the weather that they resemble
but are said to be Oregon spruce,
for the schooner W. J. Lermond.
to

hn C. Gray of Belmont is raising
Mr. Gray procured the seed from Mr.
kery, Auburn, and he says that Mr.
raises them by the wagon load. Last
roduced ripe melons in just 80 days
ruing. This year, the season being a
Hvorable, took a bit longer, but they
;'ust the same.—Turf, Farm and

of
i

English thorn trees on oppoFranklin street which for a time

two

4re

on

alternate years.

with

Another

w.

The
<1

leaves

begun

was

This year

one

blossoms, while the other had

still

thing
on

was

noticed this

tree had

one

to fall while the

turned

foliage of

fresh and green,

unday, October 10th,

CasVinalhaven,
.ewis wharf at 9 a. m., and will make
at Camden each way, so that those
>t care to go farther down the bay
u in Rockland or Camden, or go to
Beach for dinner. The restaurants in
•iven will be notified of the coming of an
make

an

the steamer

excursion

to

Howes, Rev. D. L. Wilson, Messrs,
base and C. Harmon were recently
committee to select a new piano for
Bids were submitonic Lodge rooms.
Frank Lord’s was the lowest. An exHallett & Davis grand piano was securhas been placed in the main hall for
H.

■

The New Bank Building. The work on
The City National Banking Binding is progressing rapidly. The staging is down, the
The Universalist Social Aid will give a open space left in the Church street wall to
Halloween whist party in Memorial hall, the admit the vault and safe has been bricked up
and a window put in, The painten and the
date to be announced later.
are rushing their part.
The vault
Bros,
are
Pendleton
another
having
pon- carpenters
£,The
was placed on the foundation last week and
toon built, making three in all, for use at the
used for the first time September 29th. A new
wreck of schooner Alice E. Clark.
safe, fire proof and up-to-date, weighing 4 tons
of
the
Boston
boats
by
apples
Shipments
and 800 pounds, built by the York Safe and
have averaged about 200 barrels a day. Fall
Lock Company of York, Pa„ has been placed
have
and
in
brought good prices
pears
apples
in the bank for the books and the vault is
the Boston markets.
to be used only for money, securities and safe
A harvest supper will be given Saturday
deposit boxes. A new chest of safe deposit
evening, Oct. 9th, in Trinity Reformed church, boxes has been added to the vault, making
and the event will mark the second anniversary about 200 in all. The bank
will be publicly
of the dedication of the church.
dedicated before it is occupied for business.
There will be a public dance under the manThe Cedar Street Parties. The bridge
agement of Austin Fernald in Odd Fellows players of Cedar street have started a series
music
with
hall this, Thursday, evening,
by of neighborhood parties and have enjoyed two
Keyes orchestra. Dancing will begin at 8.45.
where a few others were invited. Mrs. Essie
The Universalist Social Aid will give a public P. Carle entertained the first, which was so enjoyable that the idea of a series was conceived.
supper and entertainment to-morrow, Friday,
evening in the church vestry. Supper at six Light .refreshments are the order, and first,
o’clock. Admission to supper and entertain- second and consolation prizes will lend interest
to the game. At Mrs. Carle’s Mrs. S. G. Swift
ment 25 cents.
The Parlor Musical Society will meet with ,won the first prize, a Japanese pitcher; Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher at their home on W. J. Dorman the second, a brass candle stick;
Northport avenue, Wednesday evening, Octo- Mrs. Allen Patterson the consolation, a china
At Mrs. Swift's Mrs. Joseph
ber 13th. All members are requested to be bonbon dish.
was the fortunate winner of the first
present as there will be important business Tyler
prize, a hand-made Mexican tray cloth; Mrs.
before the society.
R. H. Howes, the second, a Dresden China puff
Messrs. W. F. Bean, George A. Quimby, Albox; while Mrs. Charles H. Crosby was consoled
bert C. Burgess and C. O. Poor went out to the
with a dainty little china teapot. Other parties
Pines, Quantabacook.last Saturday to stop over
will follow, when three or four tables will be
Messrs.
as
had
Sunday
guests
Sunday. They
entertained.
Chas. F. and W. A. Swift, C. W. Frederick and
Shipping Items.
the
Capt. Candage of the
the
party making
Charles F. Knowlton,
schooner New Boxer is also all hands and the
trip in the latter’s Stevens-Dureaya touring
cook, and sailed his craft from Bangor to Belcar.
“Our George” served one of his appetizfast with lumber for the Coe-Mortimer building chowders.
ing without assistance—a remarkable feat for
The steamer Castine will make an excursion ! a man of his
age, which must be around three
today, October 14th, from Islesboro to Bangor, score and ten. The New Boxer is 57 tons net
leaving Dark Harbor at 7 a. m., Hughes Point and was built at Wells, Me. She was
orignally
of
7 qo
fnvp at 8. Lime Kiln at 8.20.
named Boxer and no doubt was rebuilt when
will
a. m.
at
11
at
Returning,
Bangor
arriving
the name was changed. She is said to be as
leave Bangor at 3 p. m. Freight taken at tierht as a cun. so that. Onr»t f^nnHorro
a
If
75
cents.
Tickets
genrates.
reasonable
the labor of working the pump_Among the
uine rain storm Thursday the excursion will be
vessels chartered to bring clay from Perth Ammade Friday.
boy for the Portland Stoneware Co. are the
Herbert A. Wiley was the first in the city to schooners Susan N. Pickering,
Brigadier and
experiment with the Wonderberry, of which Henry R. Tilton. The Pickering and Brigacolumns.
these
in
made
mention was recently
dier arrived at Portland October 1st_The
He sent to John Lewis Childs for a plant and
Portland Press says: “Two captains wellin
a
pot, known here have, it is
also for seeds. The plant he has kept
understood, been tenand the seeds were planted in his garden. The dered the command of the two new steam colother day we had an opportunity of inspecting liers now being constructed at
Camden, N. J.,
The
and sampling the plant and berries.
by the Crowleys. Captain Daniel Smith of the
berries are about the size of the blueberry Allen Broughton and
Captain Elmer Crowley,
but almost black in color. They contain seeds
formerly master of the Samuel J. Goucher, are
and liquid, rather than pulp, of no particular those mentioned in connection with the offer
flavor. We were told that when cooked the but it has not been learned whether
they have
result was something like purple ink. They accepted or not.” The new schooner Melbourn
certainly will never supplant the blueberry or R. Smith, launched at Milbridge September
huckleberry, and we fail to see anything to 30th, has been chartered for Liverpool and
commend them.
Bridgewater, Nova Scotia, to carry lumber to
New Advertisements. The Dinsmore Store New York at $3.75 per thousand_The bark
has the winter-weight Regal shoe, made of Mary Barry is loading shooks at Portland for
heavy oii-grain leather, at $3.50, $4. and $5. Barbados ...Sch. J. V. Wellington, Bangor for
See j|their attractive window display, in which Boston with lumber, has been libelled at Port
these handsome shoes are set off by autumn Clyde on a claim for salvage... .Schooner Imoleaves. Holeproof stockings for boys, or girls,
gene, Capt. Turner, was taken out on Gilchrist’s
six pairs warranted to w’ear six months with- marine railway last Saturday for caulking and
out a hole. ..The City National Bank announces minor repairs—The schooner Right Away, 133
that its deposits have passed the one million tons net, built at Hadlyme, Conn., in 1870, and
mark, and that it is now after the second mil- owned in Portland, was taken above the lower
lion... John S. Davidson, city tax collector, bridge last Friday and beached to be broken
will be at the city government rooms from 9 a. up. She was brought here from Round Pond
Other hours to be
m. to 12 m., and from 1 to 3 p. m.
repaired, but on inspection was conby appointment.... Mr. and Mrs. Peter Lufkin, demned.Libels against eight vessels conand others of Searsport, publish a card of nected with the Gilbert Transportation Co. of
thanks.... Four-room tenement with modern Mystic, Conn., have been filed in the United
improvements to let. Chance to keep a horse States court at Portland. The libels deal
if wanted. Apnly to M. R. Knowlton at the mostly with claims for repairs and several of
resturant 99 High street... .The Belfast milli- the vessels named have been libeled, while the
ners will all have their openings of fall and
officials are seeking the others. The twowinter millinery next Saturday-See advt. masted schooner J. V. Wellington has been j
offered-A
libeled by James E. Brennan of Port Clyde,
of an oil coat lost. A reward is
tenement for rent by Mrs. J. W. Fletcher, 153
Fields S. Pendleton of Islesboro has claims |
Main street, now occupied by Miles S. Jellison. against two schooners, one of them being the
J
.The residence of the late Benjamin Kelley
Jennie S. Hall. I. L. Snow & Co. of Rockland
j
in East Belfast is for sale or to rent. It is a filed claims against the schooners S. M. Bird, \
advt.
for
See
desirable
particuand
Alice P. Turner. The Camden
property.
very
Mystic
lars_A new $52 12-guage shot gun for sale Yacht Building & Railway Co. has a claim j
for
Store
$30.
at the City Drug
against the barge Sumner R. Mead, while j
another claim is filed against another vessel, i
Arrested.
Alleged Pocket Peddlers
-According to a report of the bureau of
While many comments have been made since
347 steam and sail vessels, with a
the adjournment of the Supreme Judicial court navigation,
of 48,914, were constructed in :
in relation to the disposition of the criminal gross tonnage
the United States and officially numbered durdocket and the light penalties which were imthe year ending Sept. 30, 1909, against 319
posed even in the cases of old offenders with ing
with a gross tonnage of 20,887 for the same
many cases against them, yet this discouraging
of 1908.
feature does not seem to change the policy of period
Steamer Notes. The breaking of a boom
the sheriff and his deputies, who are constantly
getting new evidence of violations of our laws. by the freshet had set adrift in the Penobscot
It is remembered that three offenders were ( river a million feet of logs and the steamer
brought before the police court for violating Camden on the Thursday morning trip up river
the prohibitory laws at the Monroe fair. The went no farther than Bucksport, the Bangor
officers were then very busy in attendance in passengers going from there by rail. The westthe Supreme court, but Deputy Littlefield did bound and down-river passengers wTent from |
:
excellent work on the fair grounds, with the Bangor to Bucksport on steamer Rockland. Friassistance of other deputies from time to time days the teamer Belfast went up river as far as

!
!

the public installations.
Openings.
By mutual agree■.i i the Belfast milliners have their openthe same day, an excellent arrange■'
them and for their patrons. Next
ay, October 9th, is the day selected for
uition of the latest styles and novelties
and winter millinery, personally selected
--Heston and New York markets. It wil]
attractive display, to which the public
ally invited. A special invitation is exts

at

iNERY

to

visitors from out of town,

At a special meetiteratitre Club.
the Literature Club held at the home of
isses Mathews, High street, last week,
lowing officers were elected: President,

|

■

if, ftht,

This Winter-Weight
Regal Style Has The
New York Custom Tag

SUBJECT TO CHECK

The original of this identical Re^al
style is now on display in one of the
most exclusive and highest-price
custom shoe shops in New York
—and is now being worn by
the best-dressed New York-

and receive 2 % interest

leather, especially for

REGAL SHOES
give

the same perfect fit and comfort as custom-built shoes—because
they are
made in quarter-sizes. We would like you to compare our latest Regal models with
any other shoes id town—for we know that Regals will gain by the comparison.

!

DINSMORE STORE,

ue

sparea.

1 ms

worn

was

con-

Unity fair this week under the
Deputy-sheriff Gray of Troy,
assisted by Deputy Bessey and Constable
Thompson of Unity, and others, and resulted
in a round-up of four alleged liquor peddlers,
who were apprehended and taken to jail Tuesday night to await a hearing before Judge
Rogers Thursday morning, the officers meanwhile returning to Unity during the last day
of the fair, hoping to get others who are suspected. The men apprehended are Eugene H.
Inman, Herbert Philbrick and Percy Campbell,
who claimed Bangor as their residence, and
special

care

of

It is claimed
Bickford of Rockland.
that they were all concerned in peddling whiskey, near the fair grounds.
Fred E.

1111
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LOUISA H. FERGUSON.
THE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVITED.

S.

|

+®+<$+<8>+®+<S-h'.

¥
FALL
SALE
-OF-

a

Suits

WHAT! FOR BOYS?
Yes!

of HOLEPROOF

Fall and Winter
Suits of the
latest design.

SIX

Separate Coats

actually guarantee

we

6 pairs

to

stockings

MONTHS
HOLE.
—loo.
6

wear

Any kind of

pairs only

cost

Skirts,
Ladies’
One-Piece
Gowns.

boy

a

Or girl, either.

and
also

A

WITHOUT

And

$2.00.

THE DINSMORE STORE.

no

PAT. JAN.

Friday of each
week until furthnotice.
The
public is cordfalinvited.
y

to WUNDER-

and

:

Millinery

if you had

bought the ordinary, easily wearoutable
stocking—and the decided advantage

13,1903

MRS. C. S.

WUNUERHOSE

suits, (costing S3.00 or more) are made
with the patent adjuster, used exclusively by Widow Jones. Suspenders^are
They have the fashionunnecessary.
able “peg top” effect, allowing perfect
freedom of motion.
They are lined
throughout. They have taped and sergeJ seams. They wear longest.

soft, flexible, wonderfully absorbent,
giving 'comfort to perspiring feet, but
are

Belfast Savings Bank.

most of all

Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
sjook No. 9366, issued by this bank, has been
j lost and application has been made for a dupli! cate book according to laws regulating issuing

Four Pairs are Warranted
to Wear 3 Months
without

darning

j

in heel, sole or toe.

books.
WILMER J. DORMAN. Treasurer.
Belfast, September 23, 1909. -3w38
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FOUR PAIRS IN A BOX AT $1.00.

Our stock of Widow Jones’ Suits from

$3.00 to $7.00 are now complete.
Try one of this make when your boy
needs his next suit, you will be more than

(Miss Jeanette Norris, Milliner)

pleased

SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 9, 1909.

~

FOR SALE.

2t39

with them.

HARRY W. CLARK & C0„

A

THE MAIN STREET

cordially invited

a

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,

CLOTHIERS AND FURNISHERS.

to attend.

Apply

THE FASHION,

Quality

CIGARS

LORD’S,
Belfast.

At about two-thirds the cost to
manufacture

NORTH ISLES BORO.

....

CARLE

WHILE

THEY

LAST

will sell “to the consumer only" some of the
leading 5c. CIGARS now on the market for
$2.00 per 100. Remember, these CIGARS are
SAMPLES, but are in every way perfect, except the boxes are somewhat defaced by being
carried on the road. All these goods are GUARANTEED LONG FILLER, and to give satisfaction. The regular price on these CIGARS
to the DEALER is $3.30 per 100, and if bought
of them would cost you from $3.75 to $4.00 per
I

:

Mill in good condition and at

to

PIKE
"

High Street,

Carding

reasonable price.

The Main Street Clothiers.

First

WEBBER,

No. 4 Bell Street, Belfast.
Tel. call 169, ring 2

trebles their value.

The trousers of Widow Jones knee

Winter

are

more

pay
YOY’LL
HOSE the family than

Opening

You

day,Thursdayand
er

WIDOW JONES ADJUSTABLE KNEE PANT

Fall

The sale will
continueWednes-

COSTS NO MORE TOR
3 MONTHS’ WEAR

and freight each way between WinterMiss Isabel Coombs left for St. George last
port and Bangor, and the same arrangement Thursday to visit her sister, Mrs. Albert Hall.
was followed Saturday.
Monday the boat left
Mrs. C. S. Moody left Friday for Boston to
from Bangor as usual.... The increase of the join her husband... .Mrs. Isabel Sprague arpassenger business of the Eastern Steamship rived Friday for a short visit with friends....
Company between Boston and Maine ports has Miss Adria Thomas arrived from Andover,
been so great this season that the steamers Mass.,
Saturday for a two weeks’ visit with her
Ransom B. Fuller and Bay State are to be re- mother, Mrs. R. P. Coombs... Mr. and Mrs.
built and enlarged to admit of the addition of Treble are home from Dark Harbor, where they
many staterooms. Work on the Bay State have been during the summer.... Mrs. Angelia
will begin as soon as possible, to have the Adams and
daughter, Miss Rosina, are in Bansteamer ready for service next spring. The
gor visiting her son, Mr. Josiah Adams. Mr.
steamers Governor Dingley and Governor Cobb
Adams and family are soon to leave for Seattle.
will probably be placed on the Portland and -Miss Lavena Grover is
taking a month’s
Boston division during the winter,or while the vacation from the store of I. M.
Burgess, where
steamers Bay State and Ransom B. Fuller are she is
employed... Rev. A. G. W arner of the
being rebuilt... .The fall schedule of the East- Baptist church had a preaching service at the
ern Steamship Co. went into effect last Monday
Middle church Sunday afternoon. Mr. and Mrs*
and there are now four trips a week. Boats Warner and Mrs. Nash are attending the Bapleave Boston Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays tist State Convention in Brewer this week....
Rev. Harry Hull is expected to preach at the
and Fridays, arriving here on the mornings of
Free Baptist church next Sunday.Mr.
and
and
Saturday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday
George Warren is painting his house.
Wedsailing for Boston about 2 p. m. Monday,
nesday, Thursday, and Saturday. This service
will be performed by the turbine steamers

I corporate financing.

I

-BY-

I

sengers

Belfast and Camden.... The J. T. Morse continues on the Mt. Desert division during the
fall schedule, calling at Rockland, Dark Harbor, Sargentville, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Brooklin,
Southwest Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Bluehill. The steamer Boothbay will have the
Bluehill division, making calls at Rockland,
North Haven, Stcnington, South Bluehill and
Bluehill_The fall arrangement of the Vinalhaven & Rockland Steamboat Co. went into
effect October 1st. On the Vinalhaven line the
steamer Gov. Bodwell will make two trips each
week day, leaving Rockland at 9.30 a. m
and 3.30 p. m. On the Stonington and Swan’s
Island line the steamer Vinalhaven will make
one trip, leaving Tillson wharf at 1.30 p. m.
Landings each way will be made at Isle au
Haut on Tuesdays and Fridays.... Mention was
made last week of the declaring of an initial
quarterly dividend of 1 per cent, on the stock
of the Eastern Steamship Co.,payable Nov. 1st
The directors, in
to stock of record Oct. 15.
declaring the dividend, set aside out of the
year’s earning $120,000—an amount sufficient
to provide for a full year’s dividend requireAs less than one year ago this comments.
pany was in the hands of receivers this action
marks the accomplishment of a rapid recuperation which has few parallels in the history of

j

4vv37

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 9

I

j

tney couia
tinued at the

It will

Fall and Winter Millinery

I

BELFAST, MAINE.
L

deposit.

-^OPENING*

*pOv'

wear.

THE

their

$350
$400

This Regal style is
made of heavy Oil-grain
ers.

winter

on

Money may be drawn any time.
pay you to investigate.

ics

The Home for Aged Women. The annual
Maude E. Mathews; secretary and treasWiss Caroline W. Field; executive com- meeting of the Association of the Belfast
Miss Margaret N. Hazeltine, Mrs. J. C. i Home for Aged Women was held at the Home
n and Miss Florence E. Dunton.
The of the society October 5th and the following
as a membership of 18.
The study of were elected directors: Dr. Elmer Small, Hon.
Mrs. R. F. Dunton, Mr. and Mrs. C. R.
ing will be continued the coming year. and
Coombs, Misses Frothingham and J. A. Wigst. regular meeting of the season will be
|
18th. and the meetings will be held gin. Mrs. F. H. Murch and Mr. C. W. Wescott.
The board of directors in separate session
-ther Monday.
elected the following officers: President, Dr.
ending out the usual annual reminder to Elmer
Small; vice president, Hon. R. F. Dunibscribers, many who owed for but one
ton; treasurer, Clement W. Wescott; clerk,
ave sent checks for $4, thus paying one
The business affairs
Miss Sue M. Partridge.
:-i advance, and with the checks in sevof the Home have been carefully and conscienstances have come words of encouragetiously conducted by those in charge. The
A prominent Maine man, a
and praise.
board of directors has sustained a loss in the
“I
would
writes:
the
for
public good,
of one of its most interested members,
death
r‘1-1' be without The
it
I
consider
Journal, as
Mrs. Elmer Small, who had served in that
/'1'
f the ablest and best weeklies in Maine.”
In addition to
Another subscriber writes from California; capacity from the beginning.
minor repairs on the house, new steel ceilings
;ld not do without my Journal, that I have
have been placed in the reception room, the
fea<« for 38
years.” Another writes; “I have
the matron’s room. The
^■--n The Journal for fifty years and cannol dining hall and in
sewerage has been improved and the cellar
^ without it.”
wall repaired. Painting and papering have
pecial “Seeing Boston” excursion under been done and the interior is now in fine con^ personal conductorship of Orrin J. Dickey
dition. The buildings have also been shingled.
*s
announced for Wednesday, Oct. 20th,
! A complete electric light service, including 35
special rates will be offered on the boats and
Tungston lights, has been installed, much to
rates at hotels, and those who make the
the convenience of the inmates. Two public
atwill be relieved of all cares. Every
benefits were given .the past year, a military
;'..n will begdven the party and Mr. Dickey’f
; whist party March 4th, netting $106.75, and a
rePutation as an excursion manager assures
lawn party July 29th, netting $155.54. The
^■at. A few days will be spent in Boston, at- !
management appreciates the public interest in
Ending the food fair, the theatres, etc., anc the Home. The treasurer’s report shows an
le trips will be made to points of interest, w
expenditure of $96.53 over the receipts, but as
;P*‘rial low rates, under competent guides. Thii the repairs cost $528.57, this is a most credittrip never advertised from here before able showing. The only expense anticipated
“rite or ask Mr. Dickey about “Seeing Bos another year will be painting the extenor of
ton.”
the house.
>•

Place their idle funds with the

j

as

'<■''

s

ton

fe?PACtethe
post office,
the post office.
*,
f

dance in Mystic Grange hall,
Belmont, on Tuesday evening, October 12th
with music by Keyes’ orchestra.
There will be

S. G. Norton took Rudolph M. Cox to Thomasyesterday to serve a two year’s sentence
in the State prison.

sale at

on

are

______o

The Universalist Social Aid will meet with
Mrs. Frank G. Mixer this, Thursday, afternoon
at 2 o’clock.
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BROTHERS, Searsport.
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BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.
ORGANIZED

1868.

ROBERT F. DUNTON, President.

WILMER J. DORMAN.

Treasure.

HERBERT T. FIELD. Assistant Treasurer.

ioo.

WHILE THESE GOODS LAST
price is ONLY $2.00 for a box of 100.
If you cannot call at the FACTORY to see
these CIGARS, they will be delivered to you at
the price stated.
my

I. L.

PERRY,

Cigar Manufacturer,

Belfast, Maine.

P. S. A full line of these CIGARS can also
be seen at W. H. McIntosh’s CASH GROCERY,
Arnold’s Corner, No. 57 Main Street.

&

Deposits June 7, 1909,
Reserve,

....

100,000.00

Surplus,

....

153.734.18

Dividend No. 1, December 1, 1868,

“Printzess” Garments
We have taken the agency for the famous “Printzess”
Coats. These you will see advertised in all the leading
Magazines. “Printzess” garments involve more than
simply tailored cloth. Every production means combined
effort of a highly and efficient corps of workers.
The cloth used in the “Printzess” garments are all
first grade, and wearing qualities second to none. The
style and fit are all that can be desired.
Wait for a showing of these.

$867.75

Dividend No. 82, June 7, 1909, at the rate of
Total Dividends

JONES’

$1,559,OSS 33

paid

to

depositors

to

date,

$29,553.46
$1,354,442.35

This Bank paid its 82d semi-annual dividend on June 7, at the rate
of 4 °lo per annum, and we confidently expect to maintain this rate in
the future. All dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts
of the depositors, and if uncalled for at the time will draw interest
the same as the principal sum.
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the
patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new
accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the State.

Deposits received and placed

on

interest the first of each

month.

Deposits in this Bank

are

exempt from taxation.

TRUSTEES:
ROBERT F. DUNTON.

JAMES H.

ARTHUR I. BROWN,

HOWES,

FRED G. WHITE,

BEN D. FIELD.

Very cordially yours,

CARLE & JONES.

4%

4%

The Elusive Mackerel.
Reminiscences of

an

to be cast ashore at any time, we got
in under the lee of Prince Edward island

HER
PHYSICIAN
ADVISED

Old-Time Fisherman,

and
lost
our

came home all
a hundred barrels

right, although

decks,

we

of fish from off

[Portland Sunday Times.]
“My father moved onto House Island
A small fortune dipped out of the sea
in 1824. John Sterling was there the
in an hour was told about in the papers a
were
two
year before him. There
few days ago, when a small fishing boat
wharves on the island then at \irhich
and
it
was
a
vessels
landed
hailing from Monhegan island came intc
great
fishing
Portland with 100 barrels of mackerel.
place for the drying of fish, which were
The three men in this schooner said that
landed there in great numbers. My
they had left their island home in the
father packed about 15,000 kentels of
morning and within an hour had seined a
fish there a year and John Sterling about
school of mackerel, half of which got
half as much more. The fish were packof
the
because
from
them
breaking
away
ed in barrels and hogsheads and shipped
of their net, and for this work they were
direct to the West Indies, and often the
paid $2500. But the story in the papers
very hogsheads in which the fish were
did not tell how many weary hours these
packed were brought back filled with
the
search
of
fishermen had cruised in
Charles and
molasses. My brothers
so
Ohio.—
“I
have taken Henry followed the business on House
fish which were once
Columbus,
plentiful.
Portland
when
E.
Pinkham’s
Com.
remember
timers
Old
Lydia
Vegetable
Island until the decline of the fishing
harbor was at times literally filled with
pound
during business when the island was abandoned
mackerel seiners, when one could walk
change of life. My for that sort of thing and a few years
doctor told me it
on the decks of trim and natty vessels
ago the old buildings and wharves were
was good, and since
from one side of a dock to the other and
torn down.
when thousands upon thousands of bartaking it I feel so
“When I was a boy I have seen the
much better that I
rels of mackerel were brought into this
harbor filled with schools of mackerel
can
do
all
work
That
to
be
my
packed.
and as late as 1885 I have known mackport each season
I think erel to be
again.
was some years ago, however, for today
caught off the end of CommerLydia E. Pinkham’s cial wharf. The bay was also filled with
mackerel are very scarce and comparaComwhich
are
Vegetable
of
them
few
caught,
and
‘haden and one could catch
tively
porgies
pound a fine remedy big cod and haddock right off the Spring
accounts for the large amount paid to
all
_.for
woman’s Point
the Monhegan fishermen.
ledge or almost arywhere else in
and
1 the
troubles,
Perhaps the men engaged in the mackbay. I haven’t known of any cod beHBSS^^Hi^Hinever
to
tel]
a
handful
forget
erel trade today,
compared rmr frinn/lo nrliof if- lino /IAnmn >* ing caught in the harbor for many years
with those who once followed this busiand I presume it is because there is no
more
or
as
much
make
money
by : —Mrs. E. Hanson, 304 East Long St., feed in here for them now. The porgie
ness,
their work than did the mackerel seiners Columbus, Ohio.
oil business killed off al the porgies, the
Another Woman Helped.
of the early '80’s, but it is not often that
mackerel seiners exterminated about all
“I was passing
Graniteville, Vt.
the
of the mackerel, and the dog fish have
any of them get as good a haul as did
the
Life
and
suffered
through
Changeof
about settled the cod and haddock.”
Monhegan men.
from
nervousness
other
and
annoying
George Trefethen was for many years
E.
Pinkham’s
symptoms.
this
in
Lydia
Vegebusiness
city
engaged in the fish
C. R. Kluger, the Jeweler, 1060 Virginia Ave„
table Compound restored myhealthand
until he retired a few years ago, and he I
“I was so weak from
strength, and proved worth mountains Indianapolis, Ind., writes:
as any
it
with
as
familiar
is
probably
kidney trouble that I could hardly walk a hunFor many years Mr. of gold to me. For the sake of other
man in Portland.
dred feet.
Four bottles of Foley’s Kidney
women I am willing you
Trefethen and his father and brothers suffering
Remedy cleared my complexion, cured my
should publish my letter.”
Mrs.
+ V>P whnlpSfllp fl sVl hllSlbackache and the irregularities disappeared,
Charles
GraniteR.F.D..
and
I can now attend to business every day and
|
Barclay,
and
owned
ness, and at one time they
recommend Foley’s Kidney Remedy to all sufville, Vt.
operated many fishing vessels.
Women who are passing through this ferers, as it cured me after the doctors and
!
BANNER YEAR OF ’85.
critical period or who are suffering other remedies had failed.” Sold by all Druggists.
‘The mackerel catching business reach- from any of those distressing ills peed its height in the season of 1885,” said culiar to their sex should not lose sight
Mr. Trefethen to a Times reporter the of the fact that for thirty years Lydia
A War-Time Picture.
other day, ‘‘That was the banner year E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
fact
in
and
which is made from roots and herbs,
for this business in Portland,
This is the picture John A. Morton of
everywhere along this coast. In that has been the standard remedy for Kansas, drew for a Grand Army campme
serves
female
ills.
In
almost
commuright,
every
year, if my memory
fire held in Topeka, back in 1885. He
there was packed here over 100,000 bar- nity you will find women who have
had old soldiers for his audience—men
rels of mackerel, averaging 200 pounds been restored to health by Lydia E.
who had followed the Stars and Stripes
So many were caught by Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
to the barrel.
through sunshine and storm. These men
the seiners that there was a great fallfelt the thrill of that story. The picture
ing off in the price. There were un- in the West Indies and
he set before them brought back the
in
South
barAmerica
thousand
doubtedly several hundred
and many thousands of barrels and hogs- other days, and was as follows:
seinmackerel
or
small
rels of ‘tinkers’
As vividly as if it were an event of yesed in that season. After the mackerel heads were shipped to these places every
there is photographed on my memyear. Then they were always to be found terday
were landed on the decks of the vessels
a scene presented in the early
auin the country towns in the interior and ory
and picked over, the larger fish were
tumn of 1862. Buell’s army was moving
saved and the rest thrown overboard and the West took all they could secure.
from Louisiana to the battlefield of PerFLYERS IN MACKEREL.
absolutely wasted. It did not pay to
ryville, and early one evening our corps
handle the 'tinkers’ then. They sold at
“Many men, like myself, speculated went into camp on a beautiful farm in
when
wholesale for $2.50 a barrel
pack- in them to a certain extent.
When one of the loveliest regions of Kentucky.
ed and the fishermen received not half mackerel was quoted at a low
price, for A clear, sparkling brook wound through
of this price. The larger ones brought there was a great fluctuation in
prices, a charming valley, from the hills to the
better prices, but nothing in comparison we bought them up and stored them for west, and bluegrass pastures climbed
with what they bring today, or would higher prices, which sometimes came gentle
slopes on either side of the stream.
bring if any were caught. The packing within a few days and sometimes not for As a background, south, north and west,
of mackerel is a thing of the past today a month or more.
There were years, of were heavy forests of noble trees, while
and I doubt if 100 barrels have been course, when fewer fish were
caught than eastward an extended landscape, embracpacked here in the last year; yes, in the in other years and this resulted in the ing a range of finely cultivated farms,
last two years.
! fluctuation in prices.
stretched far away. The evening shad“The packers gauged the mackerel as
“The mackerel go south in the winter, ows fell slowly upon the camp; so slowly
j!
‘mess’ fish, which were very large and | or when the cold weather
begins, and you could scarcely tell when the day endfat and were packed without their heads I come north in the
spring and summer I ed, and the night began. Supper was
and thoroughly cleaned before they were months. I do not know
just how far ! over, and the soldiers, lying at full length
salted, the ‘No. l’s’, ‘No. 2V, ‘No. 3’s’ south they run, but when the mackerel on the luxuriant grass, or sitting around
j
and the ‘tinkers.’ There was little ef- business was at its best the seiners start- i in
groups, were lazily resting and chatfort made then to market the fish fresh. j ed away from here in
and
met
the
May
ting, after the day’s long and dusty
j
to
ice
of
No one ever,thought
trying
fish off Nantucket when they were on march. Thousands of smoldering campthem in barrels and shipping them to their way north. Then the fish were fires dotted the hillsides and
valleys in
other parts of the country and the only thin and not considered as
good as they every direction; the wide firmament,
demand for fresh mackerel was in the were later in the season when
they had | cloudless and peaceful, glittered with
local market. There was a limit to this, become fat. Their spawning season is in ! stars; and the air, mild and balmy, had
of course, and little attention was paid July and August and they came north to i in it that indefinable and delicate
perto it. About all the fish caught were spawn and staid about here until into fume which
belongs alone to trodden paspacked in barrels and then shipped all October. During all of this time they tures, or to meadows freshly mown. All
It formed a large in- were followed and seined,
over the world.
during every the noise and bustle of the day and evendustry in this city, and although Port- daylight hour and every day in the week. ing gradually died away. The camp
land did not equal Gloucester as a fish ! Half of the catch went to the vessel and guards
paced their posts slowly andnoisemarket it was one of the largest on the its owners and the other half to the cap- lesslv
tfie hum nf mnvprsfltinn was
coast.
tain and the crew.
the captain faint and low; the mirth of the soldiers
Usually
“After 1885 the mackerel fishing busi- got a commission on all the fish
caught, was hushed; the jokes and jibes and
ness rapidly dwindled and fell away to
and usually he was a small owner in the laughter of the camp had faded into sicare
to
not
little or nothing. I would
vessel also.
The men got no such re- lence; and a peaceful calm, resembling
attempt to estimate how many vessels turns for their work as did the Monhe- that of a quiet Sabbath, had fallen like a
or how many men were .engaged in the
gan fishermen who came in here the benediction over all the scene. Save the
business then but there were many hun- other day, but they did well. At the end stacks of burnished
guns, from which the
dreds of vessels, many of them owned of a season they would
get $400 or $500 light of campfires fitfully glinted, and
in Portland or along the Maine coast, and each and sometimes there were vessels the
parked cannon, and the groups of
several thousand fishermen earned their which shared more.
uniformed men, the picture presented
“There were lucky ships and lucky was as peaceful and calm as it had been
living in this industry alone. Those now
aim
engaged in it are a handful in compariusually muse wun me rep- before war swept into this pastoral parason.
utation for good fortune never had much dise. But suddenly, from the edge of the
trouble in getting the best men and a woods across the intervening valley, half
MACKEREL AND THEIR WAYS.
good crew sometimes made all the differ- a mile away, a band began playing
“The mackerel are a funny fish and I ence between success
and failure.
The ‘Home Sweet Home,’ and, as the touchdo not know as any one fully understands fishermen
then, as they are today, were ing chords of that familiar melody Hoodthem or theii habits but 1 have always the best seamen in the
at
the ed all the camp, the hush grew deeper,
world, only
had the idea that the cause for their time 1
speak of about all of them were and I know that moisture welled up. in all
wholesale
was
due
to
the
seining
scarcity
Americans while today few of them are. eyes, and tender thoughts of far-away
of them in the years right around 1885. No
country in the world could equal the scenes filled all hearts in that great host
Up to sometime about 1870 or 1875 all of Yankee fishermen, or the Yankee sailors, of stalwart and bronzed mem For when
the mackerel caught were captured with and one heard
very little about the de- the music ceased, a silence so deep that
a hook and line.
The fishing vessel was cadence of the
merchant marine or the it was almost oppressive succeeded; and
run up to one of the many schools and a
lack of sailors.
then a mighty cheer, echoing and relot of wash bait thrown overboard to
SOLD FOR A SONG.
sounding for miles away, went up from
hold the school alongside while the fisher“Before 1860 a good fishing schooner 20.000 throats. When the cheer ended,
men
manipulated the hand lines and
could be built for about $4,000. They another band, far down the valley, made
the
vessel
as
of
to
the
deck
them
pulled
the hillsides echo with the patriotic
fast as they could throw their lines over were then built about60 tons, but later
strains of ‘The Star Spangled Banner,’
the side. For the novice it was exciting the size increased as did the price. A
and again followed the great shout of
sport, but for the men engaged in the schooner which could be built for $2,500
like the roar of many
business in was regarded as pretty hard in 1855, or before the war, could not be applause, mingling
winds.
Then, from the hill-tops, far off
work.
Sometimes the fishermen manip- duplicated for $6,000 after the war bewas
to
the
wafted
the music, low
west,
ulated two lines each and they would gan and the price to build a vessel was
and sweet, of ‘Annie Laurie,’ and again
throw them out and haul them in as fast never as low again. The property was
considered very good then and returned the hush of an almost oppressive silence
as they could and keep this up for a long
fell upon the camp. But no cheer folperiod of time at a stretch, while the immense profits up to 1885, and then the lowed
its rendering. Into the hearts of
decks of the schooners were fairly alive slump began and I have known a schoon- j
the listening soldiers had stolen thoughts
with flapping, squirming fish, beautiful er which was sold for $8500 to lose money
of Annies who were christened with all
fish they are, too, when they are first after that time year after year and
sorts of names. This Scottish lassie
pulled from the water and before they finally to be sold for $500 while the own- repi esented all womankind, and the notes
ers of it had paid out the original amount
lose their bright hues.
of the song which celebrated her beauty
“At that period the schools were kept again and again in assessments. Some
and her virtues had touched hidden
about the fishing vessel as long as the of us saw the slump coming and were
founts of emotion in thousands of men.
wash bait held out, or until they were fortunate enough to sell out all of the
The deep silence that followed was brokfrightened away by a mackerel shark vessel property we had before the great en by
the majestic music of ‘John
or some other enemy of mackerel, and decline came,but it ruined many men, not
Brown, Then how the camp did cheer
then, if the haul had been a good one, a few of them right here in Portland.
and
shout!
So, for hours, one after an“I have known of a vessel costing
every man turned to, splitting and dressthe bands filled the air with music,
other,
to
more
than
the
schooner
ran
for
down
the
fish
while
$7,000
herself
in
pay
ing
and the soldiers sat, rapt and thrilled,
to the nearest market and turned their three years and then to be sold for $8500,
and cheering alternately. The
catch over to the packers; or, if they were but that was when the fishing business listening
fires faded out, but the music went
far off shore, the men salted them down was at its best. At one time, following camp
on, and it seems to me I never heard
a storm, I have counted over 200 mackon the spot and afterwards turned their
such music. At least, I have never so
catch over to the packers to be properly erel seiners at anchor in this harbor and Q nnromof or] mn•
notror
Irnmitn if- fn
it was a beautiful sight to see them,
dressed, salted and inspected.
thrill and melt and sway men as on that
“Had the fishermen been content with when the weather cleared, get underway
autumn night, when the army
doing business this way, we should have and stand out ship channel, a marine far-away
rested in the bluegrass meadows of Kenplenty of mackerel today. As it was, picture peupie nuw-a-uays uo not nave a tucky, under the silent stars.
they began seining them, and that was chance to witness. It surpasses any
the beginning of the end as Iar as mack- yacht club cruise I have ever seen and it
1
erel were concerned. Every fish has its seemed as though the sea outside was
Speaking for Good Templary.
white with their sails,
one
another
and
nadevour
enemy; they
“Some of the men engaged in the busiIt is with pleasure that the Record anture provided a means so that one kind of
!
fish would not multiply to such an extent ness here then whom I can recall off nounces that Bro. Frank W. Gowen of
as to monopolize all of the ocean.
When ; hand were C. A. Dyer, Abial M. Smith, Waterville, Past Grand Elec. Supt. of
John Chase, Henry Cushing, the Sawyer our Order in Maine, will do some speakman began catching these fish in large
numbers nature was able to keep up the brothers and Chase and Thornes. It was ing this fall for the Order. Bro. Gowen
supply for a time, but when the seiners a big thing for Portland and for all kinds is too well known to the temperance peobegan operations nothing could make up of business. When the mackerel fleet ple of Maine to need further mention
for the number of fish they pulled out of was in port things were pretty lively here. We trust with his noble and able
about the streets in the neighborhood of efforts that several new lodges will be
the water year after year.
“Hundreds of thousands of barrels sailortown, for 200 or 300 men with pock- organized before the snow flies.—Temwere hauled in a week, for Portland did ets full of money usually made things
perance Record.
not begin to get all of the fish which ‘hum’ while they were on shore.
Mr. Gowen has spoken the past week
ON THE GRAND BANKS.
were caught.
As I have said the fisher“In the winter time many of these in Branch Mills, Norway, Mechanic Falls
men did,not bother with the ‘tinkers.’
vessels went to the Grand Banks for the and South Paris.
were landed on the deck from

Taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound

—

—

r»

j

1

j

They
school, only

a

very small number of fish cod and haddock Ashing and often made
were taken from the lot, and the rest,
good trips. This was also a great busimany hundreds of barrels, were thrown ness of which there is very little going
But it was and is danover the side, dead, and of no use to any on here today.
one.
gerous business and a great many vessels
were
lost
with
their
entire crews. I re“Looking back upon this waste today
it seems awful to contemplate, for un- member that in 1851 I was up in the Gulf
of
St.
Lawrence
in
a
if
a
little
had
been
fishing vessel comdoubtedly
judgment
used there would be as many mackerel manded by a man who lived at Long
today as there were at the time the busi- Island and we weathered a great gale
ness was at its best.
There was, and is there in which several Portland vessels
today, a great demand for salt mackerel. were lost with all hands.' Right in the
Mackerel were to be bought everywhere height of the gale we broke our tiller and
at that time and no store had a complete the schooner was almost unmanageable,
stock unless it could supply them. Es- but after 24 hours of the roughest weathpecially was the demand great for them er I have ever known, when we expected

THE NEW ENGLAND FRUIT SHOW.

I See Mama’s Muffins!!

It is only a matter of a few days before the New" England' Fruit Show in
Boston will open its doors to the public
eye. What is Maine doing to show that
she is i(i the race to win? This is to be
the first exposition of its kind ever held
in New England. This fact alone should
be enough of an incentive to cause every
public spirited citizen of the State to sit
up and take notice. We need the hearty
co-operation of each and every person in
the State. We have the fruit; let us go
in to win. We can put up an exhibit that
will be a credit to any State in the Union
and one that Maine can well be proud of.
Will we do it? For the last few years
Maine apples have been getting the goby in the markets of the world. Should
we allow this to continue?
We cannot
afford to entertain this thought for a moto
us
is
to
ment. It
make good at
up
this opportune moment and lend a hand
to make this show a grand success, one
that we can look back to in future years
as the turning point for better fruit for
New England, and one that shall place j
Maine in the front ranks as an apple' producing State; not in competition with the !
West, but as a leader for the other States
to follow.
As surely as the sun rises on the State
of Maine fruit, so surely should this State
j
hp tVio

l.i o/1 in nr

far

the

fwiit

nontnx of

__

1

apple

is concerned. Although the past few years have been unfavorable to the apple interests of the
State, it is equally true of other agricultural industries. Our apples this year are
not as large or as well colored as we
would like, yet we must remember that
our neighbors have not been favored
more than we, and we will take our
chances with them in making the most
of what we have.
Maine has been
offered space to exhibit two car-load
lots; no other State will enter this field.
This will mean an exhibit of 1300 bushel
boxes of apples. Can we afford to let
this opportunity go by? This alone will
be an object lesson well worth the
seeing.
To do this will incur quite an
expense,
but the result will well repay the effort.
OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.
We can get the fruit provided we can
Office hours every afternoon from 1 to 4.
meet the expense. In order to make the
Eveiling* I shall he at my residence, 23
whole exhibit a success, we must raise Court Street, to answer calls.
the necessary funds to pay for the preOffice telephone call, 256, ring 11.
miums and what added expense is in6tf
lluuse telephone call, 32 ring 22.
curred in the matter of lumber for hall
equipment, decorations, printing, etc.
Do not wait to be solicited, but lend a
hand at once so that we may not be crippled for want of funds to make this first
This is to certify that I have given my son,
fruit exhibit a great success, not only for MARK DOLLOFF, his time and I shall not
New England as a whole, but
especially claim any of his wages, nor pay ary of his bills
for Maine. All contributions will be duly after this date.
Belfast, September 25, 1909.
credited upon receipt. They should be
MRS. JOHN DOLLOFF.
3w39p
sent to the State Vice President, E. F.
Hitchings, at Waterville, Maine.
as

as

I

S. W. Johnson, M.D.

FtfttDOM NOTICE.

Children

cry

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
September, A. I). 1909.

^

^

Mitchell $ Trussell Belfast

w ithin and
the 14th day of

Belfast,
on

At a Probate Court held at Bed.
for tile County of W aldo, on
September, A.]). 1909.
h. whitiomi; gu
H
Jennie A.. Lilia M., |
May. Fannie C. and Jeanette
children of James H.
hitcomn
ill said County of Waldo, dec asented a pc 'tion piaying for a
public or private sale and convex
tate of said minors, described iii
Ordered, That the said petition,
all persons interested by causing
older to be published tluee weeks
The Republican Journal, a
newspij,
at Belfast, that they may appeal
Court, to be held at Bellas!, within
County,on the 12th day of Octoh*
at ten of the clock before noon, an ;
if any they have, why the prayer
er should not be granted.
GEO, E. JOHNh
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas P. Hazki.tink

small, administrator of the estate of
Fred M. Staples, late of Beltast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, lmvnnr presented a petition praying tor a license to sell at public or
private sale and convey certain real estate of
said deceased, described in said petition.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, That they may
appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 12th day of October, A. D 1909,

ELMER

Maggie

at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any tiiey have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of v\ aldo, in vacation, on the
21st day of September, a. D. 1909.
creditor of

deceased, having presented a petition praying
that he may be appointed administrator of the
estate of said deceased.

cA ST OR I A

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
September, A. 1). 1909.

MAYO W. HAZELTINE.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Bellast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor said
County, on the 12th day of October, a. D. 1909,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why t ic prayer of said peti
tioner should not be granted
«EO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register

W. HERR1MAN and Margaret MarMayo Williamson Hazeltine left no one
shall, administrators, with the will aim* xed,
in the world at all like himself.
He was , of the estate of harah Herriman, late of Stockton
deceased, haventirely out of ordinary and of a kind by ; Springs, in saida Couiry of Waldo,for
a license to
petition praying
himself. Whoever knew him well knows ing presented or
sell at public
private sale and convey certain
that what is gone with him will never be real estate of s..id deceased, described in said
petition.
replaced.
A most interesting man, and of reOrdered, That the said petitioner give notice to
markable powers. He was a well-born all persons interested by causing a copy of this At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
American of New England descent. His order to be published threea weeks successively hi
The Republican .Journal,
September, A. D. 1909.
newspaper published
middle name he got from his relative, at helfast,
that they may appear at a Probate
L. black, guardian of Mildred E.
Governor Williamson, the historian of Court, to be held at oelfast, within and for said
Black of Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
1\,T^:
rru
County, on the 12th day of October, A. 1). 1909. having presented a petition praying for a license
w as uuiu in
r"
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause
to sell at public or private sale and convey cerBoston, but in the Harvard catalogues of if any they have, why the prayer of said petition I tain
real estate of said ward, described in said
’61 and ’62 he is credited to
petition.
Bangor, er should not be granted,
I
GEO E. .JOHNSON, Judge.
Maine.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
A true copy. Attest:
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
He was early l^ft an orphan with some
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
this order to be published three weeks succesproperty; was well schooled and proved
sively iu The Republican Journal, a newspaper
a diligent scholar ^vent to Harvard
that they may appear at a
College At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and published at Belfast,
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and
and graduated from there in 1862, with
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesfor
.said
on
the
12th day of October, a.
1909.
A.
D.
of
County,
September,
day
a reputation for
great ability and an un1). 1909, at ten of the clock before noon, and
certain instrument, purporting to be an aushow cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
usually lively interest in mankind; wantoi tlie last will and testathenticated
said petitioner should not be granted.
from there to Oxford, where he sturned ment and codicilcopy
thereto of David Scull, late of
(i f O E. JOII NSON, Judge.
and added to his experience of life; trav- Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania, deceased,
A true copy. Attest:
elled on the Continent and added still fur- having been presented for probate, with a petiChas P. Hazeltink, Register.
tion praying that the same may be allowed and
ther to experience. Some time or other •recorded in tLie Probate Court of said
County of
he came home, studied law, and was ad- Waldo, and that letters testamentary bo issued At a Piobate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
mitted to the bar; examined the West to William Ellis Scull.
September, A. 1>. 1909.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
and lived in it for a time.
E. FOSS, administratrix of the estate
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
of Tufton S.
About 1878, being then thirty-seven published
oss, late of Freedom, in said
three weeks successively in The Reof Waldo, deceased, having presented a
County
old
and
full of knowledge, he found publican Journal, published it Belfast, tli t they
years
petition praying foi a license to sell at private
it necessary to earn a living in some other may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at sale
and convey certain real estate of said deBelfast, within and for said County, on the second
way than by law, which, we believe, he Tuesday of October next, at ten of the clock be- ceased, desci ibed in said petition.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
never practised seriously. He wrote three fore noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
all persms interested by causing a copy of this
be proved, approved and
newspaper articles and sent them to Mr. the same should not
order to he published three weeks successively
GEo. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
allowed.
j in The Republican
Dana of the Sun.
Journal, a newspaper pubThey were all acceptAttest:
A true copy.
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at
ProCiias. P. Hazeltine, Register.
ed, and gave evidence of mental furniture
bate Court, io be held at Belfast, within and for
that brought him an invitation by telesaid County, on the 12th day of October. A. 1).
Probate Court, belli at Belfast, within and
1909, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
graph to come to work for the Sun. Atfora the
County of Waido. on the 14th day of cause, if any tlie\ have, why the prayer of said
From that time (thirty-one years
ago)
A. I). 1909.
petitioner should not be granted.
September,
until last week he was one of the most
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
E STAPLES, sister of Ellen M. Panno.
A true copy, Attest:
late of Stockton springs, in said County of
indefatigably industrious journalists con( has. P. Hazeltink, Register.
nected with the American press.
Walcu, deceased, having presented a petition
may be apMr. Hazeltine was an indifferent adver- praying that Simeon Bof lWerrithew
117 A EDO ss
In Court ol Probate, held at Bel
toe estate of said depointed administrator
tt
tiser, who signed no more than his init- ceased.
fast, on the !4 h day of September, 1909.
Vesta K. Foss, administratrix on tlie estate of
ials to his book reviews, and
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to Tufton S Foss, late of
put his
Freedom, in said County,
name to a very small
persons interested by causing a copy of this deceased, having presented her first account of
proportion of his all
order to be published three weeks successively
other work. For that reason his
public in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pub- administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, tiiat notice thereof be given, three
reputation is not commensurate with his lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Pro
remarkable abilities, equipment, and in- bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for weeks successively, in The Republican .Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, m said County,
A.
of
12th
October.
D.
on
the
said
day
dustry. He was, it may be, somewhat 1909,County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Proat ten of the clock before noon, and show
encumbered with erudition.
His long cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said bate Court, to be held at Beltast, on the 12th day
of
October next, and show cause, if any they
be
service in telling readers what other petitioner should not
granted.
have, why tlie said account should not be allowGEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
writers had said may have interfered
ed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copyr attest:
somewhat with the development and
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
communication of his own thought.
PosProbate Court held at Belfast, within and
sibly he grew to be too much a mental Atfora the
A EDO ss—In Court of Probate, held at BelCounty of Waldo, on the second TuesV? fast, on the 14th day of September. 1909.
machine, but it was a wonderful machine,
day of September, A. D. 1909.
Alden F. Brown, administrator on the estate of
and fit to be better known and appreciatto
be
the last
certain instrument, purporting
in said
ed by the readers who have profited by A will and testament of Alexander Staples, Edbert 11. Brown, late of Searsmont,
County, deceased, having presented his first and
its works.—Harper’s Weekly.
late of Stockton Springs, in said County of Walfinal account of administration ol said estate for
do, deceased, having been presented lor probate. allowance.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
If people with symptoms of kidney or bladinterested by causing a copy of this order to be
weeks successively, m The Republican Journal,
der trouble could realize their danger they
three weeks successively iu The Rea newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
published
would without loss of time commence taking publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they that all
persons interested may attend at a ProFoley's Kidney Remedy. This great remedy may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on tilt; 12th
stops the pain and the irregularities, strength- Belfast, within and for said County, onof tlie day of October next, and show cause, if any
the
second Tuesday of October next, at ten
ens and builds up these organs and there is no
they have, why the said account should not be
clock before noon, and show cause, if any
allowed.
GKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
danger of Bright’s disease or other serious dis- liave, why the same should not be proved,they
apA true copy. Attest:
orders. Do not disregard the early symptoms.
allowed.
and
proved
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register,
Sold by all Druggists.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelChas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
fast, on the 14th day of September, 1909.
iiivcuuuii ui uic /^uiuniunue.
Mattie a. Moore, administratrix on the estate of
held
at
within
Court
and
Belfast,
At a Probate
Howard M. Moore, late of Monroe, in said CounI or Uie tuuui; ui »* aiuu, un uic acuuuu iucsNo one man can be said to have inventty, deceased, having presented her first and final
day of September A. D. 1909.
account of administration of said estate for aled the automobile. The machine as it is
lowance.
certain instrument, purporting to be tire last
today is the product of many minds in j
will and testament of Sarah Elizabeth French,
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
many countries. Horseless vehicles date ; late of Stockton Springs, in said County of Wal- weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
back almost to the time when steam be- ! do, deceased, having been presented for.probate. a newspaper published in Belfast, in said CounOrdered, that notice be given to all persons in- ty. tiiat all iiprsnns iiitprastpri mav attmiri nr a
came a motive power, and as
long ago as terested by causing a copy of this order to be Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th
1802 Richard Trevithick, an Englishman,
published three weeks successively in The lie- day of October next, and show cause if any
constructed a machine which made a trip publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they they have, why the said account should not be
allowed.
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belof 90 miles over country roads.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
within and for said County, on the second
In 1883 Delamare-Deboutteville and fa>t,
Atruecop}. Attest:
Tuesday ot October next, at ten of the clock
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register,
Malandin of Paris invented a tricycle before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
propelled by compressed gas and a year and
allowed.
AIT A! DO SS.—in Court of Probate, held at Beliater used petroleum for generating1
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
ff last, on the 14th day of September, 19U9. SiA true copy. Attest;
power.
las E. Bowler, administrator on the estate of
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
David E. Hall, late of Palermo, in said County,
Panhard and Levasser were the first to
deceased, having presented his second ami final
invent a really practical petroleum moaccount of administration ot said estate for ala Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
tor.
This was in 1890, since which time Atfor
lowance.
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesthe development of the various types of
day of September, A. 1). 1909.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
road motors has been rapid.
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
certain instrument, purporting to l>e the last
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Counand testament of Sarah A. Bartlett, late
Electricity as a motive power for road of will
ty, that all persons interested may attend at a
Searsmont, in said County of Waldo, demachines was first used in the early ’80’s,
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th
ceased, having been presented for probate.
but it was not until about 1898 that it beof October next, and show cause, if any
Ordered, That notice be given to ah persons day
they
have, why the said account should not be
to
be
ot
this
order
looked
as
to be
a rival of petrogan
interested by causing a copy
upon
aliowea.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
leum. Of late years gasoline and steam published three weeks successively in The ReA true copy. Attest:
at
that
Belfast,
they
motors have been extensively used.— publican Journal, published
P. Hazkltine, Register.
Chas.
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Boston Globe.
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
A
DMIN
of
ISTRATOR’S
NOTICE. The subscribthe clock
Tuesday of October next, at ten
er hereby gives notice that he has been duly
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
administrator of the estate of
the
same should not be proved, approved
appointed
why

HARRY

AI.DO SS.—Ill Com
fast, on the 1-4lIi

Chas. 11.
Mary K.

A

HOW WELL YOU

LOOK—,

The satisfaction of feeling well is doubled by looking well. The
true
L. F.
Atwood’s Bitters are the one remedy that you can
always depend on to keep stomach, liver and bowels in perfect
condition that means good health.
35 cents a bottle at dealers.
Lubec, Me.
**
I would advise every family to keep the 'L. F.* Atwood's Bitten
in their home. For sick headache, it is a valuable remedy. It is
•U that it claims «o be.”
—Nina B. Ramsdel.
West

j

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belthe 14th day of September, 1909.
John
Miller, administrator on the estate of
Jennie E. Miller, late of Liucolnville, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th day
of October next, and sbow cause, if any they have
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P, Hazkltine, Register.

WALDO
fast,
W.

on

GEORGE A. CROSBY, late of Unity,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
CHARLES W. CROSBY.

Unity, September 14,1909.

of 1'robaP
s.

i.

a
n

*.

true

copy,

Attest:
( HAS. P. H

a/.i

:s

■

ADMINISTRATOR’S

Noth 1

A senber lu reby gives n a ice
duly appointed aduiiuistrator of tl
J. LEON CaRI.ETON, late of \\
in the County of Waldo, decea-

bonds as the mw directs. All pei
mauds against the estate ot >;u*i
desired to present the same tor
all indebted thereto are request*
ment

immediately.

AMOS F

<

Beltast, September 14, l‘JOi).
4 1) M1NI ST It A T K1 X'S NOTICE

1

A er hereby gives notice that sh« I:
appointed administratrix of the «
ALBERT It. CltOSBY, late of Stock t
in the County of Waldo, decease*,

bonds as the law directs.
All peidemands again si the estate of >;*
desired t< present the same to?
and all indebted thereto are reques:
payment immediately.
ESTELLEli.
Stockton Springs, September 14, 1.

are

NOTICE. The subs.
has in-

EXECUTRIX’S
by give notice that she

pointed executrix of the last will

an

of

RALPH D. CUMMINGS, late

I

oi

!

in the County of Waldo, decease!
bonds as the law directs. All person
mauds against the estate of said <1
desired to present ttie same lor m-i
all indebted thereto are requested
ment immediately.
ABU IE W. Cl
Prospect, September 14, 1909.

EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.

The sib

by gives notice that he lias
pointed executor of the last will

b
m

of

MARIA 1). DEAN, late of lamin the County of Waldo, deceasi
bonds as the law directs,
in p
demands against the estate of said
desired to present the same for s.-i
all indebted thereto are requested b
ment

immediately.

AUGUSTINE 1

Lincolnyille, September 14, 1909.
i DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. Tie
XL er hereby gives notice that he has
appointed administrator of the estatt
ALBERT R. GEORGE, late of Seam
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
bonds as the law directs. All persons h
mands against the estate of said dmdesired to present the same for setikn
all indebted thereto are requested t "
ment immediately.
BENJAMIN F. COI

1

Searsport, September 14,1909.

Burnham, September 14,1909.
DMIN ISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subscribed
hereby gives notice that heJias been duly appointed administrator of the estate of

I

day of
Prentiss, executin
Prentiss, late of T

TATALDO Ss.—In Court of Pro'.
VV
fast, on the 14iii day of
Walter Haley, adinini>trator *1*
the will annexed, «>n the estate
late of Wiuterpori, m said
<u
having presented his first ami
administration of said estate for ;•
Ordered, That notice thereof b
weeks successively in The Kepi.1'
newspaper published in Belfast.
that all persons interested may a*’
hate Court, to be belu at Belfast, o
of October next, and show rai
have, why the said account shorn*:
GKO. K JOII V
A true copy. Attest:
t has. P. Hazci.ti >

A

RACHEL R. GILMORE, late of Butnham,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
RUFUS GILMORE.

I'.

deceased, having prestuletl ln> lii
administration of said estate mi a
Ordered, that notice tlier« «»i
weeks successively, in l la- IN
a
newspaper published m u.-;
ty, that all persons ii terested m
Probate Court, to be held at iuday «>f October next, and show
have, why the said account slum
GEO. E. Mill V-

WALDO

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest ;
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

I...

n,

newspaper published in B. h *-t, ii
that all persons int. r«
may ;.u*m
bate Court, to i»- held at i eliast, on
day of October next, and slrnw at
i:
have, why the sain account .-nouul
lowed*
GEORGK K. JOHNSON
A true copy. Attest
Ciias. i’. llA/.ia/riN

—

A true copy,

said

oi

Ordered, That notice thei -of be

Week.* KlieeeuviVwlr

AltBlE

and allowed.

administration

h

FlsTA

children: cafe, ture. No oplatee

\

1

account of
Iowa nee.

••

for

*

117A LDO SS.— 1!; Court ot IMobat
m
fast, on the 14th day *>t sepu
Wilber E. Barker, administrator
Sharon S. Roberts, late of ja<-ksoa.
ty, deceased, having presented his

A

F0LEY$H0NEYv®TAR

f,
1,1

■

ANNIE

a

1

-.

■

A

I

At a Probate court held at Bellafor the ( ouuty of Waldo, on tinSeptember, a. I>. 1909.
TOHN S. ROWE, guardian of C<m
tl
comb and I bomas Norman W h
children of James H. Whitcomb. I.
in said County of Waldo, rieeea>*
sented a petition prayiag tor a m
public or private sale and convey
tate of said minors, described in
Ordered, That the said petitioner
all persons interested by causing a
order to be published three we ■kin The Republican Journal, a n. \\ j,
cd at Belfast, that they may appear
Court, to be held at Belfast, wuhh.
County, on the 12th day oi u. t*
at ten of the clock before noon,
if any they have, why the prayi .*
er should not be granted.
GKO. E. JOHN <
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. p. Hazki im,

A.

DUNTON,
Henry
Bolan,
GH.
late of Winterport, in said County of Waldo,
•

FOR FLETCHER’S

j

FOR SALE
The Batchelder homestead at Brown's
ner, one-half mile from Northport < :i'"
ground, will be sold at a bargain. Apply
JOHN R. DUNTON.
Savings Bank Building, Belfast, Ms

,ndisestion
KodolFor
stomacf
Relieves

m

palpitation of the heart

sour

Divests what you eai

'"praise
•prihul e

FOR

PEARY.

Ready for flie^
Emergency

from Frank W. Gowen.

op The
Journal.
tHE Editor
to greet
lltn,Hiring of the people
l.-r Peary, during his brief stop
>' !, utiful city of Waterville,
Sep*

f,'

his triumphal tour of the
of the most remarkable
,;ioiis for so short a notice ever
the history of our city in the
Like a great conmy man.
iine; not, however, with the
-piendor of a Caesar ora NaHe came as a conqueror of a
unknown region in the far
: for centuries had baffled the
No wonder the hearts
man.
io were stirred within them
ooked upon the man whose
■:l has won him enduring fame.
! never saw anything like the
on and greeting he received;
i erne or in my travels in Eui,

;

on

First aid

one

isual that 1 devote much time
fter noted men or celebrities;
.1 man lived in this world who
-ting reward and honor, that
rtainly Robert E. Peary, who
a quarter of a century has
nine and civilization and imfe in the snow and ice of the
th to find the top of the world,
needed in his life-long ambihe world is ringing with his
::ime.
Yet I do believe that
ons to come Greenland and
dole will be nearlv as easv of
ur Maine people as a journey
:e sea.
This I know is a very
ment to make, and by many
visionary, but undoubtedly
t half century or more all
ravel over land and sea will
airship and airvessels and in
uople living in another age
in
privilege as well as pleasling over an air highway to
regions of the far North,
frost king had for centuries
mine until the gallant Peary
Stars and Stripes on his hoary
one of the greatest strugigainst the most terrible odds
in the history of mankind.
dear, if every man was free,
es. earned the favoring smile,

Literary News

injured

sick and
is most imIt may check

to the

JOHNSON’S

Cramps, Cholera Morbus, Colds, and many other ordinary troubles are
quickly relieved and the patient made well by internal use of this 99-

year-old remedy.
For Sprains, Scalds, Bruises, Cuts, Neuralgia, etc., Johnson's Anodyne
Liniment gives quick relief when affected partsare thoroughly bathed with it
Parsons’Pills
SoldlnZSc and 50e Bottle*.
•e« the liver going. Bast for
and constipation

_

__

M.

_

Co., Boston* Mass*

1. S. Johnson A

NEW YORK MODES FOR FALL AND WINTER.
All Styles of Dress Fashionable.

Plain Skirts.

The Russian Blouse.

Apron

I,ong

Fronts.

Skirts for House Wear.

Dress Goods.

Basques

Millinery.

[Correspondence of the Journal.l
This season is remarkable for diversity of style in dress.
The princess, the V
necs, the cuirass, the overskirt, the apron front, the basque, simulated by jet or

passementrie fringe, and even the Russian blouse, are all admissible, not overlooking
the high belt, alike- suitable for day or evening. Rumaging in closets or other receptaeles

containing old-time dresses

or

it.

In his

are

the dotted velvet.

The partiality for velvet brings velveteens prominently forward, and when of

quality
great.
first

the difference is not very

BLACK OR COLORED MOIRE.

This appears in basques with satin
skirts, or in millinery forms entire hats,

usually

with two shades of

the same

color combined. Louis XIV. coats have
been revived and as almost all trimming
is on the w aist and sleeves these jaunty
little coats are usually embroidered all

of Co. D, 1st Maine cavalry,
annual reunion in Ellsworth
22nd. There was only twelve
present, but what they lacked
■its was more than made up in
■ness of the ties which draw
comrades of many bloody lields
For Co. D had its baptism of
r company did, its battle cards
i'>8 battles and engagements in
participated. Twenty-nine batmore than any other regiment
rs

r

A silver net waist, veiled in blue
chiffon is a foundation, and two wide,
full pieces of material come over the
shoulders and are tucked away under the
front.

name

designs are by The McCall
Company, New York, Designers

The above

and Makers of McCall

Patterns.

high belt.
length, and

Sleeves

are

and

pluck

accomplish

writes about “Some
Actor-Managers I Have Known.” In a
wonderful article entitled “A Hole in the
Earth,” Camille Flammarion, the emilent scientist and astronomer, tells us
:hat if we will go down a few miles into
the earth we will find inexhaustible
sources of heat and power, and mines of
rreat wealth. The fiction includes a
splendid instalment of Hall Caine’s great
story, “The White Christ.
“Harding’s
Luck” is a charming serial by E. Nesbit.
“Sentence Deferred” is another delightfully humorous short story by W. W.
J acobs.
There are other splendid short
stories by E. Phillips Oppenheim and
sther well known authors.
The number
includes, as usual, with “Curiosities”

'epresenting

Across the leads and o’er the floes,
I’ve sped, my love, to thee;
The ptarmigan and eider-duck
Could not keep up with me.
I ran, I sledged, I rowed, I swam.
Through winds that fr*ze my lids,
Across the young and ancient ice,
On hoof and keel and skids.
Upon the Great Big Nail
**I hung the Stars and Stripes,
And carved “U. S.’’ in snow,
ifcAnd put the facts in pipes.
I’ve been to the Pole with Doctor Cook,
And I’ve been to the Pole with Peary.

For

BOTH BOYS SAVED.

10c. and 15c.
ARE

FOR

SALE

IN

BELFAST

changes have been made in the
at Colby College.
Miss Carrie

il of Boston has assnmed the duthe women’s division of the colucceeding Miss Grace E. Berry.
=
Prof. Frangone to California.
ilolder of the University of Wyo-ucceeds to the vacancy caused by
ath of Hugh R. Hatch, who was
-sor of mathematics.
Prof. GilTolman, who has been professor of
s and electrical engineering at the
Island State college, is the new
ssor of physics and astronomy, sucig Prof. Ellis E. Lawton. Karl R.
ison, Colby ’06, will be assistant in
Herbert C. Libby,
apartment.
,r;; ard, ’04, has been chosen registrar
n
will also have charge of the classpublic reading and speaking. Miss
Satieth Bass of Wilton succeeds Dr.
=”> S. Caswell as physical director of
’■omen’s division. David M.
Young,
07, who has been an assistant in
for
two
has
been
ministry
years,
pro4'd to an instructorship, and Frank
bean, Colby ’09, is the new instrucEnglish. The vacancy caused by
resignation of Howard E. Simpson,
: ssor of
geology, will not be filled
ls year.

’OlEYSnONEMCAR
Curas
Coldsi Prevents Pneumonia

PITTSFIELD

PERSONALS.

Friday.

CARLE & JONES,

Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Berry visited his
old home in Montville over Sunday.

Who by special arrangement have all the
patterns all the time.

Miss Annie Bryant of Unity visited
Miss Jeanette Stephenson last week, returning to her home Saturday.

WAITING TO SEND.=gS
Knox

County S. J. Court.

Rockland, September 29. Omission
of the word “dangerous” from an indictment charging the Rockland-Rockport lime company with smoke nuisance
constituted a fatal defect, and those who
crowded the Knox county Supreme Court
room to hear an interesting case today
saw only the quashing of the indictment,
for
i A similar fate befell the indictment
smoke nuisance returned against A. D.
Bird & Co. of this city, the typewriter
having failed to include the date in preparing the indictment.
M. F. Donohue of this city, who pleaded guilty to an indictment for liquor nuisance, was sentenced to three months in
jail and fined $400, this being one of the
stiffest sentences yet given to a Knox
county liquor dealer. A search and seizure case against him was continued.
A

SONG.

The first leaf falls, and fades the rose,
The birds make ready to depart;
Still life for me in beauty glows—
Summer abides within my heart,
The last leaf falls, the chill wind blows,
The flakesdike white bees dance and dart;
Still life for me no winter knowsThe sun of joy keeps warm my heart.
little mind me how timd goes,
I keep to Love’s unfailing chart;
My life is free of grief and woes,
For light with lyrics is my heart.
—Julian Durand in New York Sun.

Miss Caro L. Murray went Tuesday to
Boston, where she will enter upon a course
at a school of domestic science.
Mr. and Mrs. James Libby of Unity
in town the first of the week visiting their daughter, Mrs. C. B. Strople.
were

Mrs. W. M. Osborn and daughters,
Glennis and Grace, returned Wednesday
from a visit with relatives in Thorndike.

And seal our love in draughts
Of ruby Arctic wine.
Beside thine igloo door
I stand with frozen feet.
Come out and hold my hand

And

warm

my

been to the Pole with Peary-Cook,
And lived on rope and rubber,
Sweet, let me in, and I’ll write a book,
And you’ll never want for blubber.
For I’ve

Thy moss-fat lamp is out,
But I am all aflame;
To berg and floe and lead and drift
And sky, I call thy name.
Reporters now are at my heels;

fain would crawl inside
And typewrite all the notes I made
Upon a walrus hide.
I’m hired to lecture, love,
No matter what the cost.
And star in vaudeville, dear,
Below the line of frost.
1

tives.—Pittsfield Advertiser.
An

Awful Mistake.

A clergyman was once annoyed by people laughing or giggling. He paused,
and looking at the disturbers he said: “I
am always afraid to rebuke those who
misbehave, for this reason: Some years
ago, as I was preaching, a young man
who sat close to me was constantly laughing, talking and making uncouth grimaces. I paused and administered a severe

rebuke. After the close of the service a
gentleman said to me: ‘Sir you have made
a great mistake; that young man is an
idiot.’ Since then I have always been
afraid to reprove those who misbehave
in church lest I repeat the mistake and
reprove another idiot.”

I

“Dr. Thomas’ Electric Oil is the best remedy
for that often fatal disease—croup. Has been
used with success in our family for eight
years."—Mrs. L. Whiteacre, Buffalo, N. Y.

Ask your

The Great Western Cereal Company
Operating more Oatmeal Mills

AKRON

BOSTON

NEW HAVEN

than any

NEW

PITTSBURGH

YORK

other

one

concern

PHILADELPHIA
ST. LOUIS

ALBANY

Established 1857.

CHICAGO

Incorporated

1899.

j

Belfast

English, German, Spanish,
No.
1.
2.
3c
4.
A.
7.
8.
9.
10.
13.
14.
15.
16*
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
27.
! 28.
j 29.
30.
I 34,
j 35.

|

Languages.
Portuguese and French.

FOR
Price
Congestions, Inflammations_25
Worms, Worm Fever, or Worm Disease. 25
Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.25
Dysentery, Gripings, Bilious Colic.25
Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis.
25
Toothache,' Faceache, Neuralgia.25
Headache, Sick Headache. Vertigo.25
Dyspepsia. Indigestion. Weak Stomach.25
Croup, Hoarse Cough. Laryngitis.25
Salt Rheum, Eruptions, Erysipelas.25
Rheumntism, or Rheumatic Pains.25
Fever and Ague. Malaria.25
Piles, Blind or Bleeding. External. Internal.25
Ophthalmia. Weak or Inflamed Eyes.25
Catarrh. Influenza. Cold in Head.25
Whooping Cough. Spasmodic Cough.25
Asthma Oppressed. Difficult Breathing.25
.25
Kidney Disease. Gravel. Calculi
Nervous Debility. Vital Weakness.1.00
Sore Mouth, Fever Sores or Canker.25
Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.25
Sore Throat. Quinsy and Diphtheria.25
Chronic Congestions, Headaches.25
77. Grippe, Hay Fever and Summer Colds. ...25

Livery Co.,

Livery, Sale, Hack

Fever*.

A small bottle of Pleasant Pellets, fits the

Transient Stable.

and
* *

On and after January 1, 1909, we shall be found at
the Phoenix House Stable, which we have leased for
a term of years and where we have excellent facilities
for continuing our business. In our new location we

hope

j

j

to merit and receive

ronage

we

have had for

a

continuance of the pat-

so many years.

First-class Teams furnished night and dag.
Hacks to and from all boats and trains.

Telephone Connection.

vest

pock e t. Sold by druggists, or sen ton receipt of price.
Medical Book sent free.
HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Comer
William and Ann Streets, New York.

We have reopened

our

and

to do fine

piles,

are

prepared

v. A. SIMMONS, President.
RALPH D. SOUTHWOR1H, Treasurer.

BELFAST,

MAINE.

office

Book and Job ;

Printing
in the usual

satisfactory

man=

The patronage of the
public is respectfully solicited. Don’t forget the place,
ner.

W. F. LANGILL, PTG. CO.,
76 Main Street.

eczema,

alt rheum, tetter, itch, hives, herpes, scabies—
Doan’s Ointment. At any drug store.

J.

A Record Wheat Yield.

Spokane, Wash., Sept. 24. W. S.
4eil and his sons, who are cultivating

.a

about the wonderful S3.75 Fireless Cooker given free

users

Directions with each Vial In Fire

been to the Pole with Peary-Cook,
And lived on rope and rubber.
Sweet, let me in, and I’ll write a book,
And you’ll never want for blubber.
—E. F. B., in the Boston Globe.

acres

grocer

oats™

of Mother’s Cereals. They are Mother’s
Oats, Mother’s Com Meal (white ot
yellow), Mother’s Wheat Hearts (the cream of the wheat), Mother’s Hominy Grits,
Mother’s Corn Flakes (toasted), Mother’s Coarse Pearl
Hominy, Mother’s Old
Fashioned Steel Cut Oatmeal, Mother’s Old Fashioned Graham Flour. If he doesn’t
keep Mother’s Cereals write us today, giving his name and yours, and we will send
you free a useful souvenir.
to

DR. HUMPHREYS’ SPECIFICS.

For I’ve

Cures

insist upon

I

frappay

fingers, sweet!

Stops itching instantly.

They’re

them. When you aslc for MOT HER’ S OATS refuse others’
there’s a difference.

NOTICE

DEALER

The Maine

Register

CONTAINS

Complete Business Directories
Of 20 Cities and 428 Towns.

IN

of land known as the

Follette homestead,

near

Pullman,

iVash., south of Spokane, report a cut
>f 22,500 bushels of Red Russian wheat,
in average of fifty-six bushelsto the acre.
I'his does not include the grain which
’ell or the hay cut earlier in the season,
;
fhe crop is believed to be the record
field for a similar area in the Northwest,
f not on the continent. Some farmers
:ut from sixty to seventy-five bushels
in acre in the same district, but the holdngs were much smaller.
Can’t Do Both.
The housewife views with failing nerve
Preserving time’s proximity.
She fears she can’t at once preserve
Her fruits and equanimity.
[The Catholic Standard and Times.]

Mrs. F. J. Marden of Searsmont visited this week at the home of her sister,
Mrs. F. H. Bean, and with other rela-

cations are mailed with The Journal or from
i this office. We have to pay for these publications one year in advance, and they are then
! sent from their respective offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
The Journal and Farm & Home.$2.00
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine.2.10
The Journal and New Idea Magazine.2.10
The Journal and Tri-Weekly Tribune.2.50

And half a walrus fin.
pant, I long, I crave, I yearn
To freeze my lips to thine,

lour hundred

J. H. Scribner was in Belfast

AT COLBY.

•al

all Druggists.

BY

■

I

simplification of parts, per-

fection of detail, and general improvement. Thus the standard of comfort has
been raised. Forecastles are not the poky
holes they once were. The limit of deck
space per man is greater, the 'tween
decks loftier, and li.ght and ventilation

sun is cheery!
brought to you a cake of soap.
parlor match and pin,
Tomato can and ring of brass,

■

asurer.

I

MOTHER S OATS are for sale everywhere.
can buy.
There’s a reason why you should

the best that you

While the midnight

MILLINERY.

i?

direction ot

I’ve
A

■

Louis Boon, a leading merchant of Norway,
Mich., writes: “Three bottles of Foley’s Honey
and
Tar absolutely cured my boy of a severe
i
cough, and a neighbor’s boy, who was so ill with
a cold that the doctors gave him up, was cured
by taking Foley’s Honey and Tar.” Nothing
else is as safe and certain in results. Sold by

photographs

AN ESKIMO LOVE-SONG.

I

Verona Clarke.

interesting

;ontributed by readers in various parts
)f the world.

Lord &

Letters from absent members
ad.
Officers were re-elected as
Nathaniel Bowden, North Blue-ident; S. E. Griffin, West Pemlirst vice-president; Abner K.
‘’rospect, second vice-president;
B. Grant, Orland, third viceid; A. R. Devereux, Lamoine,
■y; Isaac L. Richardson, Bucks-

a

nrominent actor,

three folds of the material

Many attractive changes have come about in millinery, particularly in toques,
the larger proportion of which now show7 draped or shirred velvet fronts, and silver,
a bountiful dinner was served
gilt net or satin covered by Black chantilly lace forms some of the most charming
man’s relief corps of Ellsworth, hats of the
at
season, with a large cluster of pink moss rosebuds and velvet foliage
terans, their wives and a few
A handsome black
one side, or else a white aigrette and one rose is substituted.
After dinner there were short
by Judge John B. Redman, Rev. chantilly lace veil serves the purpose and white satin is not very expensive. Long
Emery, Col. C. C. Burrill, and haired beaver hats are stylish, or those of silk plush, but after all velvet is the
John F. Whitcomb, Irving Osfabric for millinery use. The colonial shape is very dashing, and for full
illiam Small, S. E. Griffin and A. leading
dress occasions, the large hat carries the day. Hats of Marabout in white or mausiness meeting was held at 2 roon are among the novelties, trimmed by gilt or silver cloth.

in

—

POPULAR DRESS GOODS.

Desert; J. T. Williams, Amesiss., and A. R. Devereux, LaSeveral were accompanied by

can

comparatively
short space of time. Conan Doyle writes
about “Some Recollections of Sport”
he is an acknowledged
authority on many
sports and games.
Percy Burton, a

three-quarter

Taylor is showing a most fascinating array of new suitings and dress
goods in diagonal woven cheviots and serges, as well as in camelshair, zibeline and
ho answered (o roll-call were Scotch mixtures for general utility wear.
For more formal dress, satin finished broadcloths, in black and the whole gamut
Bowden, Bluehill; Lewis Presiips: S. E. Griffin, Pembroke; of new French- shadings in green, rose, grays and browns are to vie with velvet, as
.res and Alonzo Annis, Charshown by the early sales to the exclusive trade of this fashionable Broadway shop.
!.. Richardson, Bucksport; A. K.
Braided embroideries, combined with hand stitchery, and velvet in matching
•ospect; W. B. Grant and .J. N.
East Orlanci; Edward M. Hig- tones are the preferred decorations for handsome suits.

shows what energy and

romance

a plaited skirt and overskirt
front, extending above the waist
line and pointed at the center of the

but besides these the regiment,
portions of it, was under fire
n 100 times.
It was close-range
too, with carbine, pistol and
he First Maine heavy artillery
men than any other regiment in
while the First Maine cavalry
men than any other cavalry

CHANGES

Mother's Oats

forests of derrick posts stand up awk-

__

Magazine is exceptionally rich in mateA prominent feature is Sir Thomas
Lipton’s Reminiscences. The story of
his life, as told by himself, reads like a

at the

'-'J

f,.

rial.

made with

rders issued March 17, 1865,
ore were added during the last
in the spring of 1865. These

voted to hold the next annual
in Ellsworth in September, 1910.
F. Emery was elected an honember.
of thanks was given to the reps for dinner, to Wm. H. H. Rice
the use of its hall, to the speakomrade Richardson for his bat!s, and to all who contributed to
■■ess ot a very pleasant reunion,
adjournment the veterans were
iphed at Osgood’s studio.—
th American.

wardly from the deck, making the derricks and running gear when seen on the
skyline a most extraordinary show, the
ships looking for all the world like floating factories.
Outward appearances apart, however,
I change of design has always been in the

stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
The October number of the Strand also necessary to say that none of these publi-

Very gay colors are also largely worn,
such as apricot or old rose. A peculiar
costume is of satin-finished blue cloth,

■

■

It is the very thing that produces the
finest meat on cattle. But why not take your
meat at first hand or rather the meat elements?
Why wait until it has passed through the tissues
of a living animal? Don’t eat it second-handed—
eat it in oatmeal itself, in the form of

beefsteak.

issue.

around when of plain colored material.
This is a wonderful season for browns
and blues. Such a variety of soft, beautiful shades has never before been seen.

:

the.

but

collar and cuffs of

in Ellsworth.

ngagements worthy

wide,

Sleeves

quite long.
sometimes long, then again in mousqueIt
taire shape or three-quarter length.
is many a long day since a black velvet
or velveteen dotted in yellow has been
seen, yet at an opening of recent date a
costume embodying this old-time fabric
was displayed, with a coat trimmed by
very

Survivors of Co. D., of the

‘"*£6

favorite border

So far, all costumes shown for house
or reception wear have- plain skirts, not

ERANS IN ELLSWORTH.

.....

a

RECENT OPENINGS.

advances and progress
been made in our nation for the
hundred years have been the
the world, what must we exnext hundred years to come,
mion our great Republic will
along by wonderful achieveprogress,' and also by a worldmont greater even than itself,
will we in the years to come
natives in the Arctic regions
istian civilization, but we shall
statesmanship so widen our
ision and opportunity that our
at over peaceful commerce in
But here 1 must
on the globe.
e name and fame of the brave
t Peary will live forever in the
! minds of men. God bless the
catest explorer. It is indeed a
a citizen of the
■r that he is
Frank W. Gowen.
Maine.

First Cavalry

for sentiment! masts are frequently fitted without rake, and gawky a
ship so fitted looks alongside those of the
older style. But a raked mast is a bad
derrick post, and efficiency first, appearance last, is the present rule.
Even
standing rigging, with its conventional
ratlines, beloved of the youthful mariner, is disappearing in favor of the widely spaced guy ropes, a prosaic iron ladder
riveted to the mast, giving access to the
the masthead.
In many vessels, too,
Now,

Monthly opens with an article on “American Ships and the
Way to Get Them,’:
by Winthrop L. Marvin, and contains the
first of a new series of Pratt portraits by
Anna Fuller. The opening story, “Old
Lady Pratt’s Spectacles,” has all the
charm and vivacity of the famous earliei
series.
There are two striking short
stories, “The Destroyer of Homes,” by
Heaton
Mary'
Vorse, and “Out of the
("'VlYMrOolia
Kit l?liTn
T

trysails, in some steamers
being carried.
trysail
alas

happy tributed by Madison Cawein, Jefferson
B. Fletcher, and Edith M. Thomas. The
Nothing is more stylish “end paper” in this number is “On the j
cept erepon.
Under this
than bead, metallic or jet trimmings, Planting of Cabbages:”
whimsical title the author, Holbrook I improved.—The Marine Journal.
unless it be something in Oriental colors.
makes
a humorous plea for a quiWhite,
j Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
Borders of Cashmere shawls are very eter existence. An
unusually large and offers apply only to subscriptions paid in advaried
of
embroidContributors’
sort
and
Club
or
the
smart,
every
completes
any
vance ; and when payment is made it should be

cause

nighty

j

Oatmeal is the Cereal

and later the
not even a

r..^i,

ery. A satin band is
for an overskirt.

ie

,f

materials may be attended with

_•

■

Peary has earned
world today."

more angular, less graceful than formerly. One looks in vain for the clipper
bows, rakish masts, and trim sails of the
early traders. The changes which culminated in the tramp of today came
gradually. First the mast, already reduced in number, Bize and importance by
the supersession of steam over sail power,
were stripped of yards and square sails

The October number of the Atlantic

■

1

In general appearance sea craft are
much changed—it must be admitted in
some respects not for the better.
Cargo
steamers particularly have degenerated
in outward form. They are clumsier,

Myra Kelly, the most famous writer oi
East Side stories, gained her knowledge
of the slums of New York while teaching
in an East Side school.
Now that she if
married, she no longer teaches, but hei
supply of humor and charm has by ne
means given out, as is testified
by hei
latest and funniest story, “Games in Gardens,” in the October Woman’s Home
Companion. There are also good storief
by Mary E. Wilkins Freeman, Katherine
Holland Brown, Temple Bailey, Mrs. Johr
Van Vorst and Kate Douglas Wiggin.
“Choice Cake Recipes,” “The Forma
Dinner,” “How to Furnish a Boy’f
Room,” the Big Fashion Department—
each has in it
something for every woman.

Anodyne LINIMENT

dyspopsia

The Rake Gone from the Matt and Ratlines
from the Rigging.

No month in the yew has more charmi
for the boy who owns a gun than Octo
ber, and the joys of hunting are finely
portrayed on the handsome front covei
page (in colors) of the October American Boy.
The contents of this numbei
consist of the most timely and delightfu
serials and stories, as well as interesting
and instructive articles.
The usual departments contain iust the stuff suitable
to the boys who
delight to do things.
There are also over 60 illustrations. $1.0C
a year.
The Sprague Publishing Company, Detroit, Mich.

portant.
otherwise serious results.
That is why every home
should contain a liberal supply of

r

LOST GRACE OF THE CUPPER.

and Notes.

£?##»*•

Full Statistics of All State
Interests.
A

BROOKS, MAINE,
Has in a new line of the popular
Corliss & Coon Collars for gentlemen-2 for 25 cents.

16 shades of Suesine Silk at 47ic.,
the very prettiest thing out for
plain Shirtwaists and for evening
dresses.
Underwear and
quantities.

Hosiery in liberal

Outings, flannels. Blankets, Dress
Goods. Ginghams, Prints and Small

Never Fails to Restore
Gray Hair to its Natural
Color and Beauty.

Wear too numerous to mention.

$1 and 50c. bottles, at druggists
’*
Send 2c for free book The Care of the Hair.
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.

Hay’s Harflna Soap cares Pimpies,

red, rough and chapped hands, and all skin diseases. Keeps skin flne an I soft. 25c. druggists.

Send 2c for free book “The Care of the Skin.**

R. H. MOODY

Township and Railroad Map of

Maine

Revised to date.

Health
No matter how long it has been gray
orfaded. Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out,
and positively removes Dandruff. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2^4 times as much
in $1.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.

new

j

Every OFFICE and
handy reference.

HOME

needs it

for

Price, Postpaid, $2.00.
GRENVILLE M. DONHAM,
Publisher,
390

Congress Street,

opp. City Building,
3t40
PORTLAND, MAINE.

DRESSMAKING.
lam prepared to do dressmaking and
fancy work. Children’s work a specialty.
MRS. INEZ CHASE,
Corner Main and Bridge Streets.

can save money

by trading

with him.

HARNESSES
AT BOTTOM PRICES.
I have purchased the harness business formerly conducted by R. J. Ellingwood and may
now be found at my new store on High street.
I will give you the best grade of harnesses.
Goods at rock bottom prices.
2m20

CHAS. E. STEVENS, Ballast Main*.
e

FULL LINES Of

Kitchen

PRESTON’S
LIVERY,

BOARDING

Is situated on Washington street, just off Main
street. I have single and double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your
patronage is solicited. Telephones—stable,
235-2, house, 61-13.
Iy28

W. G. PRESTON, Proprietor.

For Sale

furnishings.
Stoves and Ranges.

AND TRANSIENT

STABLE
You

We carry everything in the way
of painters’ supplies.

Plumbing

a

Specialty.

Mitchell & Trussell,
HIGH STREET, BELFAST.

Dental Notice.

Bay horse, nine years old, 1400 lbs., serI wish to announce that Dr. ERNEST S.
viceably sound. Good, honest worker. Will WEBBER
will practice dentistry in my office,
be sold at a bargain.
making a specialty of Orthodontia.
T. S. THOMPSON, Belfast, Me.
W. C. LIBBY, Dentist,
Phone 139.

33tf

92 Main Street.

The News of Brooks.

SEARSPORT.

Mrs. Sarah Jones recently returned from
visit with her sister in Bangor.

Capt. W. H. Goodell was in Bangor this week
business.

on

Mrs. Lena Page of Jackson was in town last
week canvassing for some popular books.

A. F. Mathews has rented the Havener
house on Elm street.
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Cook are attending the

Unity

fair this

Mrs. Marie Goodwin has been appointed
assistant clerk in the Brooks post office.

week.

L. Perry returned last week from

Mrs. H.

a

The country roads are in a very rough
dition as a result of the late heavy rains.

on a

Mrs. Ella Mowry

left Monday
and vicinity.

on

a

Ground was broken Wednesday for the Hubbard Fertilizer plant at Mack’s Point.
Sch. Charles A. Campbell finished discharging Tuesday at the Penobscot coal dock.
ex-

Edward Park, who has been the guest of
Mrs. Marlboro Packard, left Tuesday for Lynn,
Mass.

Mark C. Ward arrived Saturday fromSangerville to attend the funeral of his father, Mark
Ward.
Smelts began to take the hook last wreek and command of the schooner Rebecca Palmer and
STOCKTON SPRINGS.
j
large quantities have been taken along the j has visited Searsport several times before while
docks.
in command of the latter vessel.
Mrs. John E. Lancaster left Monday to spend
Mrs. Anna Brophy of Portland is the guest
Obituary. Mark Ward, one of the best a week with her sister and husband, Mr. and
of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Sargent on Prospect known
citizens of Searsport, died at the resi- Mrs. John J. Wardwell in Rockland.
dence of his son, Raymond B. Ward, in FrankMrs. Everett Staples has not been quite as
farm
his
sold
has
Augustus W. Nickerson
fort, September 29th, of heart failure. He had well for the past few days, but seems better
to
Mrs.
near the Church of God campground
been in failing health for the past three years
at this writing, Monday evening. We trust
Olive Reed.
and since the death of his wife about two the gain
may be rapid.
her
at
an
have
had
made
his
his
will
home
with
son
S.
Beals
Mrs. D.
opening
years ago
Ray- t Mrs. Ursula M. Black and daughter, Miss
October
mond
B.
!
Ward. He was born in Thorndike,
millinery rooms Friday and Saturday,
Grace, of Sandypoint, were guests of her parand coming to Searsport when a young man
8th and 9th.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry S. Moulton, Cross
found employment as a farm hand. He
Miss Florence Colcord, head operator of the readily
street, last Saturday.
central N. E. telephone office, is taking a ten then engaged in the meat business, which he j
Mrs. C. E. Britto returned September 29th
continued until failing health compelled him to !
days’s vacation.
from a fortnight’s absence, having accompanretire some three years ago. He leaves four
Mrs. Laura A. Nickerson has bought the
ied her mother, Mrs. Samuel Boyd, from
sons:
Elbridge B. of Lowell, Mass., Mark C. of
Verrill farm on Swan Lake avenue of Mrs.
Boothbay to Portland and back.
F.
and
B.
of
Sangerville, Edgar
Raymond
Myrtle Verrill.
Mr. W. J. Creamer came from Bangor last
two daughters, Mrs. P. O,
Frankfort, and
Miss Sarah J. Clark has been visiting relaSaturday to spend Sunday with his family, retives and friends in Boston and vicinity for the of Monroe. Funeral services were held at his turning Monday, accompanied by Mrs. C. and
past three weeks.
late home at Park, Saturday, Rev. Michael their little son, Master Warren.
Sch. Eliza Levenseller arrived Friday from Andrews of Frankfort officiating. The interMr. Arthur Colcord, second son of Capt. and
Carteret, N. J., with fertilizer for the A. A. C. ment was in the family lot in Bowditch ceme- Mrs. Melvin E. Colcord, arrived home last
Co., at Mack’s Point.
tery.
Sunday from New York, where he has been
employed in yachting through the summer.
Charles E. Adams, who has been confined to
the house for

several weeks by illness, is again

WIN TER PORT.

Mrs. Julia White is spending sometime in
Belfast_Mrs. E. H. Clements of Hermon
for
left
Boston,
Carver
Mrs. Clara E.
Monday
visited at C. B. Jewett’s last week....Mrs
where she will spend the winter with Mr. and
Anna white has returned from a visit in HerMrs. C. C. Hamilton.
mon, Lagrange and Old Town-Prof. S. C.
Rupert B. Colcord arrived Monday from Bel- Thompson returned to his duties on Thursday’s
grade Lakes, where he has been employed boat....Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Bartlett attended
the Maine State Spiritualists convention in
during the summer.
.Charles and Cecil Holmes have
Eben Sawyer arrived Sunday from New Augusta...
been at their farm in Glenburn for a few days.
Mrs.
W.
and
Mr.
with
his
is
York and
parents,
.Mrs. C. W. Nealey and Mrs. Lora Chase of
B. Sawyer, on Norris street.
Monroe visited relatives in Hampden Sunday
Mrs. Grace Wentworth, who has been at the
and Monday-Mrs. Eliza Knowlton of Belfast
Waldo County Hospital in Belfast for treatand Mr. and Mrs. Will Rogers of Monroe visithome
returned
Saturday.
ment,
ed at G. H. York’s Sunday_Great interest is
Mrs. B. C. Smith left Monday for Brooklyn,
being taken in the entertainment, “Festival of
N. Y., where she will spend the winter with the Lanterns”, to be
presented in Union Hall,
Capt. and Mrs. A. N. Blanchard.
the latter part of October, under the manageCapt. and Mrs. D. S. Goodell and daughter ment of the following committee: Mrs. H. J.
Danzy, who have been visiting in Allston, Webber, Mrs. C. R. Moody, Mrs. C. R. Lougee,
Mrs. C. R. Hill, Miss Louise Eveleth, Miss MilMass., arrived home by boat Friday.
dred Haley, Miss Hazel Young, Miss Jessie D.
Sch. Harwood Palmer, Capt. Creighton, arMiss Juanita Hill.
The entertainment
rived Tuesday from Newport News with 4,467 Baker,
is given for the benefit of the new scenery for
tons of coal for the Penobscot Coal Co.
the hall, and will undoubtedly eclipse any
The R. & R. Lime Co. barge No. 4, arrived entertainment ever
given in the hall. A chofertiltons
of
with
from
Carteret
1,600
Friday
rus of over eighty voices has been organized,
Mack’s
Point.
A.
C.
Co.
at
izer to the A.
and rehearsals are being held weekly under
E. V. Glover’s crew of workmen arrived from the direction of Mr. N. W. Littlefield, of BanRockland Tuesday to build the large boarding- gor, with Miss Hazel Young as pianist. A
children’s chorus of forty voices, is to take
house for the A. A. C. Co. at Mack's Point.
Elbridge B. Ward of Lowell, Mass., arrived part in the entertainment-Mrs. Willie RobSunday to attend the funeral of his father, erts left on Friday for her home in Somerville,
after a two weeks visit to her old home....
Mark Ward, returning home the same day.
Mrs. Annie F. Atwood has returned to her
Miss Julia Eames, who has been visiting her
home in Portland-Mrs. 1. J. Dunham is havaunt, Miss Lucia W. Edw’ards, on Water street,
a fine concrete walk laid in front of her
left Saturday for her home in Ashland, Mass. ing
block on Main street, which will be a great imCharles F. Treat of Newburg, N. Y., arrived
provement-Miss Bertha Cole returned to
Monday night and is the guest of his parents, Boston September 29th, after spending several
Capt. and Mrs. F. W. Treat, on Water street.
Melrose, Mass., is visiting his father, Elbridge
Joseph E. Harding, who has been visiting his Nelson-Mrs. Lilia

duty

on

at his store.

...

mother, Mrs. Nancy J. Kimball, on Park street
returned to his home in Rochester, N. H., Sat-

urday.
Sch. Elizabeth Palmer, Capt. Wade, arrived
Saturday from Newport News with 4,983 tons
of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co. at Mack’s
Point.
Mrs.
the

Wingate

summer

Main

and family, who spent

Cram

V. Nickels house

in the A.

on

street, returned last week to their home

Bangor.
Sch. Singleton
discharging coal
September 29th
Newport News.

in

Palmer.
at the

Capt. Potter, finished
Penobscot Coal dock,

and sailed the

same

day

for

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Kneeland and daughtarrived

er

Thursday

from Boston and

are

guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Kneeland

Ephraim

Mt.

avenue.

Miles Towers
the cellar for

by

on

the

began excavating Friday

the

new

residence to be

Bertram C. Richardson

the coming

on

for

erected

West Main street

summer.

Prof. A. C. Blake has rented the Hopkins
house on Howard street and moved his family I

Saturday, taking possession of j
the house the same day.
P. C. Newbegen, William Lewis of Houlton
and Charles Trundy of Bangor, of the B. & A.
here from Bath

railroad construction company,

Searsport

House

were

at

the

Friday.

Capt. and Mrs. Frank E. Curtis, who have
been visiting Capt. and Mrs. Frank A. Curtis
street for the past ten days, left
on Park
Thursday for Brooklyn, N. Y.

Boyington

left

on

Mon-

for Boston, where she has employment for the winter-Mrs. Lucy Staples of
Belfast was the guest of her sister, Mrs. Wm.
Shaw last week-Miss Mary Cowles arrived
from Boston last week for a brief visit with her
mother, Mrs. Benj. Atwood_Mrs. Ella Penny'
who has been staying with her brother, Rev. I.
H. W. Wharff, for several weeks has returned
to Bangor. She expects to go to her own home
at Augusta for the winter-Mr. Samuel Bassett is critically ill at his home.

day’s boat

MONROE.

The Monroe village Sunday school closed
Sunday October 3d, having had a very successful and pleasant season with Mrs. Belle J. Pal-

superintendent. The session closed
interesting concert with the following
program: singing by school; repeating the 95th
Psalm by supt. and school; prayer by supt.,
closing with the Lord’s Prayer, in which all
united; singing by school; responsive reading,
Paul’s Labors and sufferings; select reading by
Mrs. R. N. Colson; recitation by Miss Phyllis
Colson; singing by school; recitations by Mias
Barbara Conant and Master Amos Conant; singing by school; recitations by Miss Geneva Curtis
and Miss Edna Conant; select reading by Master
Harold Ellingwood; singing by school; recitation by Miss Maud Neally; reading by Mrs.
Ellingwood; recitation by Miss S. A. Mansur;
repeating the 23d Psalm by Edna Conant; select
reading, “Life’s Journey,” by Mrs. Belle J. Palmer; pleasing remarks by Mrs. Annie Conant;
singing by school, “We are parting, Good-bye.”
Miss Maud Nealley was only absent one Sunday. Master Amos Conant was absent but two
Mr. Franklin Chase has been visitSundays
ing relatives in Hampden for two days_Mrs.
mer

as

with

an

...

Wallace Porter has returned from a two weeks
James Connelly of Boston, who has been
visit in Massachusetts_Mrs. Forest Grant
!
towers
for
the
of
the
Penobscot
one
operating
entertained the W. C. T. U. last week. There
V. oal kjO., at ivjacK

s

roim

iur

me

past

monm,

We understand that Mrs. Avalina C. Griffin
decided to close her residence on Sylvan
street during the coming winter, and will board
with her near neighbor, Mrs. Maria F. Blanch-

has

ard.
Miss Marian

Presque Isle,

Kneeland left last Saturday for

where she will

resume

ord at this time of the year-People
trying to dig their potatoes, but the ground is so
the
run
digger.
very wet it is difficult to
WEST

FRANKFORT.

Mr. and Mrs. Mell Moore and son visited his
past few weeks doing a job of carpenter work.
Large loads of potatoes are being hauled to parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Moore, recently
Mrs. Fred Thayer is in Dixmont caring for her
our station.Yes.you can sell
your crop at Brooks.
Mrs. Sprague, who is very sick....
George Miller went to Jackson Monday, mother,
is in Belfast, where she
where he has a week’s job painting for Fred Mrs. Charles Holmes
has employment.... Mrs. Hannah Ward and son
Wright.
Edgar from Thorndike are visiting at Raymond
Miss Mae Huxford went to Boston last week
Wards_Andrew Moore is in Searsport village
to visit friends, and will continue her
trip to installing the instruments for the M. & B.
New York.
Telephone Co_Clifton Ward and daughter
Mrs. A. B. Payson went to Belfast Monday
Lila, from Sangerville, and Elbridge Ward
to see her aunt,Mrs.Augustine
Thompson, who from Lowell, Mass., were called here last week
is quite ill.
by the death of their father, Mark Ward_
Gilbert L. Morrill, who has a position as The many friends of Mark Ward will learn
travelling salesman, was at home with his wilii regret ui nus ucom, ccpicmuei miii, at
the home of his sons, Edgar and Raymond
family last Sunday..
Ward of this place. Saturday, October 2nd,
Charles E. Small of Swanville is painting the
the family accompanied the remains to Searsbuilding of M. J. Dow this week. He is assist-

teaching

illness in face and body. We trust his ambition will not over-ride his judgment during his
convalescence.

Rufus L. Mudgett was confined to the
house all last week by a severe cold, which
nearly resulted in an attack of pleurisy. Today, Monday, she ventured out for the first
time since the illness came upon her.
Mrs.

Rev. Ashley A. Smith spent Monday and
Tuesday in town, for parochial work, remaining
over after his Sunday service in the Universalist pulpit. His customary excellent discourses
are appreciated by his congregations.
Messrs. E. M. Lancaster & Sons are re-shingling the residence of Mrs. C. S. Rendell on
School street, now occupied by Mr. and Mrs.

now-a-days, having several things

under

con-

tract.

Capt. and
granite

fine

Mrs.

Ralph Morse recently had a
our village ceme-

monument set in

tery for the deceased members of Mrs. M.’s

family—the

Gilmores—and

family monument
provision it seems
a

for themselves. It was a
wise to make while able to supervise it person-

ally.
Miss Mary Hichborn left Monday for Norway to attend the Universalist Sunday school
convention, in session there Monday, Tuesday

Wednesday

of the present week. On her
will remain in Bangor to attend the
Maine Music Festival on Thursday, Friday and

and

return she

Saturday.
Melvina A. Patterson left Monday for
Portland, en route to her home in Washington,
D. C., after a two months’ visit with her brother and wife, Capt. and Mrs. Frank A. PatterOld friends gladly
son, East Main street.
welcome her on her annual visit to her old
Miss

home town.

Josiah Berry and son Emery arrived
Saturday to call upon his sister and husband,
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Lancaster, and his wife’s
brother and wife, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank A
Jackson. They left Sunday afternoon for Belfast, en route to their home. Stockton extends
a cordial greeting to her returning children,
come when they may.
Mr.

Several of our ladies are thinking of attending the Maine music festival in Bangor the
last three days of the present week. The
is an attractive one and the array of
talent marked, with the “youngest American
opera star,” Geraldine Farrar, as the particular soloist on the third evening. None who
are present at these musical treats return disprogram

appointed.
The railroad agent, Mr. M. P. Field, reported
the following shipping items from Cape Jellison
dock, Monday evening: October 2nd,
schooner Helen G. King, arrived light, to load
lumber for NewYork, and schooner Polly,light
to load edgings. October 2nd, the big schooner
Northland, sailed with a cargo of paper, from
the Great Northern Paper Co., of Millinocket
for New York.
The many Stockton friends of Mrs. Ann
(Clifford) Walker, who now makes her home
with her daughter and husband, Capt. and Mrs.
Fred Park, in Park, will regret the accident
which caused so severe an injury to her hip as
*o absolutely confine her to the bed. Three
weeks she has been helpless, but at present

was a

Sch.

FLETCHER’S

CASTORI A

ed by Stanley Perkins.

AYER’S

HAIR

]SI

VIGOR

Does not Color the Hair
falling

Hair

out? Troubled with dandruff? Want

hair? An

more

elegant

I

Glycerin. Quinin. Sodium Chlorid.
Capwcum. Sage. Alcohol. Water. Perfume.

We believe doctors endorse this formula,

AYER’S

or

HAIR

would

we

not

■;

pul

B

jt

I

VIGOR

Does not Color

Hair

the

1

J. 0. Ann Comp AWT. Lowell. Mum

Mrs. Sylvira Hartshorn of Belfast, is visither granddaughters, Mrs. Frank Lane
and Mrs. Nelson Reynolds of this village.

ing

Mrs. Martha E. Luce, who has sold out her
business in Haverhill, Mass., is coming to
Brooks this week and may spend the winter
here.
It will be a hustle for the next three weeks
get the vegetable crop under cover. Every
available man and boy will be pressed into the
service.
to

A

specially interesting service will be held
the Congregational church next Sunday,
when several persons are to be received into
church fellowship.
at

The corn factory has finished its work for
the season, the receipts of corn closing last
Saturday. The local crew will have a few
more weeks work finishing the
product.
Miss Grace Patterson of Waldo, a graduate
of B. H. S. and who taught school in Dedham
last summer, was in town last week calling
upon friends. She is now canvassing for a
book firm.
The Waldo Co. Veterans Association is to
here today, Thursday, and it is hoped
that they may have a good day and an enjoyable occasion.
We are always glad to see the
veterans here.

meet

l
4

ArfllllP ITr-rtC*

natnn

nnn.

1,^.

__1

thumb in

a machine at the corn
factory last
Saturday. It just hung by a few shreds, but
Dr. Kilgore put the parts together and thinks

he

can save

_____-___^

bought

the trees and picked them last
apple crop is quite good in this

James Bartlett bought

locality

..

100 apple barrels of

music by the four Leahy sisters of Waterville.
Lon. Thorndike, manager.

SHIP NEWS.

the thumb entire.

Roscoe E. Jones has built one of the very
best potato cellars with rock and cement that
can be found in this
vicinity. Over it he has

AMERICAN

PORTS.

I

Street!
Opening

W.H. RICHARDS, 45 Main

The

Fred Lucas last Monday-Solomon Palmer
went to Dixmont last Friday_George Edmunds started out threshing with his machine
last Monday— There will be a grand ball at
Fred Allen’s hall Tuesday, October 12th. with

■;

H

10c. per Dozen.

apples

week.

I

CARDS'!

BELFAST POST

port, where the funeral was held at his old
m
1
home. Mr. Ward leaves six children—Clifton
of Sangerville, Elbridge of Lowell, Mass., EdJohn R. Fell; do.; N. E. Ayer, Hoboken; Ida B. I
gar and Raymond Ward, who cared for their Madocks, South Amboy; W. D. Hilton, BridgeJ
Fred
Mrs.
of
Monfather the past year,
port; Portland Packet,Weymouth; Alcyone, do.;
Moody
and
the
from
Boston:
following
Farrow,
Mary
roe and Mrs. Perley Andrews of Searsport.
Eagle, Gamecock, Gilbert Stancliffe and John
Sympathy is extended to them in their hour of Cadwalladar; sld., schs. Alica B. Crosby, Jacksorrow.
sonville; Robert A. Snyder, Stamford; 5, ar.,
sch. Willie L. Swift, Boston; sld., schs. Frances;
CENTER MONTVILLK.
New York: John Douglass, Newark; A. F.
Union Harvest Grange will hold a fair at Kindburg, Scituate; Georgetta Lawrence, New
Center Montville, October 12th. Dinner will York.
Searsport, Sept. 30. Sld.^barge Bloomesbury,
be served in the dining room. The exibits will Perth
Amboy; 29, ar., sch. Singleton Palmer,
be in the Grange hall and the town house. A Newport News; Oct. 1, ar., barge R. & R. L.
Co.
No.
4, Carteret, sch. Eliza Levensaler, do.;
is
Etta
good time anticipated-Miss
Thomp- sld.,
barge R. & R. L. Co. No. 6, Rockland; 2,
son and her niece, Ethel, went to Waterville last
sch.
Elizabeth Palmer, Norfolk; 3, sld., sch.
ar.,
Saturday fora short visit-Miss Fanny Frye Boston Palmer, Newport News; 4, sld., barge
and Miss Pratt went to Boston on Friday Macungie, Philadelphia; 5, ar., sch. Harwood
News.
night’s boat and will visit friends in Massachu- Palmer, Newport 30.
Portland, Sept.
Ar., |bark Mary Barry,
setts and Rhode Island. Miss Varney accom- Boston.
panied them as far as Boston.... Robert Gay
Stonington; Me., Oct. 1, sld., schs. Carrie E.
returned to Tewksbury last week.... Mrs. W. Bucknam, New York; John R. Penrose, Bay
View, Mass.; schs. Gen. Adelbert Ames, South
Lunt and daughter left for their home in Boston,
Amboy; L. T. Whitmore, Port Reading; sld.,
Monday. .Farmers are busy picking apples and schs. Mary E. Lynch, Boston; Fannie & Guy,
hope for fair weather-Mr. Charles D. Walk- New York.
Stockton, Sept. 29. Sld., schs. Susie P. Oliver,
ber of Seattle, a son of Mr. Charles Walker
New York; Edith McIntyre, do.
formerly of Liberty, called on Mr. James O.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Bartlett, an old friend of his father, last MonOct. 1. Ar., bark Nostra Signora
day. Mr. Walker and wife are spending a few delPalermo,
Carmine, Stockton, Me., 45 daysdays with his cousin, Mr. Daniel McFarland of
C*- T„U_
XT
D
1
*_
T_■
r»_
McFarland’s Corner-Mr. Thomas Erskine
and Mr. E. Bean returned from Belfast last ter, Portland; 2, ar., sch. Georgia Gilkey, Bossch.
Harold
B.
sld.,
Cousins, City Island.
Saturday, having been there for the past two ton,
Porto Mexico, Oct. 2. 6 p. m., sld., stm.
weeks attending court.Solomon Palmer is
Dow, Delaware Breakwater for
Hawaiian,
to
make
on
his
house.
getting ready
repairs
He will put in new windows and doors and orders.
Antilla, (Cuba), Sept. 28. In port disg sch.
new finish, and paint it white_West P. Jones
Ella M. Willey, from Fernandina.
and J. W. Wentworth
Ira Cram’s
on

I

iirM.sing, H

Ingredients: $u,p*>ur-

-----

The Brooks Grain Company, Wilbur Barker,
manager, have opened their building, formerly
the Jonathan Irving shop, for business.

in the school so successfully managed last year, I
Isaac S. Staples and wife started for Massaand at an advanced salary. Our congratula- | chusetts last Monday morning. Mr. Staples is
tions to her.
on a business trip and Mrs.
Staples will visit
Mr. H. L. Hopkins is again attending to busi- I her brother James in Malden and other friends
ness, but carries the evidences of his recent in that vicinity.

large garnering, ana among those present
was our county president, Miss Emily F. Miller
Charles A. Campbell, Capt. Pierce, ar- j of Belfast, whose visit is an
inspiration and
rived Saturday with 2,442 tons of coal for the j helpful in many ways. Miss Ida Fogg will enat
Canadian Pacific railroad, to be discharged
tertain the next meeting_Mr. Ed Billings is
t^je Penobscot coal dock at Mack’s Point.
^t home from Bangor for a short time. The
water is so high that Morse’s mill had to shut seems more comfortable, not
Mrs. H. W. Kneeland and daughter Phyllis,
suffering pain.
who spent the summer with Capt. and Mrs. down.... Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cunningham are Dr. G. A. Stevens is in attendance.
in
returned
to
Boston.Mr.
on
Park
street,
Frank A. Curtis
visiting
Guy Twombly is
Last week gave us a succession of stormy
sick and not able to drive on the mail route_
their home in Dorchester, Mass., Thursday.
days, beginning with Sunday and continuing
Mr. Ira A. Jenkins, a former resident of Monuntil Friday, with an occasional tantalizing
Mrs. Clara B. Eyre and children, Lillias, Elroe, who has held a position in Provincetown,
nora, James and Blanche, who spent the sumhalf-glimpses of sunshine. Fog, rather out of
Mass., for several years as a teacher in the season, settled down, after the Rkiea had an.
mer at their cottage on Union street, returned
schools and for the past two years a teacher in
to their home in Flushing, N. Y., last week.
parently exhausted their rain supply, and, alFalmouth, Mass., has been promoted to superat
Swan
ternating with wind clouds, made the weather
while
Lake
Clement
A.
J.
fishing
intendent of schools in the latter place. His
quite unpleasant. Monday, of this week, dawntook four salmon with a fly at the mouth of
many friends and relatives in Monroe and
ed clear and in the sunlight was very mild.
the Bachelder brook on the west side, the largtowns
will
be
to
hear
of
his
adjoining
pleased
est fish weighing eight pounds. The fall fishMrs. Angie G. Mudgett left Monday by early
of
next
the
Thimpromotion....The
meeting
ing this year has been the poorest for years.
ble club will be held with Mrs. Henry Haley... train for New York, in response to a telegram
Schooner Charles A. Campbell, Capt. Pierce, The white ribbon sisters will hold a sale of from her brother, Mr. Willard M. Griffin, asksailed from Searsport September 16th for Phil- fancy and useful articles at the town hall Octo- ing her to join him and his wife before their
ber 25th. It is called the Bell Social. Every- departure for their California home. Mr. and
adelphia, where she loaded a cargo of coal for
the summer in Germany, visiting
the Canadian Pacific R. R. Co., arriving back thing will be decorated with bells. Refresh- Mrs. G. spent
ments will be sold.
Everybody is invited to the celebrated springs, hoping to benefit the
Saturday, October 2nd, making the round trip
attend.
impaired health of Mr. G„ which result, his
in 15 days.
numerous friends in Stockton fear, has not
Children
Sch. Fuller Palmer, Capt. O. C. Clark, the
been realized. It is deeply regretted in his
Cry
native town that conditions did not allow him
largest five-masted schooner in the United
FOR
and his wife to visit here before going to the
States, sailed from Newport News October 2nd
Pacific coast.
ior Searsport. Capt. Clark was formerly in

returned to Boston Saturday.

con

are

j

....

two

Mrs. John Kelley arrived Sunday from an
tended visit with friends in Milford, Mass.

a

James F. Jewell has been in Dixmont for the

Mrs. E. D. P. Nichols and sister, Miss Lida
Curtis, left Monday for Boston.
Mrs. Shephard Shute and children are visiting relatives in Unity for a week.
week’s visit in Boston

an

David Fogg, who had his leg badly injured
few weeks ago, is now able to ride out.

visit in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Postmaster J. W. Black left Tuesday
business trip to Boston.

a

HALLOA' E.
Mn. C. V. Richards of Reading, Mass., is
visiting relatives here.... J. E. Hall took a trip
to Augusta, Lewiston and Lisbon, last week....
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Hall of Lowell, Mass., are
visiting relatives here... Job Clement is very
feeble. His daughter, Mrs. C. M. Clement of
Lowell, Mass., is with him-F. C. Lucas of
Searsmont, was at J. E. Halls, October 5th....
The storm last week was the heaviest on rec-

MARINE

B

-OF—

Fall and Winter

Millinery!
NEXT

All

are

;

cordially invited
MRS.

MISCELLANY.

Philadelphia, Sept. 30.

Bark

Matanzas,

at

the Breakwater, bound for Porto Plata, has
boile~ leaking; must repair before proceeding.
Launched
Schr. Melbourn P. Smith was
launched from the yard of Sawyer Brothers,

Milbridge, Me., Sept.

30.

Length

174

feet 7

inches; breadth, 35 feet 8 inches; depth, 13
feet; gross tonnage, 650; net. 528. This vessel
was built under special survey of the Record
of American and Foreign Shipping, class Al,
15 years. The vessel will be commanded by
Captain Charles M. Sawyer, formerly of schr.
Fairfield. M. P. Smith & Sons Co., 116 Broad
st., New York, are the managing ow'ners.

York, Sept. 28. Ar., sch. Sylvia C. Hall,
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT'
Bangor; sld., schs. N. G. Ayer, Bangor; Edward Stewart, South Arnboy for Boston; Oliver
Corrected
a
Weekly for The Journal.
put
building to be used as a storehouse for Ames, eastern port; 30, ar., schs. Flora Condon,
PRODUCE MARKET.
PAID PRODUCER.
farm implements and machinery.
South Amboy for Bar Harbor; Joseph W. Hawthorn. Darien; stm. Roosevelt, Eagle Island; Apples, per bu,
14.00al5.00
Hay,
It is evident that the people of our little vil50a75(
7 Hides,
8a9
dried, per lb.,
sld., sch. Florence & Lillian, Bangor; cld., sch.
lage are either getting to be prosperous or Hattie C. Luce, Porto Real; Oct. 1, ar., schs. Beans, pea,
10
2.75a3.00j Lamb,
Y.
50
E., 3.75a4.00;Lamb Skins,
extravagant. Pianos have recently been put Pochasset, Stockton via New Rochella; Mar- Beans,
8
M.
Butter,
Mutton,
sch.
R.
BowFord,
garet
sld.,
Philadelphia;
30a33j
into the homes of Everett Tasker, AffieGodding,
48
6a8iOats, 32 lb.,
ers, Mt. Desert Ferry; 2, ar., sch. Sedgwick, | Beef, sides,
Forest K. Roberts, A. B. Payson and E. G.
fore
6l
S.
sch.
45a50
Potatoes,
Charleston,
C.; sld.,
quarters,
Wellfleet, Jackson- ; Beef,
60 Round Hog,
Roberts.
10
vine, o, ar., bcus. o iver neeis, Bangor, via I Barley, bu,
17 Straw',
New Haven; Jennie N. Huddle, Stockton, via j Cheese,
12.00
a
:
of
New
the
schs.
26a28
Brook’s
Wm.
Chicken,
Raymond Ellis,
H. Sumner,
graduate
Rochelle; 4, ai.,
18jTurkey,
13 Tallow,
3
High school and of Shaw’s Business College, St. John, N. B.; Else A. Bayles, Port Reading ! Calf Skins,
18 Veal,
for Bangor; Pendleton Brothers, Newport; i Duck,
9all
who has had a good position in Portland for
30 Wool, unwashed,
Marian N. Cobb, Morgan City, La.; 5, ar., schs. j Eggs,
28
the past year, is visiting his sister, Mrs. Wen- Northland, Stockton: J. Arthur Lord, St. John, ! Fowl,
4.00a4.50
14;Wood, hard,
18 Wood, soft,
3.00
dell Reynolds of this place. We are glad to N. B.; Lizzie D. Small, Bangor; Jas. Young, do.; Geese,
Lizzie
V. Hall, Bucks Harbor; Thomas B. GarRETAIL TRICE.
see the Brooks boys back here whenever
j RETAIL MARKET.
they land, Long Cove; M. V. B. Chase, Swans Island;
111 Lime,
1.10
can manage to make us a visit.
Charles E. Wyman, Stockton; Henry I). May, Beef, Corned,
5
Butter
Meal,
Stonington, Me., for Philadelphia; Frederick Corn, Salt, 141b., 18a20|0at
3
The recent storm was one of the worst known
83'Onions,
Roessner, High Island for do.
Cracked Corn,
13a 14
78iOil, kerosene,
in Brooks for a long time. The fall of rain
Boston, Sept. 29. Sld., bark Mary Barry,
6
Corn
Meal,
78iPollock,
|
was very heavy.
The Marsh stream, which Portland and Fort de France; sld., sch. Georgia Cheese,
14
20 Pork,
St. John. N. B.; sld. from below schs. |
Giikey,
Cotton
1.75 Plaster,
1.13
before the rain had dwindled to a brook, rose
Margaret Haskell, Newport News; Horace A. Codfish,Seed,
8a9 Rye Meal,
dry,
3$
to the height reached during the
spring fresh- Stone, Baltimore; George W. Wells, New York I Cranberries.
10 Shorts,
1.45
ets. Large tracts of low land were flooded and and Baltimore; 30, ar., schs. Henry B. Fiske, Clover
00 Sugar,
6
Seed,
Almeda
New
Willey,
York; Edmuch damage to the crops resulted. Mr. Jacksonville;
38
6.50a7.50 Salt, T. I.,
ward Stewart, South Amboy; sld., sch. Stella B. Flour,
U 11
9>
Charles H. Forbes had a piece of potatoes ! Kaplan, Jacksonville; Oct. 2, ar., bark Antiock,
4
15 Wheat Meal.
Lard.
planted beside a small branch of Marsh stream, j Viequez, P. R.; 3, ar., sch. Mertie B. Crowley,
sch.
Jacob
M.
NewBaltimore;
4,
ar.,
Haskell,
There was a magnificent crop ready to dig.
IIOILX
port News.
The potatoes were washed all over the surPhiladelphia, Sept. 29. Sld., sch. Maigare
rounding valley. A basketful was picked out M. Ford, Stonington; Oct. 2, ar., sch. Augusta 1 Bridges. In Bucksport, September 22, to
Mr. and Mrs. George Bridges, a daughter.
of a hole near the stream. The fields and j W. Snow, Satilla; cld., sch. Annie B. Mitchell,
Pigeon Cove; 4, ar., tug Conestoga, towing ; Cousins. In Penobscot, September 24, to Mr.
highways of the town were badly washed and 1 barges Shenandoah and Corbin
and
Mrs. Llewellyn Cousins, a son.
from Bangor
Candage. In Bluehill, September 24. to Mr.
gullied and for several rods the roadbed was and Macungie from Searsport.
Baltimore, Oct. 1. Ar., sch. Gov. Powers, and Mrs. Herbert A. Candage, a son, Halsted
washed out from under the railroad tracks
Austin.*
via Rockland.
at a place one mile west of the village, and Bangor,
Goodwin. In Burnham, September 23, to
Jacksonville, Septf. 28. Ar. schs. Adelaide,
damage was done in various other localities.
Barbour, Newport News; Eagle Wing, Phila- ! Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Goodwin, a son.
Greenlaw.
In Oceanville, September 20, to
delphia; 29, ar., sch., Herald, Savanna-la-Mar
There were good congregations at the Union for Chester, Pa., (out 28
days, put in for sup- Mr. and Mrs. Alfred B. Greenlaw, a son, Earle
church last Sunday both morning and evening. plies and water, all well., Oct. 1, sld., sch. Her- Damon.
Gross. In Orland, September 23, to Mr. and
In the evening the members of the Friend’s I ald, Chester; 3, sld., sch. Lew'iston, Boston.
Gulfport, Miss., Sept. 27. Arrived, schr. Mrs. Fred M. Gross, a son.
church united and there was a most helpful Fred W.
Hatch. In Islesboro, September 18, to Mr.
Ayer, San Juan.
service, many taking part by song, testimony,
Newport News, Sept. 29. Ar., sch. Dorothy and Mrs. Rudolph Hatch, a daughter.
Edward
T.
Palmer,
sld.,
schs.,
Searsport;
and prayer.
The Sunday school was much
MARRIED
Stotesbury, Boston; Jacob M. Haskell, Portlarger than usual, owing to a united effort on land; Harwood Palmer, Searsport; 30, sld., sch.
the part of the whole school to increase the Rebecca Palmer, Searsport; Oct. 2, sld., sch.
Abbott-Kelsey. In Brooks, October 3, by
attendance. Success to the lads and lasses. At Fuller Palmer, Searsport; sld., ship Edward Rev. D. Brackett, John D. Abbott and Miss
Mattie S. Kelsey, both of Knox.
the afternoon service next Sunday the “Com- Sewall, Honolulu.
Athean-Wentworth. In Searsmont, OctoNorfolk, Sept., 29. Sld., sch. Rebecca Palmer,
munion of the Lord’s Supper’' is to be observed.
Oct.
2, ar., sch. Mount Hope, Bel- ber 2, at the parsonage, by Rev. C. H. Bryant,
Searsport;
All who love the Master are cordially invited fast, Me.
Mark Athean of Hope and Miss Mabel WentGeorgetown, Sc., Sept. 29. Sailed, schr. John worth of Searsmont.
to be present and unite in the communion serNew York.
Burton-Coombs. In Rockland, September
vice. A number of new members are to be re- Bossert, Whittier,
Portsmouth, N. H., Oct. 2. Arrived, schr. 25, William J. Burton and Carrie Simmons
tcivcu mtu tue iuii
lenowsnip ox me cnurcn. Mary E. Morse, Philadelphia; and sld. 5th for Coombs, both of Rockland.
The weekly religious paper, Zion’s Watchman, Belfast for repairs.
Bowden-Littlefield. In Orland, September
Newburyport, Oct. 3. Ar., sch. Wm. Bisbee, 28, Jesse W. Bowden of Orland and Miss Nettie
that has been adopted by the church is very
New York.
E. Littlefield of Bucksport.
much appreciated, by the large circle of readGloucester, Oct. 2. Ar., sch. Lizzie Lane,
Dilworth-Drinkwater. In Northport, Ocers, who now number almost one hundred and j from New York.
tober 2, by Rev. Arthur G. Roberts of the Bap29.
schs.
Emma
W. Day, tist Church of Belfast, William E. Dilworth of
Sld.,
Bangor, Sept.
fifty in the parishes of Brooks and Jackson.
Boston; George R. Smith. Beverly; Oct. 1, sld., Madison and Miss Lida E. Drinkwater of NorthThe paper has a large circulation throughout sch. Willie
& Guy, Boston; Oct. 4, ar., schs;
port.
the United States, but the editor says, regard- Catherine (Br) Turks Island; Edward E. Briry.
Dickens-Rollins. In Camden, September
the
Brooks
club:
‘‘It
is
the
29, W'illard Lee Dickens and Winifred Gilbert
ing
largest family
Rollins, both of Camden.
of readers on my list”.
The single subscripQuinn-Brown. In North Haven, September
tion price is one dollar per year but owing to
27, James Owen Quinn of Eagle Island and
our large club the editor, by special
Lena Clyde Brown of North Haven.
request,
Stearns-Piekce. In Belfast, October 6th,
has promised to supply it for fifty cents, alRev. A. A. Smith, Mr. Lowell H. Stearns
by
though there is not much money in it for him
Belfast People are Pleased to Learn How and Miss Millicent M. Pierce, both of Belfast.
at this price. Neither the church nor the pasSpear-Carver. In North Haven, September
It is Done.
tor has one cent of financial interest in it. All
23, Everett E. Spear, formerly of Warren, and
Elizabeth C. Carver, both of North Haven.
the work in connection with it is being given
It’s pretty hard to attend to duties
Sampson-Sargent. In Melrose, Mass., SepWith a constantly aching back;
freely and cheerfully. Seeing that this is now
tember 23, William T. Sampson and Miss Esther
a parish matter we hope every citizen will do
A.
W'ith annoying urinary disorders.
Sargent, formerly of Sargentville.
all he can to make it a success.—S. J. W.
Doan's Kidney Pills makes work easier.
DIED
They cure backache.
TROY.
Allard. In Belfast, October 4, Mary Eleanor
They cure every kidney ill.
Willard Parsons and mother of Concord,
L. W. Cross, 57 Miller street, Belfast, Maine, Allard, aged 85 years and 4 months.
Bucklin. In Seattle, Wash., September 17,
Mass., are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred says: “Six years ago, when living near
Morrill, Helen (Day), wife of Capt. E. F. Bucklin, forEstes....Mr. and Mrs. Henry Seavey of Maine, I had considerable trouble from a lame
merly of Camden, aged 56 years.
f lMIunIT
In Qtnninirlnn
Q1
TT'l
Auburn are visiting relatives here... .Eber L. and aching back. I was bothered in this
way mer
Clyde Candage, aged 4 months and 12 days.
Cook and son George were in town Sunday en off and on for a year and half, some of the atCondon. In Waltham, Mass., October 1, Miss
route to Unity.... Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Stevens tacks being so severe that I was
compelled to Leonia B. Condon of Belfast, aged 21 years, 1
of Belfast, took a carriage drive to Troy Fri- lay off from work for a day or so. I read so month and 1 day.
Coombs. In Vinalhaven, September 27, Rose
the
Doctor’s
day, visiting
parents and return- much about people being cured of troubles of
wife of Frank M. Coombs.
ing home Sunday.... Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Myrick this nature by Doan's Kidney Pills that I final- G.,Gould. In
Camden, September 28, Mrs. Elwho moved to Belfast last week, will be great- ly resolved to try them and
procured a box at vira H. Gould, aged 75 years, 10 months and 5
ly missed in Troy_Mr. and Mrs. Fred M. the City Drug Store. They acted like magic days. Interment in East Union.
Rich. In Bucksport, September 23, Mildred
Hawes, who have been passing a few weeks at and cured me in a hurry. I had no return of
aged 4 months and 4 days.
the Center, returned home to Newtonville, the complaint until last fall, when over-exer- Rich,
W’ARD. In Frankfort, September 29, Mark
Mass., Monday. His brother, Dr. and Mrs. E tion served to bring on a slight backache. I Ward of Searsport, aged 68 years, 3 months
and 2 days.
E. Hawes of Hyannis, Mass., arrived Monday again took Doan’s
Kidney Pills and they cured
night for a visit with friends at the Center.... me as quickly and thoroughly as before."
Miss Sadie Gowen gave a very interesting talk
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fosat the Troy Corner church last Sunday and left
ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
Apartments of 8 .rooms with modem imMonday, for her mission work in India... .The for the United States.
Sunshine Society will meet with Miss Millie
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no provements. Apply at
Stevens Thursday, October 14th.
38tf
35 CEDAR STREET.
other.

Miss Clara Johnson,

>

New

—

..

1

will give your business,
small, careful attention.
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DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK AM
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CAPITAL $50,000.00.
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Excursion

ORRIN J.

DIG

Via EASTERN SlEAMSfi

Wednesday, Octobei
Special

rates

including

hotels .■
ORRIN J. |)k
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MAKES WORK EASIER.
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Thompson Mfg
56 & 58 CHURCH STREET, Bf
tf35

BIKE

BUGG

FOR SALE.
If you want to
^

•argain call
3w38

buy

a

good
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FOR RENT
My house, 36 Miller, corner ('bai l
Belfast, Me. Location fine. Spaciou.-

j Jood garden. Nine rooms and bath,
epair. Furnace heat. Piped for gn-

old water. Terms $200 net per annui:
et it furnished from June to Octobe:
noney.
39

ELMER SMALL. Belfast.

For Rent

~~

TO RENT

——.

that in all the financial transactions h
S. blit 6 °Jc is done with curra iu\ ,i.
°Jcj being done by means ot hecks ai
drafts? If you d«) not alrea iy keep
ing account start one now and you w
f rom its convenience and sc let y wl
true. If you are not familiar wit'
tern come to iis andwewiil show

A convenient rent at 25 Miller streei.
, lellast, for a small family. All modern
(

onveniences. Apply to
ARTHUR i. BROWN,
39 tf
State House, Augusta, He.

